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London, Feb. 13. The Irish situation, since the
raids over the Ulster border, has steadily become worse
and no secret is made of the grave alarm with which it is
viewed in official circles in London. Winston Spencer
Churchill, secretary for the colonies, declared in the house
of commons this afternoon that the shooting of the, Ulster
special constables at Clones has greatly aggravated the

inn

The Evening Standard asserts that Ireland is on thf
brink of civil war and quotes a member of the government as saying that while the government hesitates to do
anything which the sinn feiners could interpret as provocative, swift military preparations nave already been
made to prevent an armed invasion of Fermanagh and
Tyrone.

In the light of the developments
of the last few days much significance is attached to the suspension
today of the evacuation of British troops from southern
Irish
ports. The Irish office explains
that the suspension was ordered
pending a decision regarding the
extent of the reinforcements to
be sent to Ulster. Sir James Craig,
t'lster premier announced tonight
that the Ulster garrison of British troops was to be increased
from ten battalions, the previous
number, to fourteen.
HiotliiB In Belfast.
The week-en- d
rioting in Belfast
was continued today. The death
roll from Saturday is ahout 12
hilled and 20 or jnore wounded.
The shooting affrays in Belfast
during the last 24 hours occurred
over a widely sxtonded area.
The gunmen have kept well under cover, and the police and soldiers patrolling in armed cars are
having difficulty in locating them.
Sir James Craig, the ITIster premier, telegraphed the British government tonight asking what action v"other than dispatching messages to Dublin;" the government
was taking or had taken to secure
the return of the kidnaped loyali
ists,
Michael Collins, head of the provisional government, in a messare
to the American Association for
the Recognition of the Irish
charges that a coup d'etat
is being planned against tho provisional government and warns the
sssociation asainst assisting in any
way tc destroy the new government.
Mr. Collins wired that the alternative to tho treaty Is renewal of
warfarand declared that the provisional government
wanted the
people themselvei to decide the
adding that if Ihey decided for
war there need not be any doubt
as to ignore he would stand.
In conformity with the decision
to release the Irish Political prisoners In England, the government
liberated seventeen this afternoon;
the release of the others is expected to follow shortly.
Disorders in southern, Ireland
continue.
c,

to be. dead on his arrival there.
Two constables were wounded in
North Queen street. A number of
girls are on the casualty list.
A bomb was thrown in Weaver
street and many were injured.

RETAIL FOOD PRICES
IN JANUARY SLUMPED
(By Tho Assnelnted Press.)

13. Further
Washington,
decreases in retail food prices are
shown in statistics issued today by
the department of labor for 27 of
the country's large cities for the
month ending January 15., The
decrease in that period for the various cities was given as follows:
Salt Lake City and Savai.nah, )
8
per cent;
per
Providence,
N. H., New
cent; Manchester,
Haven and New York, 7 per
cent;, Louisville, Milwauweo
Minneapolis, Norfolk, Pittsburgh
and Manchester, 0 per cent; Birmingham, Chicago, Columbus, Peoria and Seattle, 5 per cent; Baltimore, Kansas City, Little Bock,
St. Louis, SpringPhiladelphia,
D.
field, Mass., and Washington,
C, 4 per cent; Cincinnati and Indianapolis,' 3 per cent and v New
Orleans, 1 per cent.
As compared with the average
cost in the year 1913, the retail
cost of food on last January 15,
tho department said, showed an
increase of 29 per cent in Seattle
and 21 per cent in Salt Lake City,
the latter being the smallest increase in any city where statistics
were taken. Tho increase
was
highest in Washington, D. C, be-Ing about 60 per cent.
.
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MARY'S BEST

FRIENDS. STATES

Miss Winter, Movie Actress,
Says She Has Told "All
That She Knew" of Ufe
of Slain Director.
(By The Associated Press.)

Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 13.
Mary Miles Winter, motion picture
actress, issued a statement hero
today through her r.ttorneys declaring that she had told investigators "all that she knew" of tho
life of William Desmond Taylor,
motion picture director, slain
twelve days ago. It said
she Could not conceive how any
wrong
person could voluntarily
Taylor.
The statement follows:
"There is no personal or financial sacrifice I would not gladly
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Mary Miles Mintcr.
make to bring the slayer of William
Desmond Taytor to justice.
"Mr. Taylor was ono of my best
friends. His death was a great
sock to me. I met Mr. Taylor
first in 19:9 wnen he became my
director.
I was then 17 years of
age, and his inspiration, his unfailing courtesy and consideration, not
only to me but to all with whom
he came in contact, Immediately
won my highest admiration.
,
"From 1919 until tho da; of his
death Mr. Taylor was to
me tho
symbol of honor and manliness, an
inspiration, a friend, a guide and
counsellor.
The symbol of all a
girl admires in a man.
"His friendship
was uplifting
and his advic. and aid were
invaluable. It would bo nothing less
than veritable ingratitude if i did
not, now that he is dead, raise my
voice to proclaim what ho was
and to repudiate those who would
besmirch his character.
,
"I have told the authorities all
that I know of, both his life here
and in the cast. That, I fear
has been of lutsv aid to them.
"I .cannot conceive the character
of a person who would voluntarily
wrong Mr. Taylor or cause his
death."
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authorities grand jury, district
attorney and police had absolved
her of all blame in the killing of
William Desmond Taylor.
The same wire, ho said, stated
that all her letters to the director
,had been returned by tho district
attorney.
In a telegram received this
morning, he added, Miss Normand
said her name, never would have
been mentioned in the investigation
if she had no', gone to Taylor's
house on the night of his death to
get some books he had promised
her. This message told Mr. Normand not to worry, because "they
all know out here that I knew
nothing of tho sad affair and that
I will be exonerated."

VALUABLES

FOR

RELIEF

Historic Edifices to Be
Stripped of. Precious Metals and Jewels to Relieve
Russian Sufferers..
(Br The Associated Press.)

fied man, picked up wounded, was
Washington, Feb. 13. - "Uncle
taken to a hot.pital but was found Joe"
Cannon, oldest member of the
house, announced he would NOT
be a candidate for
GIRLS GROW-TIREOF
from the eighteenth
representative
LEAVE
SCHOOL,
HOME;
Illinois district.
ARE FOUNDJN MOBILE
The former speaker announced
his intention to retire from politics
(B7 The Associated rrcss.)
in an eleven-wor- d
statement which
Mobile, Ala., Feb. 13. Miss Au- read:
16
drey Butler,
years old, daugh"I am NOT a candidate for elec
ter of E. S. Butler, president of the
Kew Orleans cotton exchange, and tion to the
h
congress."
Miss Dorothy Lewis, 18, of GalvesThe Illinois representative,
one
who
ton, Texas,
disappeared from of the most picturesque and
widely
New Orleans Saturday, were found
In Mobile tonight at the Louisville known figures in congress, will be
86 years old next
and Nashville railroad depot.
May 7. He i
The girls arrived Itere Saturday serving his twenty-thir- d
term
Close friends said he had made
night and registered at a hotel, according to police, as "Evelyn and the decision in the belief that his
Edith Bain.'1 They checked out of health and age made a' less stren
the hotel this morning and spent uous life advisable.
the remainder of tho time roaming
Wearing an old slouch hat. and
the city and were seated at the
with a heavy overcoat wfnnneti
station tonight when detectives closely around his throat. Undo Joe SHUT-IN- S
"LISTEN IN"
took them in custody.
sat in the house chamber today
ON CHURCH SERVICES
The girls, police said, gave as while Representative Green, repub
their reason for leaving home tha lican, lowa, was delivering a LinBY RADIO TELEPHONES
they were tired of school and coln day address. The hat came
'..'
wanted to go to work and be inde- off at the close of the
speech and
(By The Associated Press.)
pendent. Relatives' of the girls are the veteran legislator applauded
San
Francisco, Calif., Feb. 13.
on their way here to take them with the rest.
Shut-In- s
along the Pacific ctast
home.
Announcement of Mr. Cannon's who are unable
to lcavo their beds
determination to retire was not a or homes now listen to church
erv- surprise to members, as most of his ces on Sunday broadcasted by TrinIntimate friends understood he was ity Center from Rockridge Station
a bit too feeble to carry on his n Oawland if
they have a radio teleactive duties.
phone receiving set in their homes.
Announcement
of the former
The services from 11 to 12:15
FORECAST.
speaker's decision to retire from o'clock begin with the Dealintr of
Denver, Colo.,- Keb. 18. New public life was mada on the floor chimes and then fellows" the anMexico: Tuesday and Wednesday, of the house by Representative nouncement
that church services at
fair south, cloudy and unsettled Walsh, republican, Massachusetts.
Center will begin. The
north portion; warmer Tuesday east In a brief eulogy, Mr. Walsh de- Trinity
ervices follow closely the establish
of the mountains.
clared 'that members of the houBe ed custom of Protestant churches
Arizona: Tuesday and
would "learn with regret, tinged with hymns, anthems, a prayer and
not
much change in tem- with sorrow," of Mr. Cannon's in- a sermon.
day, fair;
The
exception is
.
tention
to leave the house. Regret that no collection only
perature.
Is taken.
over the approaching retirement of The prayers and sermons
for each
LOCAL KEPORT.
"Uncle Joe" would be shnred, Mr. Sunday aro written by a prominent
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
Walsh added, "by. the country .at minister of the gospel and it has
hours ending ct 6 p. m. yesterday, large."
oeen estimated that more than
recorded by tho university:
After Mr. Walsh had concluded, 14,000 neople' listen
in on the
67 members of the house rose and ap- church services.
Highest temperature
Lowest
b j plauded for a moment
or more.
Letters to the broadcasting sta
34 Many in the galleries joined in the tion Indicate
llange
that all classes of
Mean
40 ovation:
people enjoy the services. One. wo64
The former speaker was the onljJ man who has not been able to leave
Humidity at 6 a. m..,,
18 one on
Humidity at 6 p, m
floor to remain Beated. her bed for three years has a re..... . ...None His eyesthe
Precipitation
were brimming with tears ceiving set at her bedside and she
Maximum wind velocity..,,.,
18 and he clutched in his lap the hat la able tn listen
to the services
irection of wind
......South he had been
a few mo- which, she wrote, are (greatly ap
Character of day ... .Partly cloudy ments before. wearing
l
preciated,
rail-roa-

Nor-mand- 's

Fill

FOR RE ELECTION

eixty-elght-

(By The Associated Press.)

New York, Feb. 13. Mabel
father, Claude G. Normand
of St. George, Staten Island, announced tonight that his daughter
had wired that the Los Angeles

TOOSE CHURCH'

CANDIDATE

"Uncle Joe," Who Will Be
03 Next "May, Announces
His Intention to Retire to
Belfast. Feb. 13 (by the Associated Press). There was marked
Life.
Private
activity In Belfast tonight on the
of
the
rnrt
"wipers. An unidentiBj The Associated Preai.)

WIRES

'

CANNON NOT TO

BE

MABEL IS ABSOLVED
OF BLAME , IN TAYLOR

KILUNSjJHE

.

COjFERElCE

Harding and Mellon Are Believed to Have Discussed
the Matter at Parley At
the White House,

Position of the Administration Regarding Sources
of Revenue Will Be Re-

Moscow, Feb. 13 (by the Associ
ated Press.) The initial steps for
the carrying out of the decision of
central committee
the
to Use the valuables in churches
of all creeds in Russia for the benefit of the famine sufferers, Includes directions to the 'commissariat of Justice to work out th
method and the instruction for execution of the decree as soon as
possible.
The value of the gold and silver candlestlcks,the gold covered
and bejeweled ikons, the chalices
and salvers Is variously estimated
but in weight the precious metals
and the Jewels alone are reported
to be worth hundreds of millions
of dollars.
sentiments
Although
varying
have been evinced as to the stripof the
edifices
ping of the historic
country of treasures dating bnck
forcenturies, some of the notahles
among them approve the idea.
Archbishop Evodokln of Novgorod, in a letter to the Pravda, advises the sacrifice as "a loan to
God," to be repaid in heaven. It
towarns that cold heartedness
ward the famine stricken will
bring punishment in the future.
"It is a shame to wear gold and
diamonds now when each jewel not
only will wipe away a tear of suffering humanity but also will save
a man from death," says the archbishop's letter.

DEATH OF BENEDICT
TO BE COMMEMORATED
IN ITALIAN CHAMBER
:

vealed to Congress Today

some-time-

ITiy Tuo Associated Press.)

K, OF K. INITIATES
3,144 NEW MEMBERS
Rochester. N. Y Wo. 13. What
was said to be the largest single initiation in the history of the
Knights of Columbus in the United
States was conducted here yesterday by Dr, James G. Coyle, state
deputy grand knight of the order.
In the one Initiation,
8,144 new
members of Rochester council were
obligated, more than doubling the
council's membership and making
It th second largest In the United

States.
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Walkout Is a
Protest Against Pay Cut.
ployment;

WRESTLER IS GIVEN A
HEARING AT, LINCOLN

(Bj The. Assoelutfd Press.)
Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 13.
John
Pesek, heavyweight
wrestler of
Itevenna; Nob., was rrlven a hearing before State Commissioner of
Athletics Boyle and H. II. Antics,
of the pubirc Telfare deDartment
following his application
for a
license to wrestle in Nebraska.
Pesek was called upon to explain
his alleged offense against Marin
Plcstlna in their match at New
York in November.
Pesek Genre
he had been instructed by his manager to foul
lestlna. nor had any other managers or promoters, he said, had
;nny hand in alleged "frams-ups.- "
Pesek said he had treated Plestina
ins he had In turn been treated, but
had not gouged him in the eyes or
butted him, as charged.
'

'

;

Madison, Wis., Feb. IS. Robert
justice of the
Wisconsin supreme court and former law partner of United States
Senator LuFollette, died at midnight Saturday at his home here.
G. Kibecker, chief
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CHIEF JUSTICE I)IKS.

II

Cold Steel is Held to Be the
Ultimate Arbiter of Battle; Man Can't Be Re-

OPERATIVES

of tho citizens'
committee.
which condemned his action Inst
in
Thursday
dissolvlng'the superior
court grand Jury here In the midst
of Its inquiry Into the defunct Bank
of Commerce of Okmulgee, accord
ing to a teleprnm received bv Mr.
Dick, late today from tht Judge nt
Covle, Okla.
The committee had asked that
the Judge resign his place on the
bench.
The telegram read as follows:
"E. J. Dick, Okmulgee, Okla.
"Mailed you resignation ns sug
gested. Sickness
delayed return
until tomorrow morning.
-tsignefl)
"H. R. CIIRISTOniER."

TAKE

Aircraft, Tanks, Bombs, Machine Guns, Cannon,
Merely Valuable Auxiliaries for the Infantrymen,
CONCLUSIOTTOLLOWS

mt y,

Mac-Greg-

10

.

91,
K

co-e-

OBEYS

(iiici. sc

BATTLLASSERT

$1,-0-

deputies convenes next Thursday it
REQUEST
will commemorate
the death of
Enrico Dencola,
Pope. Benedict.
president of the chamber of deputies, will pronounce an eulogy of
flESIGiJ POSTj
the late pontiff, according to the
custom In the cases of dead sovereigns, and then Premier Honomi.
on behalf of the government, will
(B.t The Assnelnted Press.)
add to the president's remarks.
Okmulgee, Okla.. Feb. 13. Judge
Slgnor Dencola will xnnounce the H. R. Christopher, cf the Okmulgee
accession of Plus XI before the
superior court, has mailed
chamber passes to the order of the county
his resignation to E. J. Tiick, cnalr-ma- n
day. ,

Single

(

K,

(By The Associated Press.)
Rome, Feb. 13. I' now seems
certain that when the chamber of

Mull. K.'x a Month
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Washington. Feb, 13. The position of the administration ns to
how tho funds for the soldiers'
bqpns should be raised may bn
made known to congress tomorrow.
President Harding and Secretary
Mellon had a conference today and
were understood to havo discussed
the quesflon.
.
Two plans have been suggested
J
by members of congress charged
with the reporting of bonus legislation. Ono by republican members
of tho house ways and means committee contemplates special taxes,
while under the other, put forward
by Chairman McCumber nnd Senl'cgjsy nopklns' Joyce,
ator Smoot of Utah, ranking republican nn the finance committee,
short time treasury notea or bonds
SMOKING BY GIRLS IS
would be issued during tho time
that the cash payments were made
"A VILE, NASTY FAD,"
to the former service men.
DEANS 0JFJV0MEN SAY
Op:ov. Additional Taxes.
At the White House conference
(Dy Tho A.uorlnled 1'rrss.)
today it was indicated in some ad- ministration
Chicago, Feb. 13. Smoking bv
quarters that the
is
ii vile, nasty, fad, which
girls
treasury secretary held the same
.should be prohibited in every univiews wiih regard to the issues of
notes or bonds that he expressed in
versity, the de ins of women at Chicago and Northwestern universities,
1
jhis recent letter to Chairman Ford-said today.
,
com-of
the
means
ney
ways and
Marion Talbct, dean of women at
mittee. On tho other hand, con
tho
University of Chicago, said that
gressional leaders said opposition
Is Alleged to uiey naa no regulation
to the levying of additional taxes Chicagoan,
against
s
at this time was increasing.
because it wa3
smoking
by
Have Ruined Thousands almost Impossible
to prevent it and
It was understood that the tax
program drawn by the house subof Poor Investors Who .there was littio uso In trying.
committee met with Instant opposiFeb. 13. Smoktion when it was presented to maGave Him Their Savings. Louisville,
s
ing by university
is merely
jority members of th,e senate fina
soon
fad
will pass, in tha
ance committee.
that
(Hy llic Assoclnted Press.)
of
Mis3
KllKaheth
were named to thrash the matter
opinion
Hoskins,
Chicago, Feb. 13. "I owe
(lean of wemen at the University of
out and after a conference with
and I have less than
Louisville.
Secretary Weeks, they were underin cash," Raymond J. Bischoff
"I can't feel that a real genuine
stood to havo presented the two
told Judgo K. M. Landis in fed- womanly girl would form tho
proposals to the president.
While the president wa consid- eral court today at the inquiry habit," she takl. "There has been
no cases of
among girl
ering the matter the
financial
his
into
operations students at thesmoking
University of Louis
marked time today. Senator which are alleged to have
ruined
McCumber said he expected to get thousands of poor investors who ville because the. south Is a little
:more conservative than the north."
the president's views tomorrow, but trusted him with their life
added that ho was not advised as
Ohio. Feb. 13. About
to how it would be communicated.
ISischoff declared that he was oneColumbus,
cent of the 3,00
at
Question Dismissed.
of ago and Ohioper
twenty-ilv- years
only
state universtty smoke, Miss
The bonus question was discussed that ho had accumulated liabiliLouisa
Brown, acting dean
today both in the senate and house. ties estimated by a receiver ap- (Mary
"It is a
Senator Borah, republican, Idaho, pointed Saturday as totalling ap- jof women, said today.
she
added.
habit,"
sendirty
In
the
tho
brought up
subject
in less
$5,000,000
proximately
ate, declaring tliat the demands for than two years. He described the.
a bonus for former service men business he had been conducting CHILDREN REFUSE TO
who were not impaired physically as "general
financial business,
SLEEP WHEN THEY ARE
or mentally as a result of their war
and oil," and said that
service might embarrass the gov- brokerage
he started it in tho spring of 1919
DENIED PRAYER BOOKS
ernment In taking care of wounded with $10,000.
and disabled.
Asked where he obtained this
(By The Associated Press.)
The Idaho senator declared that money, Bischoff Raid that he had
Riga, Fib. 13. A new type of
was a conservative earned part of It working in the
$75,000,000,000
strike
has been Inaugurated this
estimate of what it would cost the stockyards and that the rest was
government to care for all disabled the result of stock speculations. time by children. The Jewish chilmen before the government's obli Ho declared that ho had no pre- dren in the home for pogrom ornez'.iitza. in the Kovno
gation to them would be dischargvious business
that he phans atmade
a demand for prayer
ed. He said that in his Judgment lived at home experience,
at that time nnd district,
to pray but had
books;
ten
they
of
it would be a matter
only
that the only other work he had no books andwanted
as these were denied
years before congress would be ap- done was in connection with obthem they started a unique strike,
propriating a billion and a half dol- taining members
for the Boy
refusing to go to sleep.
lars annually for the necessities of Scouts.
The strike ended with a commen.
disabled
Under a rapid fire of questions
Taxes on Wines and R?cr.
strikers, the
he said he felt plete victory ofof tho
Landis,
by
Judge
tho homo distribThe bonus was brought before ho could have recouped nil his superintendent
books
tho following
uting prayer
the house by Representative
losses If the receivership proceedday.
republican. New York, who ings had not halted his career.
ds
for
it
be
that
the
fir
urged
Despite Hischoff's protestation?
'
raised by means of taxes on light that
all of the millions ho had GIRL IS TO UNDERGO
wines and beer.
handled had been lost, a search
FIFTH OPERATION FOR
Senator Edge, republlcnn, Now was begun for all possible assets
Jersey, in a formal statement, de- and Judge Landis issued restrainTHE REMOVAL OF PIN
clared that while he had not yet
orders preventing Hischoff's
taken a final position nn the bonus ing
relatives from disposing of two
legislation, "If the billions neces- flat buildings, two houses, a farm, , Philadelphia, Ta.., Feb. 13. Ten
sary to pay the proposed bonus are four automobiles and the con- year old Louisatn Offonstein, of
a few days will
Wichita, Kans.,
to be raised through further taxa- tents of several
safety deposit under-iher fifth operation for the
tion upon business rind Industrial boxen.
of
removal
a
it.
am
pin
I
lodged in her
then
against
enterprises,
Bischoff said his financial
and in my Judgment we are simply erations began when the father op-of lung.
Alter
the
fourth
attempt to exputting off Just that much longer one of his
Scouts came to tract the
pin by surgeons in Wichia resumption of industrial nnd him to obtainBoya loan
to
of
$."00
ta, the was
to the Jefferbusiness activity necessary to les- help pay a mortgage.
He said bo son hospital brought
here.
sen presnt unemployment.
did not have the money hut ob
The
tho pin while
swallowed
girl
General Fales Tat.
tained it
$200 ho- with dolls.
"If congress would ndopt as the longing to bytho investing
man who wanted playing
method of raising revenue," he the loan.
f
added, "a general sales tax so that
"This man," said Bischoff, "told
everybody, rich and poor, accord- some of his friends ahout me and
ing to their expenditures, would ithey came to me and wanted mo
thus pay their proportion, and jto do this ror imsm. Ono wan
equally as importnnt the policy of 'told another and the first thing
the sales tax would thus be placed II new there were 100
people.
on the statute books so that it
would loan me money and
could be used for obtaining neces- jThey
would give them my personal
sary governmental revenue In tho oto with 6 per cent interest.
future and permit congress to cut
Bischoff
also
he
down the high surtaxes and busi- owned property insaid that KanON
Texas,
ness taxes already paralyzing busi- sas, Louisiana
and
other
states
ness energy, there might be mora and that all of them
de-- ,
migh
Justification for passing the bonus velop into valuable
oil
fields
bill."
Judge Landis ordered that tiia
. Close to
Persons
mainlng testimony be taken
fore referee in bankruptcy,
Are Thrown Out of EmEastman.
,
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FIRST PLAGE
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CONGRESSMEN HAVE
BROACHED TWO PLANS
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of Peggy Kspkirss' BDokBAYO SETS

New York, Feb, 13. (Special.)
Peggy Hopkins Joyce has sailed
for Europe on the Aquitonia bent
on getting to the quiet of Nice,
where she says she Intends writing
u, novel bated on her marital experiences.
She says she Intends to tell some
things about one of her husbands
that he would give J 100,000 to keep
out of the look.
hetiur Hhe had
in mind
her latest
James Btanley Joyce, of Chicago,
uhe doesn't state.
Slic's Willing to Converse.
"I'm going to bury myself somewhere in tho south of Fiance," she
confided on her departure, "probably ut Nice, nnd there 1 am going
to write a book, a novel. 1 m going
to call it 'My Life end My Millionaire Husbands,' I think, liut I'll
do the title last. I may change it,"
"Are you going to get married
again?" she was asked.
un".Never, never, never again
til the book is liniahed. liut I'll not
I don't mean
try a millionaire.
ihat they're not all right
because there are limes when
a millionaire is needed."
May Lot
Help.
H was sussestej to her that she
ono
tho
of
of
pages
might dispose
of her book tj her husbahd so he
could put on it what ho wanted
about himself. The price suggested was $100,000.
"Well, tho things I am going to
say about ono of my husbands I
know he'd give mo much more than
t(pat if I didn't, but for the way
he'B knocked me I'm going back at
him twice as hard."
She casually mentioned that she
was going to appear In a play in
London nnd was also going to get
some of her jewelry shu had left on
tho other side.

Pr-M- .t

New York, Feb. 13. Organization of an American "Union of the
Unemployed" to bo governed by
the workmen's councils system of
which prevails in
representation
soviet Russia was attempted at a
meeting of 1,000 jobless seamen at
tho Seamen's church institute hero
today.
Leaders announced
that the
movement would be carried to
every city in the country, in an effort to compel government and capital to "provide work or supply the
jobless with compensation at union
wage rates."
To vguurd against an attempt at
violence during
a demonstration
advertised to precede the meeting,
several hundred mounted police,
patrolmen, reserves and detectives,
Washburn.
paraded the Battery district.
Tho demonstration,
however,
Albert
Washburn, of Mid- "5-- "
dleboro
.ehusetts, has been was conf.nea w one tnttered soldier
who
'i
of
the
of
named
to
States
unemployed,
army
i
minister
v. fnag Been consular sermarched to and fro along the
Austr
,S ,
water front, tundwiched between
vice.
placards exhorting the Jobles'a. to
him.
join
..iiBi
Formation of workmen's councils
among the jobless, with direct nnd
indirect affiliation with organized
labor, taxation of capital to provldo
work and sustenance for the
ctimp:eto disarmament,
opening of the mansions along Fifth
avenue, "while the owners are sunning themselves at Palm Beach
with Mayor Hylan," were advocated
as means ef relieving the situation.
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ACTIVITY SHOfl'Sf BY
SNIPKHS IX BELFAST
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SEO SUBJECT

Workmen's Councils System
of Representation Which
Prevails in Russia Will Be
Tried Out Here.

Dally

"By fiilismdre llatss" to

S WILL BE

MflESWY

it

or

Shooting of the Ulster Special Constables at
Clones Has Greatly Aggravated the Situation; Significance Is Attached, to the Suspension of the Evacuation of British Troops
From Southern Irish Ports.
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Tuesday, February 14, 1822.

ENVOY TO AUSTRIA

BECB

maT

(By Th. Atsorlnled Press.)

Bo3ton, Maii3., Feb, 13. Cctton
mill operatives in New Hampshire
and liliodo Island, with lew exceptions, were on strike today in protest against wage reductions averaging 20 per cent, and restoration
of the
week. There
were no disturbances in either state.
Many of the New Hampshire
mills suspended operations before
notn when it was seen that the
plant3 could not be run with the
workers who reported.
The number of employes thrown
out of work by tho almost general
strike In New Hampshire was estimated at between 25.000 and 30,000,
while In Rhode Island the number
of pert-oilaffected by tho strike
was brought to more than 20,000.
The situaticn in Rhode Island
marked time today, with the state
guardsmen in readiness for possible
duty.
In New Hampshire the great
Amoskeag mill, which with its
hands is s.iid to be the
cotton mill In the world, largest
closed
when officials decided
that the
plant was not Justified in operating
with the reduced force that reported for work.
s

15,-0-

(Br The, Assnelnted Vrtn.)
13. The
Feb.
Washington,
"doughboy" with a bayonet still is
"the basic combatant" Unit in
battlo in the virtually unanimous
judgment of tho American army,
officially rendered in cold postwar analysis.
Alrcroft,
tanks,
bombs, machine
guns, cannon,
aro
valuablo
auxiliaries
for
merely
tho infantrymen "In , tho bulk"
armed with rifle anit bayonet and
each foot soldier armed only by
his "own agility" and steel helmet.
For "battlo Is normally determined by physicnl encounter wilh
the bayonet or th fear thereof,"
the official conclusion of the army
made public today asserts.
It Is
based on answers to a widespread
sent
"questionnaire"
recently
through tho war department bureaus and out through corps and
divisional areas, even down to thcommanders of regiments, to lay
tho ground work for the "doctrines of tactics and training," nn
which post-wa- r
building of tha
army shall proceed.
Answers Unmistakable.
The rinswers were unmistakable.
There has been no change soldiers who fought in France believed in the age-ol- d
gospel of
"cold steel" in war. As it was
with Cromwell's grim host bidding
for victory "with push of pike,"
with Napoleon's old guard that
"dies but never surrenders." with
"Pickett's flower of the south" at
Cettysburg, so it was with Pershing's "buddies" In France. Cold
steel was the ultimate arbiter ot
battle.
The conclusion follows "an exhaustive study of trie influence
that modern scientific developments will have upon the technique of warfare, especially with
regard to aviation, motor transport
nnd tanks." Chiefs of all combat
branches had then- - siy on thi?
questionnaire, designed "to bring
out the best present military
thought,"' both on basis principles
and as to changes in fighting technique necessitated by new weap-

ons.

The department's statement admits that the latter phase was expected to show "that specialists of
any kind, particularly in newly
discovered agencies, will. In their
enthusiasm, make some claims for
their specialties not safely to bo
accepted, except after tho nroof.
cither of the results of war or
under stimulated war conditions."
Tests WUI Re Made.
The expectation
was realized
and as tho research work goes on,
tests will be made "to solve tho
debatable questions." Among thes
is that of "the comparative value
of bombing planes and fixed heavy
guns in sea coast defense."
"It is possible at this time," tho
statement added, "to announce the
conclusion of the war department
result from the answers to the basic question as to which there was
agreesubstantially unanimous
ment. It is concluded, and doctrines of tactics and of training
will be based accordingly:
"That man remains the fundamental instrument in hattle, and
as such cannot bo replaced by any
Imaginable instrument short of a
more perfect thing than the human body, Including the mind.
"That man In the bulk meaning
the greater portion of the armd
forces fights with greatest freedom of action and with greatest
efficiency when on foot, not on
horseback, in n tank, in an alrplan",
in a fixed fortification, etc.; that to
achieve decisive action ho is best
armed with tho rifle and bayonet;
that man is rendered least vulnerable when merely clothed against
the weather and armored by his
own agility and a steel helmet.
"That battle is normally determined by physical encounter with,
the bayonet or fne fear thereof; all
other agencies of destruction, as
artillery, machine guns and aircraft, nre auxiliary in their effect,
however potent, and serve to make
possible the advance of the foot
soldier to hand to hand encounter.
Infantry Is Basic Arm.
"That infantry is the basic combatant arms upon whose success
normally depends trie success of
the army; the primary duty of
other arms, when associated with
Infantry is to assist tho infantry to
achieve its mission by protecting
and aiding it in every way and by
destroying enemy resistance to Its
efforts.
"That no arm except infantry
can be expected under normal coi
ditions to destroy an approximately,
of enemy infantry
equal force
armed with rifle and bayonet.
"That while infantry is normally
the basic arm of war under certain
conditions or during certain phases,
cavalry may replace it as tile basic
arm top example, in operations
against mounted forces or against
foot troops whose efficiency is below normal for any reason."
Misconceptions arise in the public mind, the statement said, as to
the possible effect of new agencies
of war and in making public results of its studies, the war department "hopes to insure that tho
heresy shall never become implanted in the country that any material
means can ever replace in war tho
individual soldier who is willing
and able to fight."
spe-tos-
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8PRIXTEKS WORK OCT.
Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 13.
W.
"fastest
Charles
Paddock,
human being," holder of the
sprint und several other cinder path records worked out toduy
at the University of Southern California and Indicated that he would
run this season,
100-ya-
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TAYLOR'S BODY
BEFORE DIRECTOR'S BODY WAS FOUND

a

di--

J'BIG FOUR" DIVIDED
INTO TWO GROUPS FOR

CONFERENCEPUBPOSES
The Ainoclfited

Preaa.)

(Hy
Cleveland, O., Feb. 13. Tho
"Big Four'' railroad brotherhood
have divided into two groups, each
neof whom will conduct separate
managotiations with tho railway
The
gers in regional conferences. EngiBrotherhood of Locomotive
neers will meet tho railway executives jointly with the Brotherhood
of Locomotive ',1remen and
of
Thd Brotherhood
Railroad Trainmen and the Order
Conductors will con
if Railwayconferences
Jointly.
duct their
' This was announced tonight by
of
the trainW. Q.
president
men and "Warren B. Stone, grand
rhlef of the engineers. Further
"than this they would nay little,
i "It is our intention In the future," Mr. Leo said, "to ourhandle
rewage questions through
gional associations, as we did prior
10 the national negotiations carried on during the war period."

V

EMERY A CANDIDATE.
Brand Rapids, Mich., Feb. 12.
Major John G. Emery, former national commander of the American
his candidacy
legion, announces
for the republican nomination for
senate
tday.
he United States
"

DYE BLOUSE

al

I'lT'O
Indianapolis', Feb. in. No coal
soft
of
for
wages
increase
efminers, Imt tho direction of all
present
retaining
forts toward
watte scales wan the policy adopted
ot
today bv the scale committee
Mine Workers of Amer- tho
union's
icn. for submission to tho
special convention that begins
to
morrow, according
information received by convention
delecntos.
The committee's report on wnpe
demands to be sought as the basis
of new agreements with operators,
effective April I, was adopted
finally at a long afternoon session.
of
Despite the announcement
the committee, which Include the
'.'7 district presidents of the union,
their report was understood to in- elude no proposal of a ttrlke, and
likewise made no demand for
adoption pf the six hour, five day
week as proposed by the demands
.m
his. inr. nmy
possibility or a smite was mat ot
International rresldent John L
formal state- Lewis, who issued this
ment:
"The united wine workers or
America do not desire a strike.
We propose to do everything possible In a proper way to prevent
T
feel sure
such an occurrence.
when the convention has finished
Itsjvork. the public will realize this
fact."

His Personal

win jchi. wear to worn, faded skirts, waists,
Vjoats, stockings, sweaters, cover-'itiir- a
hnnffin?H. draneries.
every- 1i(ilng.
Every package contains1
directions so simple any woman
n put new, ricn, taaeicss colors
jnto her worn garments or draperies even if she has never dyed
Just buy Diamond Dyes
lljefore.
other kind then your material will come out right, because
Diamond dyes are guaranteed not
10 streak, spot, fade or run. Tell
your druggist whether the
you wish to dye la wool or
ilk, or whether it Is linen, cotton or mixed goods.

l' "uiamona xves
.

aim am--

wdMr
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(By The Aasoclntrd Freaa.)

Washington, Feb. 13. Efforts of
house military committeemen
to
exact a pledge for the manufacture
of fertilizers during the
life of the proposed contract by
Henry Ford for purchase and lease
of the government's properties at
Muscle Bhnals, Ala., failed today.
W. B. Mayo, appeurlng before the
committee ns the personal representative of Mr. Ford, declared the
Detroit manufacturer was not willing to modify his offor In any of Its
existing provisions unless It was to.
clarify tho language only and not
to alter the plan Itself,
also failed In
Committeemen
their attempts during examination
of Major J. If. Burns, chief of the
ammunition division of the nrmv's
to adjust
ordnance department,
differences of opinion between ord- ihm
anil
Tinner, nfftpersi
thn. in
:
advocate genera, s eparti

Diagram of room In which Taylor was shot and way his body was found
laid flat with chair overturned across his body.
finliee are investicrntine the tip that the body of Wil- knrroUm
?.
movie director, was rearranged by his
liam Desmond Taylor,, murdered
i.
.uunu I.ujr To
oici Tha
someone eise Deiore u aa f..A
servant? Henry Peavey, found Taylor dead when the valet came in the
his back with hi,
morning to clean the house. Taylor was lying flat on
Burns insistl
!
"d throughout "an extended Int.
hands at his sides. A chair was
reached that attitude under the chau roKatlon th(lt the government was
ports doubt Taylor could have wnen
nuw ur jubv nmuyaeu.
bad he fallen during a struggle
obligated to sell that property to
the Alahama Power company or reHe
move it from their grounds.
declared It could not be sold to Mr.
as a part of the Muscle Shoals
Ford
PERSONAL NOTES
project unless the government violated a contract with the company.
OF THE STATE
Previously officers of "the Judge
advocate general's department had
said the contract was
IS
YAP

U.

SENT

Cleveland, O., Feb. 13. The first
of tho Cleveland
detachment
Americans will depart from the
spring training camp at Dallas
The oecond
Tex., February 21.
squad is scheduled to depart four
days later.
The first squad will be composed of the pitchers and catchers
in charge of Coach Jack McCallis-te- r
and Trainer "Doc" i'mallwood.
The inflcldcrs and outfielders will
make up the second squad, and
their presence at Dallas will Increase the squad to about forty
men.
Four members of tho first squad
Barton, Tuhhs, Harwood and
d
Guess are recruit pitchers.
comes from Montana, where
he played with Three Forks; Tubbs
from Michigan, where he played
semi-pr- o
bnll with Grand Ilepids
teams; Harton of Lynch Mines,
Ky., and Guera la a product of the
lots. George,
Cnnton, O., semi-prKeidcl, a local semi-prpitcher,
also may be In the party with thi
veterans, among whom will be
Catchers Steve O'Neill, and Les
N'Jnamnker, and Pitchers Coveles-kiUawby, Morton, Lhle, Soth-oro- n
and Walter Malls.
The second detachment will be
made up ot Hill Wambsganss,
Iar-r- y
Joe
Riggd
Gardner. Joe Wood, Jack Gran-eand Joe
Charley Jamlcson
Evans, all regulars from last season; and Jack Mclnnis, Louis
Giiisto, 1'at McNulty, nn Ohio State
university outfielder; Benedict, a
third bn ':man from Baldwin-Wallac- e
coliege; Yuna, a third baseman from Dps Molncg, and Gully,
an outfielder from Mississippi
college.
All are expected to be In shape
fpr the first exhibition game with
Dallas, March 4.
liar-woo-
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40. QUITS
ARMY AFTER 23 YEARS
OF ACTUAL SERVICE

SOLDIER,

nr

The AiMiflnlfd PreM.)

New York, Feb. 13. First Serot
geant William Lynns, "top kick"
infantcompany I, Twenty-secon- d
Island,
ry, stationed at Governor's
todav accepted Uncle Barn's reward
for faithful servico and prepared
to enter business in Baltimore.
He was retired at the age of 40,
years of actua
after twenty-thre- e
service, and will receive a pension
of $105 a month for the remainder
nf his life. He entered the service
credit for
at 17, receiving double
time served in tho Spanish-Amecan, and world wars ana on
Mexican herder, giving him a total
credit of forty years.
The "top kick's" company gave
a farewell dinner in his honor, presenting him with n. $150 purse and
then paraded before him in full
dress uniform.
ri
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STARS INVADE IOWA
'ww.l
Kans.. Feb. 13.

By The Asunelnti'it

f

Mne
Lawrence.
members of the Kansas university
basketball squad left here tonight
for a trip Into Iowa to plav three
rames on consecutive nights with
Towa members of the Missouri valpl lev, conference. nwaTomorrow nigm
Kansas plays
Ames, Iowa. Wednesday night the
team meets the Grlnnell college five
at Grlnnell. Iowa, and ThursdayIs
night the three day schedule
completed with a fame with Drake
university at Pes Moines.

I:
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GENASCO

n'

Stevens of Ropwell were present
nnd nddresjed an enthusiastic
meeting of the Dexter Purango
Cotton Growers' associatlo'n on
Thursday evening of last week.
The boys' basketball team of the
local high school added another
scalp to their long string already
drying at their bells when tney
defeated the team of Troop R cavalry, N. M. N. G.. at Carlsbad l;st
Saturday by a wide margin of 31
to 10. A heavy schedule has been
arranged for them from now to
the end of the season. This schedule Includes a game with the Hagerman basketeers next Friday
Artesla the foland another
lowing week. Both games will be
played on the local grounds.
Mrs. E. L. Love was hostess at
an enjoyable "white elephant" party given to the local Woman's
club on last Thursday afternoon.
Each guest brought a 1ft for exchange With, another gurst and
the gifts of each provoked much
merriment though It was Impossible to decide which of them' was
the most useless. Following the
fun a delicious club luncheon was
served to the assembled guests.

MRS. E. F. R03INS0N
SUCCUMBS IN TOPEKA 1

Mr. Robinson, who died two years

afro, also was president of the Mex
ican central from 1893 to 1906.

Let's
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"Dili" Thomns'
Dmsr stores.

Cremo Dips, 10c.

For ColH Orir) ir Inflnonwi.
and as a Preventive, lake Laxative
BROMO QUININE Tablets. The
genuine bears the sl?naure of E.
W. Orovo. (Be sure you get
BROMO.) 80c.

HBSffflfliS

TENOU HAS RECOVERED.
New York, Feb. 13. John
tenor, whose concert tour
was temporarily suspended last
week because of an attack of laryngitis, has fully recovered, It was
announced today.

w$m
113

&SS9
has abHolui proof trial m
barculoita can ba healed In all climate
Keauita
by THE INHALANT METHOD.
For further particulars
ar nation-widaddreea THE INHALANT METHOD CO..
Suit 009 Union LeaKU Bldg., Kay No.
It. Lost Anselaa, Calif.
Ur. liu.rd

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inqnlro
JOURNAL OFFICE

MOTOR OIL
For More Miles
of Efficient
Lubrication Per
Quart.
For more than

40 years

That Edward F. Sands,
valet and secretary to William

Desmond Taylor, murdered movie
director, can furnish information
on Taylor's life which will clear up
the mystery of hit death la the
belief of police ofiicialb.
The
nation-wid- e
search for Sands has
been redoubled.
Sands also is
sought as t deserter rom the
army.

the

Oenasco people have conducted extensive and elaborate laboratory tests. .Oenasco Motor Oil Is one of the
products developed by these
years of research.

It

'more stable than other
oils now on the market. Because of its paraffin Vase
It holds Its body (viscosity)
at higher
temperatures

temperatures
than other
essential to a

oils. This Is
better, more efficient, more
economical lubrication. Tou
can get quart cans at the
gallon price at

Santa Fe. Feb. 13. Plans are being made by the state superintendent of .education and the county
superintendent In Colfax county, to
consolidate several ot the school
district
and to provldo high
schools for the consolidated districts. John V. Conway, state su
has just returned
perintendent,
d
from Colfax county, where he
a number of the districts and
made a study of the situation.
vis-Ite-

RAABE & MAUGER
If It'8 Hardware, IVe Have
First and Copper
e
Phone
Tliree-O-Flv-

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

It

WARNING

GALLUP LUMP
;
;
'

!

BOTTLE

HALF-OUNC-

Say "Bayer", when you buy Aspirin.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by .millions for

Headache
Rheumatism
Colds
NEW EQUIPMENT ORDERED.
Reading,
Fa., Feb. 13. The
Toothache
Neuritis
Neuralgia
Heading
Railway
company announced today that orders had been
Earache
Pain, Pain
Lumbago
kivim mr nieci equipment to cost
The orders call fcr
.uiiu,uu.
2,500 steel coal cars of seventy tons Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
capacity, fifty suburban passenger
cars, thirty-fiv- e
coaches und fif- Handy "Bayer" botes of 12 tabletsAlso bottles of 24 and 100 Druggists.
teen combination curs.
ot Eallcrllcacltl
Aspirin la tbi trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of

FREE

I

Few ucaft constipation, to aim If
jou da
not require a laxative at this moment let ma
Tried Bottle of my
tend you a
Smt PeMin FREE OF CHARGE so that
you will navt it hand? when needed. Stmfily
send your name and address to Dr. V. B.

In

StoL at all times.

Phone 251
L. JOE MILLER, Pres.

R edroom

ros.

Itrong

STRONG BLOCK.

Copper at Second

fr"""'""""
f"
Wind Shield
i.

""ay
-

'
Glass-Lumb- er

,

C. BAI.UKIIMiK
LUMIIICB CO.
43f South
I'liono 402.
Street.

tint

I

New Mexico

Steel Co. Inc.

Hollermakcra and Welder.
.100 Boulh ejecond e)t.
Tel. 1D17--

222 WEST CENTRAL

DANDRUFF REMEDY
Add Stomach?
Belching?

IndlRnstlon?
Constipation?

MILK OF MAGNESIA
Corrects

fermentaprevents
acidity,
tion of food, makes you fit; mild laxano
an
excellent
mouth
tive,
griping,
of the teeth,
wash and preservative
makes teeth white and beautiful.
35c bottles. One Cent Sale
QCin
OOC
price, 2 for
5c

bottlei.

price,

One Cent Sale

66c

for

2

MERITOL Dandruff Remedy destroys
the dandruff germ, removes the unsightly scales, Invigorates the growth of
the hair. Pleasing odor, too,
50c bottles.
Sale price,

One Cent

51c

for

Cocoanut Oil Shampoo
Shampoo your hair once weekly with
MERITOL
Cocoanut
Oil
Saponified
Shampoo and notice how It Improves
the appearance of the hair.
bottles. One Cent
Sale price, 2 for. , , .

SOo

ACIIKS?
PAINS?
RHEUMATISM?
Use Merltol Analgesic Balm, an excellent preparation for relieving pain;
rub It on; it penetrates. Neuralgia and
Rheumatism quickly relieved. It has
a Lanolin base, thereby being quickly
absorbed to the scat of all pain;
60c tubes, sale price, 2 for.
NERVOUS INDIGESTION?
Do Tou Sleep?
Are You Nervous?
Btomach Misery?
If you suffer untold torture from
MERITOL
digestion.
poor
Is the preparation you need. Contains Hydrastis (golden seal.) Nature's
greatest healer, in combination with
Pepsin and Senna.
$1.00 bottles, sale price,
2

.I.Ol

for

Eczema,

Piles, Cold

Sores,

all kinds of skin humors, quickly re
lieved with MERITOti Eczema Remedy
or money refunded.
sale price

66c

SYRUP OF FIGS.
MERITOL Syrup of Figs and
of Senna Is the pleasant system
lator ihat every member of the
will flke. Never gripes; never
the stomach.
60c bottles, sale price

for

.Ellxer
regu-

family
upsets

61c

SWEET CASCARA, ; if
Cascara Compound (MerU
tol) the reliable laxative for young
and old. Your physician will tell you
all about it,
3Se bottle (3 ounce), sale
Qfisa
price, t for.
y;

Goods
1

jt, Hot Water Bottles,
regular price $2; 2 for.,..

qq
JM.iO

qt. Combination Hot Water Bottle and
byringe; regular price
$2.76. Sale price, 2 for. .a
2 qt. Fountain Syringe,
regular price $2; 2 for..
Household Rubber Gloves,
reg. price $1.25; 2 pairs.
Purity Douche; reg. price
$3.60. Sale price, each...
Fancy Rubber Aprons, in colors. Regu
lar price $z.oo
dj-Sale price, each
2)X.uD
Plain Household Rubber Aprons. Regular price $1.50,
(Tf)r
Bale price, each.,
2) J. ttUi
2

$2.75
S1.98

$1.26
$1.75
nt

SKIN TROUBLE
Pimples,

61c

Guaranteed Rubber:

51c

'

Furniture Polish

Your finest furniture, mahogany, oak
or other wood will glisten
with a dry,
hard polish that won't have that smoky
look when you use MERITOL Furniture Polish. Tablespoonful on a damp
cloth will do all the furniture In a
room, thus much less expensive than
most polishes; 65c (pint) bottles. One
Cent Sale Price,
2 for
DOC
r

:

Aromatlo

SALTS.

,

MERITOL Hepatlo (liver salts), a
sparkling laxative drink, more effective than ordinary salts, pleasant, too.
Fine for 'rheumatism, gout, kidney
trouble, as well as a liver stimulant.
Take a dose before breakfast and feel
good all day. No constipation where
Merltol Hepatic Sails are used.
Jf60o bottles, sale price,

t for

Aztec Fuel Go.

)

A call will convince you.

CaldVelt, jr Washington St., Monticclio,
ill. Write me todai.

LIVER

''L

a'

Are now being unloaded. You will be surprised at our large variety of complete 'house
furnishings, and more than surprised at our
new low prices.' We are living up strictly to
our 1922 policy, "Smaller margins, lowest
prices and reasonable terms." ,.

THE FAMILY LAXATIVE
Take Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
when constipated, bilious, headachy
oroutof sorts. You will find your general health and complexion so improved thnt leas cosmetics will be
needed. Thousands ot women have
proved this true.

UUl

COAL

- Dlfwtibla

-- Nouruhlnt

Furniture

SYRUP PEPSIN

2

423 North First Street

PLAN CONSOLIDATION
OF SEVERAL SCHOOLS

Is

PAINT
PLASTER

GLASS
CEMENT

Substitute

rraln extract In Powder

DR. CALDWELL'S

65o bottle,
2 for

Edward F. Sands.

I Rich milk,
No Cooking

Slugs

uliVTy

H. CARNES

w-t-

.

Furniture

as specified In his offer. This situation was regarded hy several
committee members as interposing
C.
a difficult obstruction to be overcome before they could return the
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
Ford plan to the house for disposiKKFRACTION
tion by that body while others de107 S. Fourth.
Phone 1057-clared they could see no solution
at nil unless the contract wlt'.i the
company was violated.
While the committee worked on
the Ford offer ut the capltol, Secretary Weeks continued study at
the war department of the other
offers be has on Muscle Shoals.
Mr. Mayo told the committee Mr.
Ford intended to manufacture fertilizer In their finished forms and
would not produce "exclusively
their nitrate Ingredients." He also
declared that not more than eight
per cent profit would be Imposed,
and that It was Mr. Ford's Intention
to deliver the completed product
direct to the farmer, preventln-their purchase by agencies which
might buy them and possibly fix
the price before the. reached the
farmers' hands.
Questions by several committeemen developed that it was Mr.
Ford's intention to use all the pow
er developed bv the Warrior proj!w
nnta n n ,1 rtthn hMnf. tnw Vila Miin U
purposes at Muscle Shoals.

of Mrs. S. Wattonbarger.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Wr. Kelso and
(Uy the A.ocl-'ler- t
N. V...
daughter Wilma ofD.Clovis,
13. Mrs.
Topeka, Kans.. Feb. Prr.)
F. Wortman Ellen
were guests at tho
Francis
80, widow
homo from Friday until Sunday of of Albert A. Robinson,
Robinson, Santa Fe
last week.
railroad builder, died today as a
Dr. A, D. Crlle, County Agent result of a fall on the Ice last DeThomas, ,T. B. Herbst and A. J. cember 22.

nd

Orowlnt Children
For Ail Ages

and

1

TV0ME! will be glad lo
know of a laxative
ooeratcs without
grin lag or weakening.
ThAuaanda will tell you
111
v. thev iret more Ratisfactnrv
reiultn frnm f)r CnAw'M
gvntn PftRDin than fmm eitla
Ml Dills and drastie cathartics.
Syruo Pepsin is a mild, eenlle
cleanser and regulator. Itcosts only
about a cent a dose,

Statements hy Major Burns that
the Warrior plant was not essential to the Ford plan were countered later by Mr. Mayo-- , who declared the power developed there
was needed and Mr. Ford would
who demand a clear title to that unit

Terpsl-chorca-

Forlafants. Invalid,
The Oriehwl Food-Drm-

r

zi--

WW, hat'

PEXTF.lt.
Rev. Henry Barton, who has
been resident pastor of the Dexter
M. E. church since last October,
left last week to take up Sunday
school work under' the Kev. V. K.
Knickerbocker at El Paso. Rev.

of Ca rizozo, N. M.,
Pact Is Received in Execu- Carlton
for some time past has been in unservice of the church, artive Session and Referred attached
rived Saturday to take up his duto the Committee on For ties as Mr. Barton's successor.
Reeves hall wr.a the scene of a
eign Relation 15.
most brilliant social event on last
Friday evening when the secondn
(By The Assmlntcd rrf.)
monthly ball of th.i Dexter
13.
The
Feb.
Waahington.
club A. .is given under the
States
United
the
between
able ausplcles of Messrs. Mehlhop.
treaty
orand Japan fixing the status of Ogles and McMain. Layne's
for the ocmusic
furnished
chestra
and
covering
the Island of Yap
of wireless and casion.
the allocation
A three weeks' series ot meetcable rights on and from that
the
island, was sent to the senate today ings to revive interest among conbrethren ot the local Baptist beby President Harding.
Tho treaty was received by the gregation is being planned to who
senate In executive session and was gin next Sunday. Rev. Land,
referred to tho foreign relations recently came here from Alamo-gordwill conduct It.
committee.
Only a brief note of
transmittal by President Harding
Woman's Home Missionary
Tho
met
accompanied it, the executive re- society of the lc al churches Walfraining from discussing its terms. at the home of Mr.'. O. M.
A
the
of
text
afternoon.
the
Publication of
lace on last Thursday Instructive
and
by republican most delightful
treaty was deferredconsideration
of three hours was fcpent by the la- leaders, who plan
it along with those arising from Idles who attended.
the armament conference which
(Quite .. Iar?re delegation ot wuiwere submitted to the senate by Masons
attended lodge at Hayerthe president in person last week. man last nraurauuj !......
The provisions of the treaty pre- which time the Hagerman lod,;o
viously had been made public at conferred tho first degree of Mathe state department and declare sonic work upon Dr. E. J. Hubbard
for preservation of American cable of this
place.
rights on the island while recogMr. and Mrs. J. W. Ivelsey of
nizing the Japanese territorial Jordan, N. M., are visiting at tho
mandate.
home of Mr. and Mrs. II. B,
Mrs. Kels?y Is a sisUr

i

delphia Americans' crop of holdouts has been reduced by two.
However, there aro several players
whose contracts have not been re.
.
ceived.

'

TSEHATE

ym--

CONTRACTS AKE SIGXEI).

SJP 1ESE
TREATY

OF
INDIANS TO LEAVE FOR
SOUTH ONFEBRUARY 21

I

mm

With
Philadelphia, Feb. 13.
the receipt today of the signed
contracts of Centerflelder Welsh
and Shortstop Galloway, the Phila-

"Xtrciajor

"

FIRST DETACHMENT

"ii

Manufacture

100-ye-

ma-'icrl- al

11

mm

Man to the
of Fertilizer.

semi-offici- al

t

Representative

Declines to Pledge Detroit

pen-er-

FORMER VALET OF
TAYLOR SOUGHT IN
MURDER NYSTF.KY

'5

SAYS

PROPOSAL,

(IlV TIlK AfaOCllllrll

I,o Anpele?, Calif., Feb. 13.
The Investigntion of the slaying of
William Desmond Taylor, motion
picture director, reached a staRO
by oftoday which was described ns
one
ficial directing the Inquiry
r,f "w.Tltintr for the unexpected
It was admitted frankly that Tin1
progress had been made in the
of
stanllhine who fired
the shot which killed the director
In his homo on the nlslit of 1'CD
ruary 1.
The only action taken at the disthe
trict Attorney's office, where was
inquiry has been centralized, of a
the interviewing lale today
a
rounp; woman who called with
request that sho mirht see some
She left about
of the Investigators.
fifteen minutes later after having
fccou taken to the office of District
vMtorncv Woohvine. Phe declined
in rive her name, rersons woo
saw her said she was no one con- lieeted prominently with tne mo-o- i
..tern
industry,
unci
Air Won w nc previously
"stated he expected to receive reports from detectives and others
handling the official Investigation
Which niipht make it necessary for
jilm to interview certain persons
who might have some statements
to make concerning the case.
The district attorney said he had
checked up n "countless" clues
which had been brought to his atretention, but without definite
sult.
"For instance," lie said, "I was
cut until 2 o'clock this morning
apInvestigating what on its face The
lead.
peared to be a promising
result, however, was that a certain
person had what turned out to be
tiothing more than a vague suspi-as
cion.
I am statin? this simply
on example of what we have to
Contend with In thla case."

FOR

London, Feb. 13' (by the Associated Press.) London's women police are "not a necessity and are
too costly to maintain as a luxury,"
commis-KionSir William
Horwood.
of tho metropolitan police,
has found and as a result tha women's patrols will bo disbanded at
tho earliest possible moment, according to the Dally Mall.
London has one hundred police
women, and maintenance cf this
force costs 60,000 pounds annually.
The government's special economy
committee under Sir Erie Gcddes,
which reported Its findings last
week, also declared the utility of
the women police "Negligible."

er

;
Authorities Admit No Prog- Efforts Will Be Directed
ward Retaining Present
ress Is Made in the Way
Scales, According to
of Establishing Who Fired
Report.
the Fatal Shot.
Tim .'.swirlnlM PrtM.)

IN

DISBAND

LONDOJTTO

MODIFY SHOALS

ULdaLlinL

To--

Semi-Offici-

WOMEN'S PATROLS

FORD WILL HOT

GE INCREASE

TAYLOR S UYING

' (By
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Some of Our Specials
Palmolive Soap, 10,
Sale price. 2 for......
Limit 4 Cakes to
Thod ford's Black Draught,
lar price 25o; Sal Price,

lie

Customer.
regu-- 2

for

26c

Limestone Phosphate, raeular
price tOe; Sale Price. 2 for...'.

t t
OAC

Menthacol, regular price 26c;
Sale Price, 2 for. . . ,
Genuine Yeast Vltamlne Tablets,
lar price $1.00; Sale Price, 2 for.

26c

.......

regu--

,

S1.01

Mail Order Filled at These Prices When Accompanied With

Amount and Postage.
;
C.
O.
D.'s
Phone
or
Orders,
fNo
Delivery atThese Prices.:

February 14, 1922.
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REPAIRS

I01AL
Trinidad
Work;
Before
ed By

I!

NEW GOVERNOR OF SAMOA PREPARES
FOR RESPONSIBLE DUTIES IN PACIFIC

TO

VARSITY

Man Will Do the
Completion On or
May 15 Is Requir-

Agreement.

i f"

'

Wit

my

special Dispatch to mornino journal)
Kast Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 13.
The regents of the Normal uni4 s& V
versity today awarded to W. G.
conthe
of
Colo.,
Trinidad,
Rupp,
tract for the restoration of the
school's main building damaged by
fire on February 2. The contract
4 requires completion
on or before
Way 15. The work will be done
for less than the amount received
mw niuiaiji;o
i;uiiiitiima,
f Hum
iv men was tiu, uon.ua.
ne oi me
men who appraised the loss offered to do the work for that
amount and Hupp, who will work
on a percentage basis, Is understood to have agreed to do the
restoration work within that figure. Architect I. H.
of Santa Fe, who designed liapp
the building,
will supervise the work.
Several changes In the Interior
will give the school additional
class rooms, a large class room on
the fourth floor will take the place
Capt. and Mrs. Ldwin T. i'ollock, photographed in Vosemite pars.
formerly occupied by nn attic.
Plans have been made for the
removal to the campus of the First
Capt. Edwin T. Pollock, U. S. N., has been resting at Yosemito
Methodist church building which park preparatory to assuming his duties as governor of Samoa. As
will be used for class rooms and chief executive cf this outlying possession in the Pacific, Capt. Pollock
later remodeled into a girls' gym- has a very Responsible position in safeguarding the interests of the U. S.
nasium.
Mr. Rupp Is the contractor for
the new auditorium now under
construction and has material and
men on the ground for immediate
use In tjpe restoration of the main
building.
About Flood Protection.
tory. Where these ditches so ocMT. RAINIER CLIMBED
Albuquerque, N. M., cur, the menace is greater than
1922
if the ditch were not there, but.
8,
FOR THE FIRST TIME Editor Journal,
is there any method by which a
Dear Sir: Relative to your edi- community can be forced to move
IN HISTORY IN WINTER
close a, ditch
torial, "Time to Call a Halt." ap- or, Your
own paper was instrupearing in last Sunday's issue.
(By The Amneluted rrets.)
in causing considerable
mental
resiGranting that a group of
B'eb.
Tacoma,
Wash.,
amongst our valley
town did uneasiness
Rainier was climbed un- dents from south toof tho
some two years ago
county residents
der
conditions for make a request
when
such
action took place
just
for certain
the first time in its history today. flood commissioner
I havo described.
Here was
Jean and Jacques Landry and river protective work, yet, one as
a place for a couple
of good
'
why the writer of your sized
Jacques
Bergues.
mountaineers, wonders choso
as the condition
jetties,
the occasion to try
and Charles It. l'crryman, a mo- article
was
one
there
of
tho
gravest
which
tion picture camera operator, ac- to unearth a skeleton
exist. The most chari- along the river at the time, (tho
complished the feat heretofore never did
sack
work
in
with
volunteer
put
can
one
reason
table
advance, labor
considered Impossible. The quarwould have cost more, had
tet left on their final dash from perhaps, is that ho was grossly it
been necessary to pay for the
Anvil Rock, their base, 10,000 misinformed.
than four Jetties) yet, this
labor,
ofin
an
The writer is familiar,
feet high at 4 o'clock this mornwork had it been put in, would
ing. They returned 15 2 hours ficial capacity, with tins work of have been
right at two ditches
later, exhausted and numbed by four consecutive county officials and one head-gatthe
the chilling arctic winds.
(three directly and one indirect- condition have been Should
allowed to
"We made it.
We left our ly) upon whom devolved the task continue to exist
merely because
such monies as
names In a bottle on the summit. of expending
were appropriated for flood pro- of the presence of these latter?
We are too exhaUEted to talk."
the crowd of volunteers
This was the message received tection during their respective Should
have refused to perform the hefrom Perryman tonight, Imme- tenures of office, and, it is in roic
work
that night
diately after ho had stumbled Justice to them that this article is because ofaccomplished
their presence?
It
submitted.
into Camp at Anvil Rock.
would
havo
been
as
reasonjust
If, in the. past eight or ten
had
so
chosen
able,
to
they
do,
one
years, there has been
single as it would have been for
BRYAN SILENT WHEN
county
penny expended solely for the officials
a
of
ditch, fused to in the past to have reprotection
community
QUESTIONED ABOUT
certain
perform
protector, for the protection of the lands
work .where like conditions
RUNNING' FOR SENATE of any one individual, the writer ive
would like to know where that prevailed.
This river work has lieen in the
'
place is, and, I imagine there are hands of
(By The Assncinted Press.)
for a
that would number oftrained engineers
. Miami,, Fla.,
Feb. 13. William abe number of others
past men who
1 might
say that navo maue ayears
Jennings Bryan, who for some thereinterested.
life study or enhave been a number of in
time has made this home and
K
probJema, and to say that
where such requests for gineering
the
monies
legal residence here, was silent stances
to them have
entrusted
work ware made but have
to been frittered
today when questioned In regard discover where- it went in. yet
away is not only an
to a recurring report that he
to them, but, to the various
injustice
While it is true that in several institutions
would be a candidate this year instances
throughout the country
work has been done at which
for the election to the United near
engineering is taught, for
s
and
if
ditches,
men
these
stand
States Benate from Florida.
high in their
were made it would chosen
Your writer
When asked to confirm or deny investigation
profession.
be seen at once that the head-gat- e .states
threw
ten thousthe report he said he would "Isthey
away
was situated with- and dollars
or
ditch,
sue a statement soon." The term in a
annually. It would be
bend in the river, and, nearer the truth
sharp
to
state that it was
of Senator Park TrammeJI will it is at these places that our flood
only a few years ago that these
expire March 3, 1923, and It is menace is greatest, duo to the same
men were handicapped by onunderstood he will seek renomln-atio- u fact that the; current of tho river
and election to succeed him- proper makes a turn to conform ly having four or five thousand dollars,
installcoming in
self. His present term is his first to the bend of the banks, and,
with which they were exin the senate.
constant erosion by the swiftly ments,
pected to perform work necessitatmoving waters reduces the pro- ing four or five times that sum.
early times the diamond was tective bank, dykes, etc., until fin- Tho last few years, as our populacredited with the power of guard- ally, unless stringent
protective tion and taxes increased, the flood
ing the wearer from ptison, insan- measures are applied, the river cuts monies navo jncewise increased, un- over into the surrounding terri- - ui nanny, in xaia tne sum reached
ity and timidity.
1
around ten
be
thousand,
lieve..
to say that
However,
a like sum
had been
for a number of years is
illogical on the face, because, if in
1919, with increased population and
taxes, we derived ten thousand
it stands to reason that ten
years ago, with half tho population,
or, whatever the census shows for
that period, our flood tax could
have returned enly half what it
now does. A goodly portion of this
money had to go into temporary
protective work in the higher valley, to take care of the mountain
flood waters work which was of
temporary nature due to the fact
"
that although these floods were
constantly pouring down upon us,
they occurred in such widely sepa
rated areas and upon different occasions, so that permanent, expenIN
sive work would havo been as desirable and necessary, as a school
house atop the highest peak of the
Sandias.
As to the monies spent upon the
wondrous grace of softly blending curves, the enchantment of river
was
proper there never
THM palpitant flesh, the lure of dimpling skin and the
cash in the flood fund at
magnetism of a body radiant with health and energy give to enough
one time to take care of one
any
woman an attractiveness ana charm that is major project in the manner it
the normally filled-ou- t
denied to her thin, angular, ungraceful sisters,
could, and should, have been taken
- But, fortunately,
emaciation Js body cell receives its needed nour care of had tho necessary amount
never natural. It Is always the re- ishment.
been available, which brings up the
If you are thin, do not envy question: "Why not have Btarted
sult of starvation. No matter how
certain project and completed it
a
much the very thin person maybe the plump, radiant, woman who
In the habit of eating, and no matter seems to have all mankind at her as funds were available?"
To have done so would have been
feet. Rememhow excellent
her food may
ber, you can the direct cause l. of flooding the
A certain
entire
valley, piece-meabo, she is in a
as she is. amount of needed work was put in
half - starved
The wonderful at the most threatening points each
condition. It is
not the quantiin e d i c i n e year, and, these different works
is required certain repairs, additions,
Tanlao
ty of food eatdue to the type of material it
available to all etc.,
en, but the
to work In and with,
who are thus was necessary
quantity made
year or s6 thereafter. Would
handle a p ped. every
use of by the
have
It
been
say, to have
policy,
It has already completed the Alameda
body,
and
counts. When
made thou- allowed the dykes abovedyke
Griegos
sands of thin, and Candelarlas to suffer? To
digestion is
have
women
or
complete,
employed such methods would have
when the asbeert the equivalent of locking all
similative orhealthy and the windows to keep out Intruders
of normal and then leaving the doors wide
gans fail in
weight, and it
their .duties,
is only waiting open.
one may starve
It was this constant diversified
for you to demand which made the completion
in the midst
give It the op- of one major project an impossi
of plenty.
and in spite of the criticism
portunity t o
What, then,
r o n d e r you bility,
offered, the cresent protective sys
should tho
same
the
you
tem
along the river is in such shape
thin, angular
servtce. And that, unless we have a considerably
woman or man
Tanlao
will
not higher water stage than has heredo to obtain
make you
tofore betn recorded, we can go to
nourish- our beds at night safe in the
iment from food? This query
lYwCCT.inVil,J,rjl&:- J
it is knowledge that we will not awaken
fleshy
has been answered by huna
mere
not
in the midst (Of a lake.
dreds of thousands of people
Tanlao simply puts
This does not Imply that more
who have found that the use of
the system into normal condition work is not necessary. It is. This
the famous reconstructive tonic
depositing
Tanlac so tones up and invigor- and' Nature then builds the body Rio Grande Is constantly
of silt within its
ates the whole digestive system, to the thing of grace and beauty a certain volume
to
causes
the
channel
which
and
virile
was
it
bed,
efficiency that
ns well act the other vital orpins
new avenues, and, as now
of tho body, as to promptly end Intended to be. You will learn the seek
are
formuchannels and currents
tho condition.
truth of this by trying Tanlac.
new territory 1b menaced and
Improvement becomes noticeable
Purchaso Tanlao from any drug- lated,
new work becomes necessary.
. at once. The appetite becomes keen
Do it today, and make a start
Your writer states there is not
and healthy, color creeps into faded gist.
tventy thousand dollars worth of
cheeks, sparkle returns to dull eyes, toward health and greater beauty. protective work intact in tho countTanlac is sold by the Alvarado,
energy replaces lassitude and the
yunsightly angles of form give way Pharmacy and all other leadlns
It Is to laugh. '
to softly rounding curves as each druggists everywhere. Adv,,
Truo a great deal of work has
It

AS THE PEOPLE VIEW IT

V

mid-wint- er

e.

-

gone cut with the floods a contingency for which an engineer
but. it your
makes allowance
writer, or any other Individual, for
that matter, can devise soma
f installing adecheap method
quate protective work which he
can guarantee to "stay put." he
will have accomplished that which
various
tho federal government,
statea, counties and municipalities,
not to mention individuals and railway companies, havo been working years and spending fortunes to
perfect, and for which the inven- a
tor could demand, and
get,
(They have all
young fortune.
tried countless other methods, but
stick to the jetty.) There is - no
such thins as permanency in quicksand unless vast sums aro expended, and we lack tho vast s'uniH.
Witness our bridge, ns well as other bridges on the Rio Grande, Canadian and other similar streams.
What constitutes a flood condition? Does it mean actual water
upon our streets, or, a high stage
in the river whieh threatens to no
over thu banks?
You will doubtless answer in favor of the latter.
Then why stand upon technicalities and allow the river to eat into
the lands adjaeent to its banks?
If we protei t them, where such
work is feasible, do wo not also
protect the city proper? What is
to prevent the water, once it is
upon these lands from flowing and
spreading over tho entire low valley?
I have no quarrel, criticism or
comment to make upon our flood
commissioner's work, other than
state that the policy he is following is one that hc.fi been practice
for a Ki'cut number
of years a
policy whieh differs only in thnt
a
he is
believer in tho efficiency
of the dyke alone as a protective
measure, whereas, his predecessors
canio to the conclusion that a dirt
dyke offers a mighty poor obstacurcle in the path of a four-mil- e
rent, and dykes are effective only
so long as thov are employed to
withstand dead or
and tho direct current diverted
ro that erosion cannot occur. It is
for this rcaron that jetties are, em
ployed.
In going into a matter of tills
kind, why not go into tho actual
records, or to those involved, or
even to some one qualified to
make a technical statement that
will hold water? Kvcn our kid
story books taught us that do'4
Tray was exonerated, and It didn't
require the services of white-wasbrush, either.
There are a number of us who
hope to see this in print.
Yours trulv,
C. R. BI2YER,
Formerly Deputy County Surveyor.
back-wate-
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TO GERMANY HAS
CHARMING WIFE
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New York,

WILL ATTEMPT FLIGHT
ACROSS THE ATLANTIC,

IS
BONUS

rial pit from.)

Feb. 13. Alice M.
Robertson, representative in congress from Oklahoma, declared
today in an nddresa to the Women's Republican club that she was
opposed to the soldier bonus.
Soldiers demanding a bonus, she
said, lacked the patriotism of
Americans who fought In the revn
olution, in tho civil and
Spanish-America-

Wars.

,

Mrs. Alanson B. Houghton,
Mrs. Alanson B. Houphton, wife
of the recently appointed U. S.
ambassador to Germany, will accompany her husband to the German capital. She is well known in
the east for her charming manner.
Her husband has been a representative from New York.

(It; The Ansorlnlrd I'revi.)
St. Louis, Mo Fob. 13. An attempt to cross the Atlantic by air- -

ship will be made scon, according
to a statement made by Brigadier
(ieneral Mason Patrick, chief of
the army air service, in an address
here tontgut icvoro tho Aero club
of St. I.ouis. Beyond this statement
Coneral Patrick would not discuss
t he matter.

THE

OUT ENTIRE STOCK

Of Wall Paper, Paints, Varnishes. Etc.
Shelving, Counters, Show Cases

ALL MOST GO
BY THE 15TH OF MARCH

First Come, First Servedv
Leased Out.
Room
Store

REMEMBER

20,000 single rolls Wall Paper to be sold
9c up

at

A. CHADVI
Corner Sixth and Central.

Phone 639

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

tSnrrliil ffirr. nnnm!m-- to Th. .Icnrn-t- l
Santa Fc, Feb. 13. Pnssase of a
bill to require the teaching of the;

constitution of tho United States
in the public schools of New Mex- loo will bo urged upon the next loK- islature by tho
department
of education,
John V. Conway.
state superintendent,
announces,
A tentative draft of such a bill has
been prepared by the committee on
Constitutional
Instruction of the
National Security league.
It is'
said In behalr of this measure that
it will further the work of better
Americanizing all the people. The
states of Iowa, Illinois and MIchi- gan now have such a law.

We have held many a

February Sale but from
a standpoint of low
prices and high grade
merchandise .this sale,
this year, is the greatest in our history!

FEBRUARY
SALE

'

ADMIRER SOUGHT
GIFTS. RECEIVED
KETTLE ON HEAD

Pass the good news of this
sale on to some friend whom
you know Is contemplating
buying new furniture. Tell
them to take advantage of
this great price tumble for
this month only.

ill

Buy Now and Actually Save Money
Our Annual February Sale the one
sale of furniture, stoves and rugs that
looks forward to is
every home-makhere
er

!

It's

a sale that DOES MEAN SOME-

THING to the thrifty

of

home-make- rs

this city.
It means stupendous values in the
ger, truer sense of the word.

To Be Plump. Radiant and Attractive Your
Body Cells Must Extract Every Particle of
Nourishment from the Food You Eat.

big-

It means savings that ARE savings on

Mrs. Florence Soapcr.
Mrs. Florence Soaper of New
York is on parole, following
her arrest on a charge of assault
preferred by a former admirer.
He 'alleged that he went to Mrs.
Soaper to demand the return of
presents he gave her and for his
trouble was nit on the head with
a kettle. She denies the charge.

Don't Baby

all furniture, rugs and stoves! You pay
less now than you will in March, April,
May or most any future month.

And thousands of people are going to
attend this sale, simply because thousands
of home-folk- s
know that when this store
offers a sale, that sale IS a sale.'and the
reductions are actually figured from the
regular prices.
v- -

For the past year or. so this store has
been operating on a very close margin of
profit indeed so close that the idea of
discontinuing our annual February sale
this year was considered.
But rather than disappoint our many
customers and friends who eagerly look
forward each year to this event, we decid-- ,
ed to hold it as usual and offer a genuine
reduction in prices that were already low!
These are days when every opportunity to save is worth going after.
This sale places a genuine saving in
'dollars and cents at the very threshold of
every home.

--

If

Thousand of people have only them-elvtu blamo for torn ai;ony.
et0.
Trimming anil "trailna."

This sale is positively for the month of February only. This means that you must buy during
this month if you want to save the reduction that is
now offered. And such a large reduction figured
from prices that are at
makes it worth
while
to
future
your
needs and buy
anticipate your
now! After this sale you'll pay the regular prices.
rock-botto-

selections.

the Regular Prices!

Our stocks are complete to the letter with the
newer things in furniture for every room in the
home. Handsome pariod suites, perfectly gorgeous
rugs, guaranteed stoves and ranges can be purchased now at prices that are little short of remarkable. Make up your mind now, that you will get
the greatest value for your money by attending this
gigantic event.

CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS

real

--

flesh-builde- r.

co'rns
and

pJfhrai

i

j

1

Wfc&r

j

cutting and paring merely makes a bad
matlor worse.
Millions of others are
wiser. They know how easily and quick-- 1
Y "Oets-lt- "
shrivels anil peels corns and
calluses oft In one plene.
Hot
your
money baek It It falls. Wear new shoes
with eomtort. Uct k boiile today, li.
l.awrenre & Co.. Mfr.. . Chleaeo.
Cnsia
but n trifle everywhere. Hold In
by Alvurado r'hurniucy.

'

Take full advantage of it! Everything
your home needs is here, and those who
come first most certainly will get the best

If You Waif Till Later to Buy You'll Pay

Corn's--U- se

that

frail

GAS. IHfllGESTION

TO URGE TEACHING OF
U. S. CONSTITUTION
IN

do1-lar-

perfectly

E

--

"Those veterans"
fmo
In 1S64 the population of Ire"didn't put a price on their said, land
was more than double whnt it
is at present.

semi-annu-

quickly

MOT

i

head-gate-

TANLAC ASSISTS NATURE
THIS AS NOTHING ELSE CAN

'D

i

Qul-non-

ROBERTSON
OPPOSED TO

)

services of the l.as Vegas fire department were requested, but owStomach acidity causes indigesing to tho epidemic of fires here
tion!
recently It was thought inadvisafire
without
the
to
leave
ble
city
Food souring, gas, distress! WonThe origin of the fire der what upset your stomach?
protection.
was not ascertained.
Well, don't bother! The moment
you eat a tablet or two of Pape's
Din pepsin all the lumps of indiDKCISION TO 51 NI)i:i,I;
13.
Feb.
gestion pain, the sourness, heartMemphis, Tcnn..
feathburn
ahd belching of gases, due to
Mandell,
Chicago
Sammy
erweight, was awarded the ref- acidity, vanish truly wonderful!
eree's decision over Frankle Gar- Millions of people know that it Is
needless to be bothered with incia of 1,09 Angeles In a slow
bout here tonight.
digestion, dyspepsia or a disorA few tablets of
dered stomach.
Ol'T. Pape's Diapepsin neutralizes acidCIIOYNISNKI
KXOCKEI)
and
relief
at once io
13. Eugene ity
give
Feb.
Montreal.
case cf
Prosseau, former Canadian mid- waiting! Buy a sixty-cetonight Pape's Diapepsin now! Don't stay
dleweight
champion,
knocked out, Steve Choynisnkl of miserable. Regulate your stomach
Buffalo In the first round of their so you can eat favorite foods with- J
out causlns regret.
d
match.

Tho .4 mofliitril I'rem.)

The Hague, Fob. 13 (by the Associated Press). The members of
tho permanent court of international justice, which is to begin Its
sessions hero on Wednesday, were
occupied today with the composition of the chamber.! which aro to
deal with the questions of labor,
communications
and
transport,
which, according to chapters 12
and ill of the treaty of Versailles,
are to bo submitted to thq court.
The chambers are to havo the assistance of four technical experts
chosen from a panel composed of
two nominees by each member of
the league of nations.
About :tr.O invitations have been
issued for the opening session.
Those Invited Include Arthur .1.
Balfour of Creat Britain: Viscount
Ishii of Japan: Dr. V". K. Wellington Koo of china; Klihu Root of
the I'nited States; Paul Hymans of
of
Leon
Belgium;
Bourgeois
France: the .Marquis Imperial di
Francnville of Italy and Count
de Leon, Spanish ambassador
to France. None of these persons
has yet replied.
Those who have accented invitations to be present include William
Phillips, the American minister,
and (he entire staff of the American tetratioii- nthnr niomhprq nf the
diplomatic corps In The Ilasue; the
Dutch official world; Sir Eric
....
1.
ln..MA
Trnmt.ir.n.1 ...
Uf nations and Sir Cecil Hurst of'
tnu iiiuimi loieiKU omce.

MISS

to Tlie .lonrniil

(Special CorreMilenci

STOMACH UPSET!

Fast l.as Vcsns, N. M., I'd). 11.
,
Word was received hero early
this morning that tho Mora coun- ty jail, at Mora, was afire, and as
there were no facilities there for
fighting fire it was feared that the
structure would be destroyed. The

NEXTWEDNESDAY
(U.v

MORA COUNTY JAIL
AFIRE
IS REPORTED

U. S. AMBASSADOR

COURT

CONVENE

Page Three.

LIVINGSTON & CO.

OME 1'UKNISHERS

'
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THEY'RE GIVING FATHER TIME HA! nA!

KID LEE MEETS

V

MMORYTONGHT
Young So! and Kid Anaya
to Box
Herrera and Pit
Everitt Open Show.
Semi-Windu-

12-Rou-

"1

TE-.-

colored
Kid Lee, lightweight
champion, and Frank Herrera, of
Trinidad, completed training yesat Moose hall for
terday Rfternoon
their bout at tho armory tonight.
Roth boys claim to be in tho pink
of condition and wore confident of
Is expecting
victory last night.
ta end the bout with a kayo and
can
it on a
he
take
Herrera thinks
decision.
bout between
The twelve-rounKid Anaya and Young Sol, of Puebaction. The
of
lo, promises plenty
draw-herd
two lads boxed to a
several weeks ago and botfi
have expressed their Intention of
securing a decision which will leave
no doubt as to which Is the better
boxer.
The "opener" will he a
bout between "Young" Herrera, of
Albuquerque, and Pit Everitt, of Las
Vegas. It is hard to tell what It
that
promises, but Indications are usual
Herrera will continue his
bout.
the
gtyle an early ending of

km

?,

-

r

f

i

i

v
a1
r

-

J

i

Hit

Ie

d
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Of all of the lads who have boxed
section of
through this particular Herrera
is
the southwest, Frank
the logical man for the bout tonight
with the colored lightweight champ.
Just what he can do to him isto- a
question which will be settledmost
divided and
night. Fansa are
of them by wide majority.
Kid Lee has three straight wins
in Albuquerque. He kicked over
Bonev Gagliardi In two and a half
rounds. Then he repeated on Joe
Kale, former holder of the Mexican
border lightweight championship,
In about thirty seconds. Two weeks
ago Lee out pointed Johnnie Kid

Mex In the snappiest fifteen-roun- d
in the entire southwest.
Herrera stopped Kid Mex In the
third round in a bout at Colorado
Hprings, but here we must apolo"Mex" for
gize to the lion hearted
we got our wires crossed on the
date of the bout. It was more than
three vears ago. It was long about
the time when both. Herrera, and
Mex were still proud of their first
suit of long trousers. So that gives
no dope on the outcome of tonight's

battle.

Lee has a long list of wins over
good boys and so has Hererra.
localThey have boxed In different tracks
ities, however, and their
so
haven't overlapped much lately, on
that gives no more illumination
their abilities.
All six of the boys who will take
tonight will repart In the cardexaminations
this
ceive physical
the
afternoon at 8 o'clock undor comthe
of
direction
city boxing
mission. As usual, the commission it
will give the decision and the
Kimnlv keen the boys
Th thlrri man to be in the
ring during the bouts had not been
chosen last night, but it will probeither Flaska or Eddie
ably bePueblo
boxing fan, promoKyan,
ter and manager.
ReservatIon?Vwere made yesterto the annual
day for all debates
convention of the New Mexico Elecelectrical
The
trical association.
men will occupy almost one full secseats.
tion of the ring-sid- e

.1
i

-

Jack Quinn In action and Ed Konetchy.
Jack Quinn is getting ready to start his twentieth year as a pitcher.
And Ed Konetchy is eager to start his eighteenth season as an in fielder.
Both are thirty-seve- n
years eld. Who said "Youth will be served I"
he falls in love with a Kentucky
belle and a jealous rival tries to
have him shot from ambush. His
enemy then tries to choke him to
death while he is lying wounded In
bed, but Is persuaded to take an
oath to rest his quarrel till the
Virginian is "on his feet." How
the man attempts to observe the
letter but not the spirit of tho oath
is portrayed in rapid-fir- e
sequence.

Theaters Today
"B" Theater "Along the Rio
Rio Grande," a Burton Holmes
Travelogue picture, showing inter
esting scenes of Albuquerque and
vicinity, will prove one of the main
attractions at the "B" today. The
management is also showing Wallace iteid as the principal star in
"Rent Free," a Paramount picture,
cast;
with Liia Lee and an
also a reel or two of "Current
Events" pictures.
Lyrlo Theater Charles Ray, the
great First National corporation
star, is at the Lyric today in a
"Two
entitled
thrilling picture,
Minutes to Go;" also showing
a Goldwyn-Bra- y
"Shimmy Shivers,"
comedy.
Paw. mo Theater Repeating
for the last time, William Rus
sell as the leading star in "The Hoot
Tree; also repeating the Harold
comedy, and the
Lloyd two-re"Fox News" pictures.

CHAItTiF.S RAY APPEARS
IX FOOTBALL- PHOTOPLAY;
NOW AT LYKIO THEATER

all-st-

to-d-

I

el

DIRECTOR OF RCTD HAS
QVEKK KXPKKIF.NCE IX
l'lLMIMJ "KENT FREE"

re-,i-

THREE GOLFERS TIE
FOR TON OF COAL IN
SUNDAY TOURNAMENT

.'j

With a net score of "2 each,
A.
Karl Aber. George Leeson and ton
R. McGaffey tied for the prize
of coal in the handicap tournament at the Country club on SunThe coal was doday morning. Aber
of the Gallup
nated by Mr.

American Fuel Company.
The other scores follow: Leo
Murphv, gross 00, net 76; Karl
Aber, gross 83, net 72; H. Coors,
A. Allen,
gross 94, ne S2; W.
S. McArthur,
gross 96, net 81; C.
Culpepper,
BTOSS 98, net 83;
gross 506, net 91; Dr. Cornish, Sr.,
trross 68, net 93; Roy Strome,
gross 91, net 76; K. Ealdridge,
gross 94, net 70; J. R. Guild,
gross 97, net 80; K. Naranjo,
gross 86, net 75; Roy McDonald,
KrosB 86, net 80; Grnver Devine,
gross 85, net 80; G. Simms, gross
105, net 93; T. Otero, gross 93,
net 79; J. Tierney, gross 101, net
87; Dr. Cornish, Jr., gross 88, net
82; Joe McCatina, gross 83, net
77; George Farr, gross 112, net
95; R. C. Lenlhan, gross 105, net
88; W. A. Keleher, gross 106, net
90; B. R. Hanger, gross 104, net
88; F. Luthy, gross 124, net 107;
A. G. Blmms, gross 95, net 83; O.
Leeson, gross 83, net 72: A. B.
McGaffey, gross 81, net 72.

OR. E. JOHNSON GIVES
TALK TO "AG" CLASS
AT OLD TOWN SCHOOL
Johnson, extension
veterinarian at the State College,
was in the city yesterday conferring with County Agent Lee Reythe general
nolds regarding
health condition of livestock In
this section of the state. Stock
are said to be in fine shape here
as the ranges have been green all
Dr. E. P.

23-- 5

J

Letters, telegrams and long distance telephone messages from
corner of the state Indicate
attendance to
that the.
the fifth annual automobile show;
which will be held at the Armory
hero February 23, 24 and 25, will
outshine anythlnc In the history of
tho Albuquerque Automobile Trades
association, fostering the show.
New models, some of them announced for the first time at the
recent New York show, are beginning to arrive for the Albuquerque
event. This fact, as well as the an
nouncements of an Unusual program. Is attracting the
people.
It Is expected that 60 auto loads
of people will come down from
Santa Fe. 25 loads from the Estan-cl- a
valloy, at least 3, so far announced, all the way from Ama-rillTex., as well as a car or two
from almost every town In the
state.
"People from smaller towns
come to the Albuquerque show
each year because only one or two
cars are sold in their towns," said
a member of the show committee
"At the Albuquerque
yesterday.
show they can see on one floor all
of the cars which have proven their
worth in New Mexico. This simplifies their selection."
The show committee announced
people
last night that
are requested to wire, write or
Automobile
phono the Albuquerque
Trartea association and reservations
at local hotels will be made for
them.

You never can tell! Howard
Higgin. director of "Rent Free," ft
Paramount picture starring Wallace
Held, which will be the leature ac
the "Ii" theater lor several days,
today, was seeking
commencing
color for a character to be played
by Lucien Littlefield in the picture
one of those itinerant characters
who- tacks signs on the fences such
as "Are You Ready?" "Can You
Face Eternity?" and the like.
Driving down Cahuenga Pass the
other t'.ny, he saw one of the sort
walking along and offered him a
lift. The traveler thanked him and
climbed in. He had a long red
beard and his attire was of the nature-man
type.
"All the way to town," said Hlg-gl"I" tried my best to get him to
talk about his religious convictions
and his work, but all he would dis
cuss were automobiles,
lie naa
owned two big cars and now drove
a small machine. The relative
merits of their internal mecnanism,
rather than the workings of his
with great
soul, were discussed
avidity, but not a word on religion!
You never can tell. I suppose it l a
nicked ud a millionaire tourist he
would have talked salvation and ex
horted me to care for my soul."
Mann Page and Izola Forrester
Page wrote "Rent Free" which was
adapted by Elmer Rice. Llla Lee,
Gertrude Bnort,
Henrv Barrows.
Lillian Leighton, Clarence Geldart,Claire McDowell and Lucien Littlefield are In the cast,
n.

"Two MinuteB to Go," a First
National
attraction, in which
Charles Ray is said to have one of
the most interesting roles of his
career, will begin an engagement
of three days at the Lyric theater
today.
Tho star is seen In the role of a
college football hero. Because of
financial reverses suffered by his
father, C'het Burnett quita the team
and secretly spends his early morn
ing hours as a milk wagon driver
In order to pay his way through
Everyone wonders why
college.
Chet has dropped out of the game,
Ruth
especially his sweetheart,
Turner. When Rhe discovers him
of
to
conceal
character
the
trying
his work, she breaks off all friendly relations with him. "I Just de
test a man who is ashamed of his
work," she says.
Discouraged by his troubles, Chet
returns to football and saves the
crucial game of tho season. And
about the same time some very extraordinary things begin to
"Two Minutes to Go," from a
story by Richard Andre, teems with
human interest, the pranks and the
romances of college life. Ray directed the production himself, and,
appearing opposite him in the lead.
ing feminine role. Is charming
Mary Anderson, popularly known
as "Sunshine Mary."
Others in a cast of unusual call
bre are Lionel Belmore, Lincoln
Stedman, Truman Van Dyke, Gus
Leonard, Tom Wilson, Bert Wood
ruff, Francois Dumas and Phillip
Dunham.

boxer rxcoxsciors.

13. Roy
Feb.
Elwood, Ind.,
Mudd, 24, a boxer living in Elwood,
has been unconscious for forty
hours from injuries received Saturday night in a boxing match here
with Eddie Mullon, of Muncie. Of
ficial action Is being withheld pend
ing further outcome of the injury.
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WALES

HAS

A

NARROW

ESCAPE FROM INJURY

London, Feb. 13. The prince of
Wales narrowly escaped Injury at
Gwallnr, Central India, last Saturday, when his polo pony reared
and fell backwards, aays a dispatch
to the London Times today from its
GEORGIA NEGRO LYNCHED.
13. Will correspondent
Feb.
who is with the
Ellavllle, Ga
near
was
a
Jones,
negro,
lynched
prince on his Indian tour. The
here today after he had been sus- prince was knocking the ball about
pected of shooting two white farm the polo grounds, riding a pony
"THE ROOF TREE" IS
ers last night. He was found with which objected to approaching a
A PLEASING rlCTUREi
his
dead ball.
body riddled with bullets.
LAST TIME AT PASTIME
William Russell, one of the
prime favorites of motion picture
lovers in this community, was saen
again, yesterday at the Pastime
theater, in "Tho Roof Tree,"
Fox.
William
by
produced
"The Hoof Tree." in our opinion, is
a picture that has not been
in a long time for sheer entertainment value, and Russell as
the star lives up to everything
that his many admirers have come
to exlcct from him.
Charles Neville Buck took a
southern tradition and wove a dramatic story around it; and the re.
suit was "The Roof Tree." In this
picture the roof tree Is an Immense elm which was planted by
a young pioneer of Daniel Boone's
time. Its branches overhung the
roof of the homestead, and the big
tree was regarded as the guardian
of the welfare of succeeding gener-atlon-

PRINCE TAKES SMILE OFF TIGER'S FACE
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FORB REDUCTION

Wants the

One Faction

HERE WILL BE FOUND SHOES OF EVERY SHAPE
IN ALL KINDS OF LEATHERS TO SUIT ALL
TASTES.

Min-

imum Placed at 75,000
Men; Bill Provides for
Approximately 137,000.

STRAIGHT LASTS, ENGLISH AND SPORT LASTS,
ALL HERE AWAITING YOUR INSPECTION.

(By The Associated Tress.)
Wimhinaton. Feb. 13. Demand
for a reduction in the size of the
army to 100,000 enlisted men, or
even to a maximum of 75,000 will
be made in the house when the an

nual appropriation bill comes up
nul,lo,-ntlnmembers nf the
which is drafting
the measure, predicted touay.
A formidable Dioo oi reuiewiiui-tlve- s,
members
the
,o a rrtinriner to WILES a
,inninva
army s
the
to
limit
determined fight
size to 75,000 men while others who
favor reduction had indicated they
would be satisfied if the maximum
was fixed at 100,000. Other factions
among the house membership were
said to favor a 126,000 maximum,
or to oppose any reduction in then
prosent size, whlcn, unaer a iimim-tinfor nav of enlisted men, ap
proximates 137,000.
War department estimates
bureau
through the budget
for
the
t'i'
lullii lui nn nnnnrlflttO't
suffi
t,
fiscal year, beginning July
':"
cient for the pay or idu,v"
ana officers.
i ..MViMn,.iH
Chairman Anthony of the
Remittee in charge or tne uui estinounced today that three new
mates had been called for from the
war department to be computed on
the basis of an army of 75,000. of
100 000 and of 125,000 enlisted men.
Members of the
were of the opinion that the appro
when
priation bill would Provide
or
reported, for an army ofto100,000
the
cut
Efforts
125,000 men.
was
said,
It
number below 100,000,
were oxpetcod to be made by demoby
cratic members of the house and
some of the members who believe
prachas
conference
the armament
of
tically, removed the possibility
for a
call
WlThe budget
estimate;
68. r.l 2
total appropriation of 154.2
conntPteft
personall
of
for pay
fiel
with the army. Inch idlng:
clerks and officers on the inretired
estiThe total requested
list
mates for the war department is
approximatelyon 1364.000.000.
the appropriation
Hearings
prob
bill before the
this wee!
ably w"l be concluded
General
with Secretary Weeks aid
as tne last wun
"
Persh
.
. ng
,
avnrnt weeks.
in V.
ry.
ea.d
of the
before the bin is
appropriations eomrn
gbl.hevofl c?whilc,acllyU

$7.50 to$13.SO
Washburn
"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers"
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SPRING OXFORDS AW HIGH SHOES JIV A VARIETY OF SHAPES IN BOTH BLACKS AM TANS
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY.
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bottle of Sloan't Liniment handy nad apply when
you first feel the ache or pain.
It quickly eases the pain and tends
a feeling of warmth through the
aching part. Sloan's Liniment penetrates
without rubbing.
Fine, too, for rhetimatism.'neuralgia,
sciatica, sprains and strains, stiff joints,
lame back and sore muscles.
For forty years pain's enemyi Asi:
your neighbor.
At alf druggist-3- Sc,
70c, $1.40.

cldvertisements
SaT?e You

time
trouble

Liniment
Clear Tsmr

ef pimples,

Cooss-lexlo-

I

aena and other facial (Infimremmt
Us freely Dr. Hobson's Ecjma Oint
mnt. Good for ceiams. itchinf skin,
and other skin tmblos. Ob at Dr. I

t Family

itemeoioa.

Dmobsotfs

Eczema Umtmcat

money,

I
13

ties

known, and that is 3. 8. S.I Now mjr
face is plnklah, my skin clear as a
rose, my cheeks are filled out and my
rheumatism, too, Is one!" This will
be your experience, too. If you try B.
8. 8. It Is guaranteed to be purely
vegetable in all its remarkably effec8. 8. 8.
tive medicinal Ingredients.
means a new history for you from now
glorious feeling that on! 8. 8. P. is fild at all drug stores
In two sizes.' The larger sue Is th
clew, pure, roddjr
snore economical

Pre.)

London, Feb. 13. Railway officials of Great Britain hope that
at last they have found a means of
strikes.
Elaborate
preventing
machinery has Just been devised
with that end in view.
This includes .. series of joint
committees and councils loading
up to central railway councils for
each railroad.
It will work In this way. When
a dispute arises in one locality it
will be referred back to a local
committee. If the committee faiW
to agree, the ciuestion then may be
referred by either side to a central railway council. If this in
turn falls, the dispute goes before
the council for the whole railroad.
Failure of this council to end
the dispute will send it automatically to the central wages board.
The scheme was adopted after
long negotiations between managers of the railways and repre
of the three unions of railway men.
Leaders of the unions say this
machinery Is as elaborate as human ingenuity can devise.

The veteran Johnny Dundee, who
recently acquired the newly born
crown,
championship
now would like to meet feather-weigKilban
champion Johnny
and lightweight champion Benny
Ijnnard foelintr certain that ha
could win their titles if he got a
real crack at them in decision
bouts.

Hohson

blood cleansers,

ON

J

uJmlI

the misery of racking pain ,

No reward Is offered, because they
are lost forever! No question will be
skei, except one question, "How
ild you lose them?" There Is but one
answer, "I cut out new fad treatments and guesswork; I used one of
the

-r-
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ACHES AND
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Into this atmosphere of peace
winter. Dr, Johnson delivered an comes a Virginian who has bean
address on livestock at the Old forced to escape from the wrath of
g
Town school yesterday afternoon. a
family, one of whose
The Old Town school has a large members had been murdered.
to follow him, for
seems
Trouble
class
this year.
agricultural

ToUB-th-

Self-Inflict-

IN ARMY'S SIZE
BY NO UMAX E. BROWN.
WATCH HODGE!
That's the tip that comes from
the White Sox camp.
Clarence Hodge, the Clayton,
Ala., boy grabbed from Nashvillo
during tho 11)20 campaign, is the
gent referred to.
Hodge and two other youngsters,
and Roy
McWeeney
Douglas
Wilkinson, are counted on to help
Dick Kerr and Urban Faber materially this year.
Hodge was born at Clayton July
his bow to baseHe
6, 1894.
ball in 1915 with the Dathon, Ala.,
club by winning fourteen and losing, twelve games. He showed the
stuff he is made of when ho hurled
a seventeen-innln- g
game for the
Dothan club on July Fourth, that
six
year, allowing the opposition
hits and only five bases on balls.
Tough luck, though. He was beaten 3 to 2.
The next year ho played with
Montgomery, the following year
with I.eo Tannchill at Jacksonville,
and in 1918 started with Waco. H
went to war and on his return was
transferred to Nashville. His work
there that season and tho early
part of tho ntxt attracted the attention of the Sox scouts and In
August of that year he was acquired by the Sox'.
He is credited with winning one
and losing ono game in 1920 for
the Box. His record in the Southern association
before
leaving
Nashville was seventeen
ictories
and eighteen defeats fair enough
tho
club finished
considering that
in seventh place.
Last year he won six and lost
eight games for the Sox.
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a hospital. In a serious condition, MACHINERY DEVISED
yet he persists that he will do the
Job right the next time.
WITH VIEW OF ENDING
His statement was that he was
STRIKES ON RAILWAYS
such a move for
contemplating
over a year and that he had seen

ATTEMPT S

moving pictures of Grand Canyon
and thought that the edge of the
greatest precipice on earth was the
place where he wished to carry out
his intentions.
ANYQN
After shooting himself he walked hack from Mojave point to the
El Tovar hotel, a distance of four
miles, then asked for a hospital.
He had evidently
come from
John Finley, 20, of CleveCleveland, O., and there seemed
land, 0., Is in a Hospital to be no motive for such an act
a set mind. He Is merely
Wound except
With
a lad of twenty summers and had
run
an
elevator in the Brotherin His Abdomen.
hood of Locomotive Engineers'
building In Cleveland, in which
(SMCIAL DIIPATCH TO MOKNINa JOUKNAL
city his mother, Mrs. Mary Finley,
Grand Canyon, Ariz., Feb. 13.
also
resides.
Last evening between the hours of
7 and 8, beneath a clear sky and
INFLUENZA IX VIENNA.
livery moon, on the very edge of
Vienna, Feb. 18. Seven thouthe most precipitous wall of all
Grand Canyon, Mojave point, with sand new casesInof influenza have
the past week.
the silvery Colorado river a mile been reported
below, John Finley shot himself All private and public schools have
In the abdomen with a .38 caliber been closed.
revolver. He fired three shots but
There are about one thousand
only one bullet hit him and that
was from an old shell which did five hundred glaciers In Switzerland
to go and the total area they cover is
not have power enough
through his body. Today he is in over one thousand square miles.

o.
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bout ever seen

TO

EVENT

HERE FEB.
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AMBITIOUS JOHN
WOULD GRAB OFF
TRIO OF CROWNS

INTEREST GROWS
AUTO

February 14, 1922

The Prince of Wales, indicated by arrow, riding on an elephant to the
hunt (above), and the prince (left) and Lord Louis Mountbatten,
with the tiger the heir to the British throne bagged.
The Prince of Wales will brinsr back to England with him as one
of the mementoes of his trip to the far east the pelt of a huge tiger
bnpjred by the prince in tho wilds of Nepal, on the southern slopes Ii f .Ml
of the Himalayas. Tho hunting trip afforded the prince many new experiences, including tho ride to the. jungle on ton of an elephant.
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By JANE PHELPS
JOAN'S DISPLEASURE.

Chapter

91.

Margaret was again, as she Bali
to herself, between two fires her
lovo for Joan and her love for
Craig Forrester. Had Margaret
Hayden loved Joan's father, the
man to vchom her mother married
her, perhaps her problem would
not havo been so difficult. But
Craig Fo. .'ester was the one love
of her life, and had she not possessed wonderful will power a3
well as great love for Joan, sho
could not have resisted him.
Now because of Professor
bury's remark Joan was disturbed,
supicious and terribly upset. Sho
left early, pleading work. Neither
she nor her mother mentioned the
subject again before she left. but.
it wets in the mind of each of them
when they said goodnight.
Could Margaret have observed
Joan when she reached her studio,
she would havo been more than a
little disturbed, more than a little
unhappy.
Hhe shant
"I won't have it!
marry him just as she was getting to be so like a pal too! Why
does she want to be so silly?" and
the courageous girl who so
wept gave way to a passion
of tears and strangled sobs that
would have frightened. Margaret
had she seen Jier.
The very thing toward
which
Margaret's efforts had been bent,
had worked out against her. She
had thought that when she had
become more of a pal, a friend as
well as a mother to her daughter.
Joan would be inclined to look at
her In a little different light as
having the same right that she did
to order her own life, to take her
happiness where Ehe found It.
That she was mistaken in her
assumption would have been proved to her could she have looked In
upon her daughter that night.
Joan did not mention the subject
when her mother came down to
the studio, but her manner changed. She was cold, aloof. Even in
discussing her work, - the article
she was writing, there was none
of that camaraderie of the last few
weeks. Ehe did not ask her 'mother to remain to luncheon, and
when Margaret proposed to, she
acquiesced coldly. Finally Margaret asked:
"Aren't you feeling well, Joan?"
"Perfectly, thank you."
"Then something Is troubling
you. Is It anything you can tell

tt
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mo? Margaret had utterly forgotten the professor's
remark and
Joan's indignation.
to
"There's, nothing
tell," still
ungraciously.
Margaret, thinking perhaps It
had to do with Joan's work, refrained from more questioning.
Then, too, she had seen a letter on
Joan's desk addressed in Ted Walter's handwriting.
Perhaps the
child was fretting over Ted. ,
They ate their luncheon almost
in silence.- It is hard to keep up a
conversation when a simple yes or
no Is all the encouragement one receives, and that was all Joan
vouchsafed.
Earlier than was
left the studio. She stopped on her
way home and sent Joan some
flowers. Poor child, trying to work
out all her problems alone, giving
her confidence to no one. That
afternoon .Craig Forrester came to
take Margaret for a drive, and she
told him of the discomforting
marnlng she had spent with Joan.
"And she wouldn't tell you anything?" he asked.
"No, and Craig, she had been
crying. Think of it, Joan crying! I
knew it because her eyes were reddened a little. I wonder what it
could have been to upset her so.
She hasn't cried a half a dozen
times in her life."
"Don't worry. Margaret. All girls
have their little worries, and you
said Ted Walters had been writing
her. It might have been something
tin his letter."
I
"How I wish she would' marry
Ted. He's such a nice steady boy."
"So do I!" he returned with emphasis. ."Then you would marry
me."
As usual Margaret paid no atThen Craig
tention.
spoke of
something which had happened
to
led
One
another,
Sunday.
thing
and finally Margaret repeated what
Professor
Newbury had said to
Joan and her dreadful reply "Sho
told him It was a lie!" Then:
"Why, Craig! That's what's the
matter! No one has said anything
to her about us for a long time. She
has been so jolly with mo. And
today she was awful. I believe I
shall end by hating you, Craig ForI shall if it makes Joan
rester.
unhappy to have anyone mention
you. Don't you dare come to lea
next Sunday."
"Banished
again, and for no
fault of mine," he returned whimsically.
- Margaret
Debates
Tomorrow
What She Should Do.
,
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Mrs. M. S. Acker.
Totally blind, and falaing a
doing all her own work and
making all her clothes, that's the
achievement of Mrs. M, S. Acker
of Youngstown, who had perfect
ignt J2 years ago. 'I ruined as a
modiste and head of a Huston shop
before her marriage to her Canadian husband, Mrs. Acl;c;- bad al
ways done her own sewing after
marriage.
1 1
Then one dnv came tlie tragedy.
a faulty operation, and th doctors
told her she would be blind in a
few weeks. Today she cannot dis
tinguish night from day, yet ho
turns out a steak broiled to a turn,
typewrites as fast as tho average,
stenographer, does nil her own
shopping, and is raisins her family
unaided.
When the news first came she
wept and stormed at the injustice
of fate. "Then one day I came to
r
1
my sense.""," said Mrs. Acker. "I
realized that I was far from helpI trebled
less, even though blind.
my energies and co ccntrated on
I used all my other
my work.
senses and developed them to the
point where they reached, their
highest efficiency, and found that
though blind I could be happy and
of service."
Mrs. Acker cuts out her dresses
Bj WAIT MASON.
from late patterns, even trims her
and makes the clothes for her
hats
i'
children.
Sho picks out the ma
VITAMINES.
of vitamines. and that's why cattle terials in the stores of tho city,
grow, and
the horses hump asking only the color nnd choosing
Another gseat and helpful fad' their spines,why
kick up their heels after careful examination with her
lingers.
enchains the sons of men; eat' and go. Most men are
languid,
"ockleburs if you feel bad, and needing spurs to keep them at their
'ou'll be well again. For burs arc nm, mn wnen tney've eaten cockle-bur- s NEW RUNNING RECORD
they fairly paw the soil. I
ull of vitamines
whatever they fed my
HUNG UPBY J0IE RAY
aunt some cockleburs, to
may be and from' all symptoms seo what she would do;
never
there
and all signs of ill they'll jset you was such smoke as her'H, as round
BY FXOISE.
(lly Tlie Ansm'lated .'rpiO
New York, Feb. K'.. Joie Kay, of
It is cool looking and unques- free. Cooked victuals are the stuff, the house she flew. I wonder that
to
the
Illinois
Atiih tic. club, tonight
us
it's
our
the tomb,
clear, that sends
fathers stayed on this old earth
smart, this
tionably
dress and cape for late spring that fits us for the shroud and bier, so long, for nil their customs were set a world's record for the mile
and a quarter by running the diswear. The main attraction, how- while in our youthful bloom. Roast decaved. nnrt nil tVini..
is but a deadly snare, and pies wrong. They never heard of vita- tance in five minutes thirty-thre- e
ever, Is the youthful air which beef like
seconds. This is
and three-fifth- s
accusa
shun
the
are
mines. and yet,
d
gin;
attends such a cape frock. This tomed
seconds faster
and three-fifth- s
model Is .particularly adapted to cealed bill of fare, for death's con men, they never would take in their five
therein.
Raw grub is full. signs till three score years and ten. than the record made on September
the lines of the ordinary figure,
2, 1895, by Themes Conneff, of the
but the tall, slender woman and
New York Athletic club.
the short, stocky ono will both bo
Ray, running from scratch, gave
her first demonstration today at
able to wear it with grace. The FOOD DEMONSTRATOR
handithe Conroy grocery at BIS West tho field of seven opponents to
one
cape is becoming, to the tall figfrom sixty
caps
HELP
WILL
PREPARE
ranging
Central
avenue
where salad and hundred yards, overtaking tho first
ure and the straight line. low
stout
to
the
frock
walsled
fig:
CLUB REFRESHMENTS doughnuts will be served.
man in sixty laps, and taking the
ure. It is remarkable to find a
lead from Arthur Cassot, Glencoe
Athletic
garment so happily conceived that
club, on the last lap.
Tho
Swartz
of
Mrs.
"St'NSHIXE"
Ilettie
in
nut
Chicago,
it is at the same time smart and
The Illinois star broke the lap
DAINTY GUT PACKAGES.
for
a
the
demonstrator
special
,
suitable for all figures.
ahead of his nearest opshelled, Pinon nuts. Tannic six yardsCassot.
A fine black and white check Corn Products company, hns ar- S. .spitz, 323 Xorth Tenth
who tcok second
street, ponent,
honors. A. V. Haskell, of Columbia
forms the frock and the turn- rived In tho city to conduct a Tcl phono 802.
back collar on the swagger cape. series of domestic science demonuniversity, was third. The race was
one of the events of the indoor
The cape and bindings on the strations before s'hools, clubs nnd
Journal
brln
Want
Ads
results.
regi- games ot the Seventy-firs- t
frock are a bright jockey green. other women's organizations. She
Wide sleeves and a patent leather has Just left Las Vegas where
belt worn low over the hips are she held a number ot demondistinctive features of tho frock. strations.
Arrangements are being mado
Gray slippers and stockings, it
may be noted here, are much for Mrs. Swartz to appear before
domestic science classes of
the
while
black
and
a
with
prettier j
cheeked or striped outfit than the several Albuquerque schools
in
which home economics courses
black and white. The reason for
this is that the effect of the are given. Sho will also glvo
black and white chocks is gray. demonstrations before any women's club and church societies
A gray hat is also more In keeping than a black and. white ono. which tare interested, nnd has offered
assist in the prepnra- Ition1 of refreshments
fori a parties
.
..
r
huu iur
ll so
nuttings
She has had long experience in domestic srlence
jnnd is said to be an excellent
acmonstrator. ene win make
(
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East Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 13.
The police believe that they may
have caught a burglar gang in the
arrest of Fred Tturk, George Daniels and Jim Tandy lnte Sunday
night. Burk was shot through the
leg when he ran from Officer
Hright Hagley. This afternoon the
man said he had met the other two
who offered to "at ind by him If he
would rob a store." The men were
seen hanging around the Las Vegas
Mercantile company when the officer got them. One of the men
Fold an old automobile for $120
Tho machine is believed to have
been stolen.
CROAT TROOPS RKItTT?ED.
London, Feb. IS. Croat troops
tried to capture tho city of Flume
at midnight laet night, but were
repulsed, says a Central News dispatch from Rome today.

r

KIWANIANSJOMORROW
Twelve Albuquerque members of
will be enterby the Klwanl.s
club on Wednesday noon at tho Y.
M. C. A. In a special observance of
Lincoln's birthday.
The program
will be made up of talks by the
club members and short reminiscent speeches by tho veterans.

the G. A. R. post
tained at luncheon

Journal Want Ads bring results

Increases the
action of the
intestines
Hundreds of men and women have already found
freedom from laxatives by
eating Fleischmann's fresh
yeast.
Doctors are now agreed that
proper elimination of waste matter
should be brought about by food.
One doctor comes right out and
states plainly that the indiscriminate ose of cathartics is one of the
causes of constipation.
Physicians all over the country
are recommending Fleiscljmann's
fresh yeast because it i3 a fresh
food, rich in those elements which
keep the intestines healthy. Inone
series of tested cases, normal functions were restored in from 3 days
to 5 weeks.

Try it out for yourself. Begin

adding 2or 3 cakes of Fleisch-

mann's Yeast to your everyday
diet Keep it up and see how normally and regularly yourintcstines
act B8 sure it's Fleischmann's
Yeast

the familar

Before a fairly large audience
nssembled in the ball room of the
Elks' club yesterday afternoon, a
muslcale was presented by local
artists for tho benefit of a fund be
ing raised by the Lew Wallace
chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution.
The singers and players who
took part in the program were Miss
Grace Stortz and Miss Hortense
A
Switzer, sopranos; Elsie Griffith
Anderson, harpist; George Geake,
tenor; Charles R. McKean, baritone; Dorothy Cameron, Adella
Elder, J. .H. Bnrman and David
Marcus, violinists; Mrs. D. W. Faw
Ointment have gentle
and Mrs. George Everitt, pianistes.
The singing of Miss Stortz was,
as usual, of the very best artistry.
correctiveproperties
She Bang "Palo Moon" and "Just
most
Wonderin',"
effectively,
achieving in the latter a glorious
Troubles
avva.y
high note. She was artistically accompanied
by Mrs. Lewis B.
promptlycompletely
Thompson. Mrs. Anderson played
four harp solos, which were her
at little cost.
own compositions.
She was loudMrs. Faw opened
ly applauded.
the muslcale with Percy Grainger's
which she
"Country Gardens,"
played with her farqillar skill. A
violin quartet, made up of pupils
of Miss Estelle Valck, played several selections very well and received much applause, Mrs. E. B.
3oothinq &nd Hetdinq
Garcia gave readings of two poems.
Chester Byrne, baritone, Charlotte Brixner Moore, soprano, and
Mariano Garcia, Jr., pianist, who
were announced on yie program,
did not appear.
Tea was served
Ilt
after the recital.
gjlM
CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to thank our neighbors
and friends for their many kindnesses during the Illness and
death of our husband and father.
MRS. M. .v. BYRNES AND
FAMILY.
-

complexion

Overcome it!

Spell it backwards

--

FRESH

SVflLK-POWO-

EREO

Nothing added
nothing taken
away but water

$2.90
i

Th handiest thins
you could own on
wash day. It 1h an
automatic vacuum
affrangement
.for
emptying wash matubs, etc.
chines,
Nothing to get out
of order. Eliminates
all lifting of water
on wash day.

rSE.Qniss.
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Unusual Money Saving Opportunity!
LUMINUM, without doubt, makes tha
most popular kitchen utensils. They
brighten up the kitchen so easy to
keep clean and shining! They are both
serviceable and sanitary because they do not
chip or rust.
A

f

Every housewife knows of the superiority of
Aluminum Ware and has a longing to some
day fully equip her kitchen with pots and
pans of this excellent ware.

and

Pemberyhy
Ejector

tt'VHOLEMll-- i

Big Aluminum Ware Value!

that usually clear
skin

TTS

-

-

One Thousand Pieces
Just Received

veil gives only
temporary relief
Kesmol Soap and

C1

Three Minnesota cities
Good
hue, su peter and Cohato are presiaoa ovigr Dy w&mcn mayors.

pack-

'

were dismissed.
The month of November with
224 showed the largest number of
decrees granted, followed by 154
in January, with October and December in the order named. Since
the establishment of the court,
which was authorized by an act
of the state legislature in 1921, the
speed of the divorce mill in the
local courts has been reduced
greatly.
It was formerly possible to obtain a decree of divorce immediately after the filing of the petiParis scrubwomen have formed a
tion. However, since the court of
domestic relations has taken over trade union.
the settlement of domestio troubles, ten days at least must elapse
between the filing of the petition
and a hearing in court. Another ten Beauty Contented1
days, at least, Is required for an InYou are always confident
I m,W; J
1
vestigation of the charges.
that your beauty has been
developed to the highest
"Among the benefits of the new
of
lit
after
possibilities
court," Judge Vital Garesche deCouraud's Oriental
clared, "the safeguarding of the using
Cream.
interest of the children of unSmd 1 5c for Trial Sin
MM iifl: .VI
happy marriages has become the
.FtniT.lfoptlulSn
foremost issue. In many cases,
Hew York
where the couples had children, a
reconciliation lias been effected
and happiness restored in the
homes, all for the best of the
children and .all on account of the
children."
i

tin-fo- il

age with the yellow label. Place a
standing order with your grocer.

BIPPU3&BHVMES.'

OF HOME ARTISTS

'
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BURGLAR GANG CAUGHT
IS BELIEF0F POLICE

1

D. A. R. MUSICALE
EXPLOITS TALENT

This keeps the Hps from chapping,
unpleasant dryness of the hands at
this season.
Tommy. Oatmeal is good food
for anyone needing weight. It
should always be eaten with other
foods as a breakfast consisting of
this cereal entirely is so heavy it is
Jo. At 19 years, with a height of apt to ferment before It is entirely
B
feet 4 inches, your weight of 115 digested.
pounds is all right, even though It
will take another five pounds to 10 DIVORCE DECREES
total the average. I am glad to hear
of the splendid results from the eye- . A DAY IS AVERAGE OF
lash tonic.
NEW ST. LOUIS COURT
In using salt water to tone the
skin the proportions are attained by
'
so
(Br The Amoclated Trent.)
testing it. It shonld never be
St. Louis. Mo., Feb. 13. Ten disalty that it smarts, nor so littleA vorce
decrees a day was the aversalted that you cannot taste it.
few experiments will determine the age maintained by the court of domestic
relations hero during the
amount.
Dry salt rubbed into the hands first four months of its existence,
after washing them during all the according to a compilation by the
eold weather will keep the Bkin fine court clerk. A total of 1,308 digrained and prevent most of that vorce petitions were filed, of which
963 were granted. In about 50
per cent of the cases the custody
of the children was made the main
Issue, while the other 60 per cent
of the couples had no children.
For various reasons, 178 petitions

cadence.
Write Dept.
Plough, Mem
phia. Tenn., for a copy of your
Birthday Readings and leaflet telling all about Black and White
beauty preparations.

Constant
Reader: "Will you
please tell me the number of calorics needed by a dainty littlo
girl of three, a man 40 years old
whose work is mental, a woman
who does her own housework?
Also please tell mo of a way to
keep my bungalow smelling sweet.
When making coffee or cooking
steak I always lower my kitchen
windows from the top and burn
incense, but the air still smells
stale."
Answer: A" child of three daily
needs 1,300 calories; a man weighing about ISO pounds and at sedentary work requires 2,433 calories a day: and a woman weighing about 123 pounds and doing
her housework should have 2,245
calories every twenty-fou- r
hours.
If you would like to have a book
which gives calorio charts for all
ages of individuals at all kinds of
work, send mo a stamped and
envelope and I will
tell you from which publisher you
can buy this book by mail.
I will also gladly Bend you my
multigraphed article on "The Composition of the Various Foods"
which lists proteins, starches, fats
and vitamines separately and explains how to obtain a
menu without
bothering
calories. For, if each meal contains three these four food elea
ments,
appetite
generally taltes care of the proper
amount that should be eaten,
without the trouble of measuring
food to determine the number of
calories It Contains.
In regard to airing-yo'home,
I would advise you raise your

By The Awwrtiitwl

Washington, Feb. 13. Approval
has been given by President Harding to the bill authorizing an appropriation ot $10,000,000 for the
construction of additional
hospitals for war veterans, Chairman
Langley, of tho house public buildings and grounds committee, author of the measure, announced today.
Passage of the bill also Is advocated by the federal board ot hospitalization with the recommendation that a clause providing that
$")00.000 be expended in enlarging
Mount Alto hospital, Washington,
D. C, be eliminated.

One Ton

....f.,

; Black and White Beauty BleacH
oas many uses
remove tan,
freckles, dark discolorations. nra-rent pimples and blackheads, and
make the skin soft and smooth.
Your druggist can supply yon
Black and White Beauty Bleach,
60c the Jar; Black and White Soap,
which should he used in connec
tion mm Beauty Bleach, 25c the

'

kitchen windows from the bottom
a little, as well as dropping them
from the top; this gives perfect
circulation, the stale air going out
at the top while fresh air enters
at the bottom.
Subscriber: "Can a rubber hot
water bottle be mended?"
Answer: .some druggists sell a
rubber cement, but, although this
Is splendid for other rubber articles, it is often not successful with
a hot water bottle.
An Appreciative Reader: "Please,
please print In your column directions for knitting a skating cap.
My daughter needs one."
Answer: I cannot always comply with such a request, but It Just
happens that I have the following:
tiirl's Knitted
Skating
Cap:
Buy 2 balls of navy blue, floss,
ball each of old Kold and Oregon
green, and bone or celluloid needles, she 3.
l:nml: rslng green, cast on 100
Ms. It 1 row and p 1 row for 3
Inchon; change to old gold, k 1
row and p i r0w; with blue k 1
row and p 1 rrw for 1 Inch; repeat the old gold Btrlpe; with
green k
row and p 1 row for 1
inch and change to blue for top
of cap.
Top: Work 1 Inch of plain knitting. N'ext row increase 1 st in
every fifth st, 3 ribs plain, again
1 row of
increasing in every fifth
st. Then k plain until blue
measures 12 Inches. Now sew up seam,
turn hack band and sew to liniir,'
where plain blue knitting commences.
Again turn back and
oatch. Sew top of cap with seam
in center, then turn corners in to
form a miter, pull point down to
band and fasten with a pompom
of the three colors.

ANSWERED LETTERS.

G. A. R. VETERANS
BE ENTERTAINED

Ma-chl-

cleansing cream by this, for cleansing cream is practically no good at
all. I mean a cream containing
vegetable oil which the skin will
absorb.
you cannot purchase a
good one you would do well to go to
the slight trouble of making one.
My standard formula is:
Vino Cold Cream.
Rose water
1 ounces
' 'Almond oil..,.,'',.,. 4 ounces
1
ounce
Spermacetti
White Wax
1' ounce
i..
1 drachm
Benzoin
This cream is practically as effective and less expensive, if you
substitute olive oil for almond oil,
though you might not like the.idor
quite so well. This gives a goofl
thick white cream which the Bkin
will readily absorb, and which will
nourish it and keep it from drying
out during the worst of the winter
months.
This can be rubbed on the lips
before going out to prevent them
from chapping. But I would advise you to purchase an ordinary
lipstick for this, only be sure to
buy a white cream one instead of a
colored one, since the colored ones
will make the mouth unnaturally
red and show badly as makeup.

,

HARDING APPROVES
BILL FOR HOSPITALS

A. Ii lit KM AN.

wrong-heade-

In the winter certain cosmetics
are essential. Only the 'most oily
skin can resist the drying powers of
very cold weather, and no woman
that I have ever yet found can get
through a cold northern winter
without having Her lips chap.
Therefore cold cream plays a
loading part as a winter cosmetic.
JJut I do not mean an ordinary

(

LAVKA

merit, held in that organization's
armory.
Tommy Conneff made his record
at Bergen, N. J. In his day he was
hailed as an exceptional runner, and
made his record against some of
the best middle distance runners
of the time.
Ray said he was in tho best condition of his career for tonight's
race.

one-pie-

By Edna Kent Forbes.

(I

BLACK AND WHITE
CHECKS AND tiREEN
BINDING IS SMART

usual-Margar-

BEAUTY CHATS
WINTER COSMETICS.

La Notre Bridge club will meet
with Mrs. P. K. Scheck at 2:30

p. m.

Tuesday Literary club will meet
with Mrs. K. W. D. Bryan at
2:30 p. m.
,
Dance of El Casino Juvenil at
Woman's club at 8 p. m.
Electrical convention gathering
at Country club at 8:30 p. in.

BLINDNESS IS NO
HANDICAP TO HER

114

u

rrt!,

Here is your opportunity to secure several different
large size Aluminum Ware Utensils, needed in every
home, at a price so low as to appeal to every thrifty
housewife. Your choice of the pieces illustrated at
per piece, only

98c
Just another forceful demonstration of the ability of the J. C. Penney Co., made
sible through its vast purchasing power for 312 stores, to effect real
for every household.

worth-whil-

e

pos-

savings

Come prepared to carry home a complete assortment of these Aluminum Ware uten-U- s.
This offers you the biggest 98c worth of value your money can possibly buy.
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WORLD'S
LARGEST
CHAIN
DEPARTMENT
STORE
ORGANIZATION
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BUYING
FOR OUR
312 STORES
ASSURES
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312

DEPARTMENT-STORE-
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ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO

PRICES
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A sale advertisement
doesn't make a sale
unless you have sensational sale bargains
to back it up.

Store for Rent
Fixtures for Sale
Window Fixtures,
SI
Floor Show Cases
One Stove, Moore Circnlator,
Seventeen Tables,
Five Counters,
Oae BnrrouRU's Adding Machine,
One I Cash Register.
One Roll Top IH-sOne Shirt Hack,
Two Shoe Settees,
Six Shoe Chairs
One Wall Hat Case,
Two. Wall Dress Cases,
One Wall Salt Case,
One Chair,
Six Display Forms,
2500 Feet of Shelving,
One Shoo Mirror.
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Sets the Whole Town Talking!
jj

Hen's and Boys'

2 2 0

Winter and Spring

17c

West Central Avenue

j

Albuquerque,

Children's Shoes

N. M.

Without
a Home

$8.89

$
Valuesi op to $1.25.
FORCED OCT PRICE

17c

iie
TERRY SyicGOVERI N. Referee

39c
IjOT OF

$S.0O.

98c
8,000 YARDS

TOT OF

72x90, Value $1.50.
FORCED OCT PRICE

The Well Known Dorothy Dodd

FORCliD OCT PRICE

After purchasing this stock we were under the impression that we would have thirty days to dispose of same, but without warning or previous notice they notified us that we must vacate the building in ten days. Being unable to find a suitable location in Albuquerque, we have nothing else to
do but to dispose of it at any old price.

Dress Ginghams

Values up to 10c.
FORCED OCT PRICK

3c

"Values up to 18c yard.
FORCED OCT PRICK

e
Stock Consists of: Men's
Clothing; Boys' and Young Men's Clothing; Ladies' Suits, Coats, Dresses and Skirts; Ladies', Men's, Boys' and
y
prices.
Girls' Shoes, Slippers and Oxfords; Dry Goods; Furnishing Goods; Millinery; Trunks; Bags, etc All must go at

Values up to $5.E.
FORCED OCT PRICE

Very Latest Spring and Fall
Styles.
Values up to $25.00.
FORCED OCT PRICK

$9.48

,

$1.98

MERCHANDISE WILL GO AT YOUR OWN PRICE.

OFTEN YOU WILL

la

Silk, Poplin and Other

Values up to $2.00.
FORCED OCT PRICE

Materials
Values up 1r- r 10.00.
1
iVilCE
FORCE::

48c

$1.95

-

LOT OF

LOT OF

Ken's

Heavy
Bed Blankets

Values up to 10c
FORCFJ OCT PRICE

Values up to $4.00 Pair.
FORCED" OCT PRICE
I

Public Read: Unfortunately for the Fashion Shop, they were closed out and had to sacrifice this choice stock regardless of loss. But it's good
tune for the public of Albuquerque and the Southwest that the Philadelphia Purchasing Company's cash scooped the entire stock, for we are determined to make this the greatest slaughter sale of high-grad- e
wearing apparel ever held west of New York. Fashion Shop's, prices have been ruthNot
at any time, in any sale, before, since or during the war, did any store ever attempt
value
or former selling prices.
lessly slashed, regardless of
to offer bargains that could hold a candle to these. We practically give you money with every purchase you make, for these Sale Prices are

t

3

LOT OF

lien's Pants
Values up to $$2.25.
FORCED oct iPRICE

LOT OF

98c

LOT OF

23c
LOT OF

Fur Trimmed
Values up to $10.00.
FORCED OCT PRICE

LOT OF

98c

Dress Shirts

13

LOT OF

Values up to $1.76.
FORCED OCT PRICE

Men's Cdd Coats

29c

Values up to $10.00.
FORCED OCT PRICE

LOT OF

48c

Values up-- to $6.00.
FORCED OCT PRICE

E

'

48c

$16.79

.

50o

Ladies' Capes

Values up to $40.00.
FORCED OCT PRICE

o
3
k.

Pillow Cases

48c

Spring Seats

3

LOT OF

Value.
FORCED OCT PRICE

Ladies' Dress
Shoes and Oxfords
M

o7)

69c

LOT OF

Fi

C. P. Ford

Ladies'
Dress Shoes

r

Values up to S12.00.
OCT PRICE

, FORCED

LOT OF

Handkerchiefs

I'

In All Colors
Values up to $5.00.
FORCED" OCT PRICE

Ladies' Fall and
for-

73

o

Dancing Slippers

Values up to $1.50.
FORCED OCT PRICE

ion's

9:30 A. M.
AND WILL CONTINUE TEN DAYS.

Ladies'
Dress Skirts

Ladies'

Ladies' Satin

Men's Silk Hose

LOT OF

lot of

Bungalow Aprons

Big Forced Out Sale Starts lomorrow

Ladies'
Silk Dresses

IiOT OF

Hen's Corduroy
Pants

7 his

I

o

LOT OF

89c
Values up to $1.75.
FORCED OCT PRICE

give-awa-

LOT OF

5c

83c

Ladies' Silk Hose

high-grad-

OF

8c
Bed Sheets

$1.50 Value.
220 Dentin

NO REASONABLE OFFER WILL BE REFUSED

Ladies'

FORCED OCT PRICE

Values up to 20c Yard.
FORCED OCT PRICE

lien's Overalls

A Plain Statement to the Public By Mr. Mc Govern:

i

1

Work Shoes

Cotton Flannel

LOT OF

Values tip to $1.00.
FORCED OCT PRICE

Ken's Dress and

Butter, Eggs, Alfalfo, Poultry,
Grain Sheep Wool Hides Pelts,
Hops Ilcans, IMnon Nuts. Liberty
Ronds at Face Value. Bankable
Paper.
2,000 TARIIS OF

12c

$1.98

Boys' Knee Pants

LOT OF

Trade

LOT OF

Values up to. $12. 00.
FORCED OCT PRICE

LOT OF

I?

Will Accept in

Values up to $1.00.
FORCED OCT PRICE

Dress Shoes
and Oxfords

Hen's Suits
Values up to $22.50.
FORCED OUT PRICE

i

iest

Railroad fare paid one way on
all purchases of $50.00 or over
not to exceed 100 miles. Just
bring a round trip ticket to Albuquerque and show us your
strip so we will know bow much
to refund you for your fare.

ORDERED SOLD, LOCK, STOCK AND BARREL, ENTIRE AND COMPLETE, IN TEN DAYS, BY

LOT OF

"Tin t'ii

We Osfy the
World to

r

...

Free Excursion
to Albuquerque

ua

. Caps

Hen's Underwear

'jr" nin"i 'Tifnii"rr' irr 'i in'i

LOT OF

LOT OF

Children's Hose

LOT OF

t

ft

HlfJ

I

Values up to $1.00.
FORCED OCT PRICE

4c

irini-'atM-

These Prices

$4.69

Values UP to 30c.
FORCED OCT PRICE

r

I'. I

All Materials and Styles.
FORCED OCT PRICK

LOT OF

Values up to

f'nVtr'n?1i 7 'iiii,niflint--

3
9?

:j3H23I

UHd

Fall and Spring
Dresses for ladies

I

IfTPFT
I""

LOT OF
The Very Latest

r ri

'IT!a

(t)

a"'

a

$1.98
LOT OF

RfAM'.

F3-

-

3

!:.,J

Values up to $1.75.
FORCED OCT PRICE

CO

to
t3

Petticoats

Hen's Winter

to $3.75.
FORCED OCT PRICE

Union Suits

69 c

Values up to $3.00.
FORCED OCT PRICE

Values

up1

J

Values up to $6.00.
FORCED OCT PRICE

98c

Ladies' $1.00

Ken's Dress Shoes

Brassieres

Values up to 118.08.
FORCED OCT PRICE

FORCED OCT PRICE

$3.98

36 c

IAT OP

IiOT OP

Ladies' Hose

87c

LADIES' DRESS. CLOAK AND SKIRT
DEPARTMENT
All $15.00 to $47.50 Ladies' Silk and Serge
Dresses, in all this season's
QO UP
styles. Forced Out Price
tpO.OiJ
All $5.50 to $12.50 Ladies' Dress Skirts, in all
this season's styles and shades. (J- - QQ
Forced Out Price
pjLZjO UP
Big lot of Ladies' Dress Skirts, values up to
$3.50. All go at
r7A
Forced Out Price
UP
i
Big lot of Bungalow Aprons, values Qft
UP
up to $2.00. Forced Out Price

IXT OF

Boys' Knee Pants
School Suits
'

Values up to $10.00.
FORCED OCT PRICE

33c

$1.98

LOT OP

Ken's Dress Suits

tt
Ott

"

IiOT OP

20c Towels

Values up to $16.59.
FORCED OCT PRICE

FORCED OCT PRICE

$3.79

5c

Ladies'
Trimmed Hats

.

1

Values up to $3.50
FORCED OCT PRICE

op

Values up to $2.75.
FORCED OCT PRICE

MEN'S CLOTHING DEPARTMENT
Big lot of Men's Suits, values
up to $15.00. Forced Out Price.
Big lot of Men's Suits, values
up to $22.50. Forced Out Price.
Big lot of Men's Suits, values
up to $30.00. Forced Out Price. . .
Big lot of Men's Suits, values
up to $40.00. Forced Out Price . . .
All $50.00 to $65.00 Men's Dress Suits, all this
season's latest styles, including the famous Style-Plu- s,
Kuppenheimer and other noted makes.
All will go at
QOO AO. UP
Forced Out Price

--

5c

Ladies'
Shirt Waists

$1.98

MILLINERY DEPARTMENT
All $2.00 to $5.00. Misses' and Children's Trimmed Summer Hats.
AO
J
Forced Out Price
ZfO C UP
All $4.50 to $17.50 Ladies' Trimmed Hats; all
this season's styles.
(T
j ?Q UP
Forced Out Price
J)XU7

Hen's
Sweater Coats

Values up to 15c.
FORCED OCT PRICE

P.0

"

Values up to $40.00.
FORCED OCT PRICE

,

e.

vov

JOt

6c

lie

,.78c
69c
18c

Riifced Vests

UP
UP
UP

7c
8c

MEN'S FURNISHINGS DEPARTMENT
of Men's Dress Shirts, values
lot
Big
up to $1.50. Forced Out Price...
All $1.75 to $6.00 Men's Dress and
Work Shirts. Forced Out Price . . .
UP
All 30c to $1.00 Men's Sox.
Forced Out Price . . .
UP
.All 75c to $3.00 Men's Ties,
in all styles. Forced Out Price
UP

15c
69c

5c
19c

MEN'S OVERCOAT DEPARTMENT
All Men's latest Fall Overcoats, in all maferials
and styles- including the famous Style-Plu- s
and
other noted makes, values $18.00 to $65.00.
All will go at
OA
"
Forced Out Price
UP
-

$1.69
.$2.98

Values up to 23c.
FORCED Out

UP

trice

Out

high-grad-

IXT OF

Trimmed
Pattern Hats

DAYS

Values up to $14.00.
FORCED OCT PRICE

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY
SATURDAY AND MONDAY

,

BE SURE YOU FIND
THE OLD STAND

AND ENDS IN TEN DAYS

$1.89

THE RIGHT PLACE

Palm Olive Soap

$1.59

FORCED OCT PRICE

10c Value.

LOT OF

5c

Flea's Dress Shoes

LOT OF

In

.1

Boys' Overalls

AU

Styles
Values up to $10.00.
FORCED OCT PRICE

Values up to $1.50.
FORCED OUT PRICE

$2.98.,

39c

8,000 YARDS OF

LOT OF

Calico

Wool Bed Blankets

FORCED OCT PRICE

64xS0, Values up to $14.00,

5c

FORCED OCT PRICK

$5.98

LOT OF

Hen's Sox

Hen's

Values up to 25c.
FORCED OCT PRICE

IOT OF
Leatherette

Gauntlet

Canvas Gloves

5c

35c Value.

FORCED OCT PRICE

u

lie

LOT OF

Ladies'
Silk Dresses

-

73

Pi

2o
73

Dress Skirts

$4.48

c

LOT OF

lies

Values up to $18.00
FORCED OCT PRICK

Values up to $7.00.
FORCED OCT PRICE

I

LOT OF

Ladies' Dress
hoes and Oxfords
Values up to $15.00.
FORCED OCT PRICE

89c

22

LOT OF

oG

Ladies' Petticoats

73
21

Values up to $2.50.
FORCED OCT PRICK

$2.98

r!

79c

1

LOT OF

en's Dress Hats

Full Size

Values up to $7.50.
All tbe Latest Fall and Spring

-

Bed Quilts

Styles.
FORCED OCT PRICE

m

Values up to $5.00.
FORCED OCT PRICK

$2.69

4

$1.98

LOT OF

ilea's Hats

LOT OF

Values up to $5.00.
FORCED OCT PRICK

Children's
Winter Coats

69c

u

An the Latest Fall and
Spring Styles
FORCED OCT PRICE

Values up to $2.59.
FORCED OCT PRICE

98c

S1.98
N
'

.
I:'

.
'

222 West Centra! Ave.
Albuquerque, N.

CO

tJ
to

Values up to $10.00.
FORCED OCT PRICE

"

UP

If

IX)T OF

(jr
pOOi

MEN'S PANTS DEPARTMENT
All $4.50 to $5.00 Men's
Work Pants. Forced Out Price
All $5.00 to $12.00 Men's
Dress Pants. Forced Out Price

aso

ladies' Silk Waists

$2.98

Forced Out Price
2,000 yards of 50c Dress Ginghams.
Forced Out Price

cr

8c

BOYS' SUIT DEPARTMENT
All $7.50 to $22.50 Boys' Suits, in all styles
and shades. Forced
Out Price
UP
DRY GOODS DEPARTMENT
1,000 yards of 25c Calico.

3

eo

LOT OF

UP

We have only ten days' time to slaughter off this big $50,000 stock at prices never before attempted in this city or the Southwest, so if you need any
e
merchandise we need the money. "Quiet Tip": Bring your voice, bring your cash, talk right up to the Referee; tell him what you'll give;
no matter how little, shout it out. Remember, it is your. sale. You make the price at the most stupendous sale ever held in Albuquerque.

H. Y.

Girls' and Boys'
Dress and School
Shoes

MEN'S HAT AND CAP DEPARTMENT
All 50c to $5.50 Men's Caps, including the fa-All will
ftO
UP
go at Forced Out Price.
All $3.50 to $10.00 Men's Dress Soft Hats, including the famous Knox, Mallory and Stetson. All will go at
ftQrt UP
Forced Out Price .

We

$17.48

IiOT OP

PiiLkO

wammmfflWM&mi

LADIES' FURNISHINGS DEPARTMENT
Big lot of Ladies' Hose, 25c value.
Forced Out Price
All 50c to $3.50 Ladies' Hose, in
all materials. Forced Out Price . .
All $1.25 to $2.50 Ladies' Union
Suits. Forced Out Price
All $1.00 to $2.00 Children's
Union Suits. Forced Out Trice..
Big lot of Misses' Shirts and
Drawers. Forced Out Price

Values up to $8.00.
FORCED OCT PRICE

LOT OF

Hen's Dress Suits

29c

..$3.98
..$9.85
$14.69
$19.69

ram

Men's Dress Pants

Ladies'

$2.98

Often Buy $6.00 Worth of Merchandise for $1.00

LOT OP

Values up to $5.00.
FORCED OCT PRICE

nf

12c
69c
98 c

LADIES' SHOE DEPARTMENT
Big lot of Ladies' Dress Shoes, values
up to $6.00. Forced Out Price
Big lot of Ladies' Dress Shoes and Oxfords,
values up to $7.00.
CM QQ
Forced Out Price...
Big lot of Ladies' Dress Shoes and Oxfords,
values up to $8.00.
fiJO QQ
Forced Out Price..
fPLi.VO
All $10 to $15 Ladies' Dress Shoes and Oxfords,
in all leathers and styles, including the well
known Utz & Dunn and other famous makes.
'
All go at Forced
tf A f7Q
Out Price
I & UP

OP

-i

CHILDREN'S, MISSES' AND BOYS'
SHOE DEPARTMENT
Big lot of Children's Shoes, values
up to $1.50. Forced Out Price..
Big lot of Children's Shoes, values
up to $2.00. Forced Out Price..
Big lot of Children's and Misses' Shoes,
values up to $2.50. Forced Out Price. .
All $3.25 to $7.50 Misses' and Boys' Dress Shoes,
in all styles and leathers.
Forced Out Price
up

Ol

89c
IiOT"

n
girls who speak
good English. Apply in person;
entrance in rear of building.
Spanish-America-

T-

$2.95

Values up to $3. I0.
FORCED OCT PRICE

LOT OP
The Well Known
W. Xu Douglas

and girls; also 25

39c
98c

(i
tf).i0

Ladies'
Sweater Coats

37c

Men. women

mm w sale

Terms of Sale Cash.
Phone and mail orders will not be
filled. We will positively exchange
goods or refund money on any
purchase not satisfactory.

5 SALESPEOPLE

LADIES' SHIRT WAIST DEPARTMENT
Big lot of Ladies' Shirt Waists, values
up to $2.00. Forced Out Price
All $2.00 to $5.00 Ladies' Shirt
UP
Waists. Forced Out Price
All $5.00 to $10.00 Ladies' Silk and Georgette
Shirt Waists.
:
Forced Out Price
ipA.U UP

0

IOT OP

Shirts

lot

MEN'S SHOE DEPARTMENT
Big lot of Men's Dress and Work Shoes, QQ
C
values up to ?6.00. Forced Out Price . .
Big lot of Men's Dress and Work Shoes, values
AO
up to $7.00. Forced
Out Price
Big lot of Men's Dress' ' and Work Shoes, values
up to $8.00. , Forced
Out Price
All $12.00 and $18.00 Men's Dress Shoes, in all
leathers and styles, including the well known
Rice, Hutchins, Crossett, American Gentleman,
and others. All will go
QO UP
at Forced Out Price
tp4l:.0

37c

Blue Work

it

AHT1

MssgM'?w'L,

Values up to $1.25.
FORCED OCT PRICE

Valuea up to $1.25.
FORCED OCT PRICE

-

Positively no goods sold until doors
open Wednesday, February 15, at
9:30 a. m.

Ladies' Heavy
Ribbed Underwear

IiOT OP

tan's

Words that are cold and emphatic,
but that is what our orders are, so,
Mr. Merchant, if you need any
portion of thi3 stock we will save
you 40 to 50 per cent of the wholesale prices for spring.

LOT OF

69c

i,:

SET OUT!

Store closed Thursday, February 8,
to appraise and rearrange stock.

$1.29

IiOT OP

Ladies' Dress
Shoes and Oxfords

CLOSED BOO!

Til.

TERRY RcGOVERN
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The Entire Southwest Should Attend This Forced Out Sale
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FOitMEIl SERVANT NOW SOUGHT IN HUNT
FOR SLAYER OF TAYLOR, MOVIE DIRECTOR

BIGGEST EVENT

REDUCED RITES

IT THE

CATTLEGROWERS

Tho Carnival

ii

ball, which

go-I-

The hand boys who are not furnishing the music will he there
everyone with cold
supplying
drinks and tho management of
the College Inn will bo on the
to
Job with plenty of sandwiches,
serve those who wish to breakg
the
away for a time from
dance.
The Shrine band Is progressing
by far the
rapidly and is now
can
best band in the state andadversoon be one of the biggest
tisements that Albuqucrquo has
ever bad.
The tickets tomorrow night are
one doliar per couple with tax at
the door and everyone will feel
they
after the ball U over that
have had their moneys worth.

SECRETARY DECLARES
COUNTRY CAN PAY A
BONUS TO SOLDIERS
(i:v The AKMwhlr'

rrp.l

New York. Feb. 13 Not only
can the government easily pay the
bonus to Americans who served
in the war but the country's war
debt can be paid if congress will
"libera l.'ze" the law permitting big
business to develop Alaska, Albert
B Fall, secretary of the interior
declared tonight at the thirty-sixt- h
annual Lincoln Bay dinner
of the National Republican club.
"Can
Speaking on the question
the Country Pay a Bonus'.'" Secreunqualifiedly
tary"thePan ,i:.S'.vered pointing
out
affirmative,
in
that a bonus had been paid both
civil
after the revolutionary
wars lie also advocated the demeans
velopment of Alaska as a
for
providing fitting employment the
war veterans, declaring that
a
set
had
veterans
revolutionary
or
precedent in the development
the northwes. territory and the
civil war soldiers had pioneered
the great west.
Capital cannot be attracted to
Alaska, he said, until existing
laws havo own modified. Government owned riches in the territory, he added, had been reported
to iiis office by government agents
as "almost limitless."

ad

Her Poelic Mood

Contrary to popular belief, sounds

climates.
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U guaranteed by 30 years

servict to millions of
Americans. Kondon'i
works wonders for your
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Klaoeapolla, Minn.

Eyes Sore?
If your ryes or lids ore sorcj if they
Itch, burn or feel dry: if your vision is
Marred, your eyesight dim; if you are
cbiigrd to wear gluxsrs, go to any drug-pltub-let- s.
and get a bottle of lion-Op- to
Dissolve one in a fourth of a gluss
iif water and bathe the eyes as directed.
.Sound, comfortable eyfs and improved
rvpsiiiht will make llio world look
,
fcrigliter.
faHnt. Ilortorf ht BofiTpto itrnffhens wwlirtit
Pprrrantma

W0k'a Un

er?whr
f
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An Interesting study of William Desmond Taylor eneaged in his main
hubby of long jaunts in the open.
A former servant employed by William Desmond Taylor, noted
movie director, is being- sought by detectives working to solve the mysterious slayinpr of Taylor in his Los Angeles apartment recently. Revenge is believed to have been the motive.
-

LOCAL ITEMS

FLU SPREADING

Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and 6.
There are undelivered messages
at tho Western Union for A. B.
Eaton, Fred Jlamos, Henry Taylor
and George V. .Stewart.
ot Jemez
Airs. J. JI. Wroth,
GASES
Vrings, is a visitor in the city. E.
.Lieutenant and Mrs. Vergil N.
Kerr nnd child, of CVrnjl Bragg,
are in the city to spend a month
Mrs.
Sevetal additional cases of in- with Mrs. Kerr's
parents.
fluenza were reported yesterday to Kerr was formerly .Miss Kosalina
the county health department. The h,s InoLO.
Factory wood, full truck load,
greater number- of tho cases are four
Halm Coal Company.
transients reccntlv arrived in the Humedollars.
HI.
city. Dr. O. C. West, head of the
will be a regular meeting
health department, urges great care of Thero
Albuquerque council No. b4l,
especially !n crowded public places lin - s () ColumbuSi at 8 o'clock
wmen snoum De wen venuiaieu., .. cvenin in st. Mary's hall.
Care should also lie usert regai(ung
Mrs j w jniford, of Colorado
dishes and drinking cups, all ot
h ha8 been visiting Mr.
which should be sterilized before uld
A Nicholas here, left
beinrf used as they are spreaders, ,...,,.,,
v.,,1i(,na. where she
Ujf the disease.
vUit relatives.
The woman's Missionary society
of tho Central Avenue Methodist
DEPUTY COLLECTOR
church wiil havo a valentine party
and literary meeting at 2:30 o'clcck
TO MEET BERNALILLO
this afternoon at the home of Mrs.
TAXPAYERS FEB. 15 Etta Caldwell, 1717 East tJold avewill bo the
nue. Mrs. Teoples
of''eiler.
Nevis
E.
W.
Collector
Deputy
Link Itcbekah t dge. No.
the internal revenue service wI1Uj0 Tripple
,neet ilt 7:S0 0'ci0Ck to- be in the county clerk's office in ,.',,,wjnt (riI, r
p hall.
Bernalillo on the 15th of February
The m00tlng f Sunshine Circle,
,
to
makci
to assist persons desiring
seiiodulcd for February
h
income tax returns lor tno jear 15 at the home of Mrs. Vincent
of 1921.
Wenkle, has been postponed until
Taxpayers residing at Bernalillo. .March 1, on account of conflict
and
Algodones, Sandoval, Flacitas
with the Y. W. C. A. tea on WedDomingo, who dcHire assistance re-In nesday afternoon.
tax
1921
income
their
yes
making
('. jr. Eotts was In Santa Fomeetcall on
to attend an informal
turns, should arrange to on
terday
that
Mr. Nevis at r.ernalillo
ng of the investigation commission
date.
en public monies. Toe commission
was not organized necuuxe a vacancy of one member has net yet been
MEN'S CLUB AT LEAD
tilled by the governor.
Mrs. I. G, llrnckett, who has
AVE. CHURCH TONIGHT
been quite sick at her home, 518
South Arno street, was reported
The regular monthly banquet of to be somewhat better yesterday.
the Men's club of the First MethCamp No. 1. W. O.
odist church will be held this W.,Albuquerque
will meet tonight In th9
church.
evening at 0:30 in the
of Pythias hall, for IniFour of Miss Kstelle Valek's Knights
tiations'.
advanced violin pupils. Miss DorTemple lodge will hold a spethis evening
othy Cameron, David Marcus, Mr. cial communication
Lierman. Italph Miller, with Miss at 7:110 o clock for work in tne u.
Norma Williams at tne piano, win
degree,
furnish a line musical program.
Dr. L. M. Smith of Pittsburgh Malone Taxi ot Transfer 158
Ta.. and Judge M. K Hickey will
address us. Every man welcome.
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VIOLA DANA
The Latest Picture of the Uaually
Laughing Little Metro Star
Catches Her at a Soulful
Moment.
Ernst I.oubitsch, the greatest of
German motion picture directors,
and
of "i'asaion," "Redemption"
"One Arabian Night'1 fame, is in
this country with one of the German captains of industry, Paul
Davidsin, to study A merican methods nnd American life, as well ai
tongue. Tho pair will
thoEnglih
journey to Hollywood, Calif., to
see the American makers of Pictures at work.

HERE: FEW MORE

VXJIL
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Osteopathic
Tel.

Inmtny inetancr and
it uuder a pgiuive awac

....

Mlm

f

I. I.
Specialist.
M.

701-- J,

bowels completely by morning and
you will feel splendid. "They work
while, you sleep." Cascarets never
stir you .up or gripe like Salts,
Pills, Calomel, or Oil and they
cost only ten cents a box. Children
love Cascarets too.

Those Patnl

es

Painful callouses
on the sole of the
foot are caused by
the pressure of
lowered bones,
which dig into the
flesh. Relief can
come
the
when
pressure is reonly
moved and the lowered' bones gently
raised to their proper position.
There is only one device that af
support. That device is the
fords this cushion-lik- e
Wizard Lightfoot Callous Reliever and Arch Builder. Instantly it relieves the pressure by raising the
lowered bones and the painful callouses soon dis'
appear.
At all times we give complete foot and shoe
service. We specialize in keeping feet looking well
and feeling well.
x-

-

HAPLIH SHOE STOR
209 WEST CENTRAL.

The woody fibre and chaff
which make the messy

MM

til

MAOEINTHECUP
AT Tur TARI F

l

coffee grounds have been
refined away by Mr.Wash-ington'- s

f

refining process.
Just the absolutely pure,
delicious coffee. No waste.
Send 10c for special trial size,

'Booklet free.

O.

Every Can
Guaranteed
to Give
,
Satisfaction

GAVASH1NGTON COFFEE REFINING COMPANY
522 Fifth Avenue, New York

2033--
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BFJTER IHAN CALOMEL
Thousands Have Discovered
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets
are a Harmless Substitute
sub-;titu- te

olive-:olore- d

FORESIGHT!

CONVENIENT ANT ECONOMICAL
til

You Can Buy
A GOOD USED CAR
and you can
BUY IT RIGHT

,

always was better than
hindsight Those who take

SCOTT'S

EMULSION
regularly exercise
foresight that pays

event, it is possible to win and still
not enter all of scheduled meets.
Nearly 20 have already registered.
No entry fee is to he charged
and the contests are open to all
who are in
members of the
The running high
good standing.
the
and
standing hroad jump
jump
are scheduled for Wednesday night.

BECAUS- E-

large dividends
in robustness.

I, The manufacturer's price on nearly all
makes of automobiles has been reduced to the
pre-wlevel, or below.
H. Large stocks of used cars must be sold
immediately to make room for incoming ship- ments of new cars.
III. The demand for new cars has thrown on
the market good used cars taken in trade,
which have to be sold at tremendous sacrifices

ScoU&Bowa. Bloomfitld, N. J.
ALSO MAKERS OF

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

ar

Ki-HQI- DS

(Tablets or Granules)

breath of spring predominated the Heights on Sunday, as was
evidenced by the hundreds of au-

tomobiles and luncheon parties
from tho city that came up to take
advantage of the sunshine.
Tho chatter of birds on tho
Heights is significant. They know
the best placo to maka their
homes.
A number of pupils of the
Heights school gave a circus Saturday afternoon at the home of Agnes and Dorothy Gilchrist. The
menagerie consisted of wild cats,
wild dogs and wild boys.
The
goncral admission was two pins
and six pins for reserved seats.
One lively good time will be
had for the men who attend tho
banquet nt the Lead Avenue Methodist church this evening. Dinner
served at 6:30 'o'clock; 75 cents.

F" IP IE IE

Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets the
are a mild but sure
for calomel
axative, and their effect on the liver is
almost instantaneous. 1 hese little
tablets are the result of Dr
Edwards' determination not tp treat
iver and bowel comDlaints with calomel
The nleasant little tablets do the uood
hat calomel does, but have no bad after
effects. Theydon't injure the teeth like
strong liquids or calomel. They take
icJd of the trouble and quickly correct
t. Why cure the liver at the expense 01
the teeth? Calomel sometimes plays
iiavoc with the gums. tx ao strong
liquids. It is best not to take calomel
Let Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets take
its place.
Headaches, "dullness" and that lazy
feeling come from constipation and a
disordered liver Take Dr. Edwards
Olive Tablets when you feel " logy " anc
"heavy." They "clear" clouded brair
and" perk up "the spirits. 15cand30c

for INDIGESTION

A

four-roun-

II. CONNER,

Stern Bids.

ten-wee-

Carol Dempster Is making perDayton, Texas. Mrs. E. II. Wel-de- l,
sonal appearances in Montreal with
of this city, writes that she
"Dream Street," tho picture in
which she has tho principal part. fias, for a long time, known ot
Miss Dempster has signed a conthe value of Cardui .from personal
tract to play the leading role in
"I don't know where
experience.
Sher"Sherlock Holmes." No. not
lock himnelf, but tho leading fem- I would be had it not been for
inine role,
Cardui, for it made a new woman
out of me," says Mrs. Weldel.
Marguerite Marsh, Bister of Mae,
Briefly describing the symptoms
has gone to the coast. She has ar-- i
rived in the' land of motion pic of the troubles for which she took
with Harry Mctures to
Cardui, Mrs. WeldeJ writes:
Coy, former Bennett comedian, In a
"I was haggard, pale worn to
domestic comeseries of two-redies called "The Dumb Pells." Wi'l a frazzle all the time.
I
Morrisxey is the producer in the
"My health was wretched.
to furnish had
case, having agreed
womanly weakness, painful
these mirth producers for the
,
pains and aches.
Vantages company.
j"I ,heard
of Cardui, and decided
to use It.
GAUCIA HF.ST8 CASEY.
Salt Lake City, Feb. 13. Benny
"Cardui built me up. I grew
Garcia of Denver won a decision well like another woman hence
off Harry Casey of Tacoma, Wash., the praise I give it. Cardui Is the
d
here tonight in a
bout. best medicine I ever saw in my
The men weighed 145 pounds each. life."
a
won
of
Lake
Salt
.Midget Smith
Cardui, which this Texas lady
decision over Jimmy found so helpful, is a purely vegeJohns of Ogden. They are Junior table, medicinal tonic.
lightweights.
For more than forty years, Cardui has been taken by thousands
NOTICE.
and thousands of women, every
The regular meeting of the where, and praised by them for
Veterans ot Foreign Wars will be the beneficial
results obtained
held Tuesday, February 14, 1922, from its use. If you are a woman,
at Labor temple.
and suffer ns many women do-- Take
M. A. HCULHUTT, Adj.
Curdul!
Ask your druggist, lie sells CarHighly million proplo In Central dui. the woman's tonic, and can
Africa aie still pagan.
supply yuu.

a

a,

MANY ENTRIES ARE
SEATTLE EDITOR DIES.
RECEIVED FOR "Y"
Seattle. Feb. 13. Harry Gardner
ATHLETIC CARNIVAL
icholas, managing editor of the
cattle Post Intelligencer, died
Biuiflenlv while in his office here
Entry to the annual "Y" indoor
athletic championship meet, which
tonignt.
starts at the Y gymnasium Wednesday night, can be made at any
k
contest.
time during the
As tho score Is figured on each
WORN

Got Well.

to
The nicest cathartic-laxativ- e
physic your bowels whan you hve
Headache
Biliousness
Colds
Sour Stomach
Dizziness
Indigestion
Is candy-lik- e
Caseareta. One or
two tonight
will
empty your

i

Bilious Liver

Constipated Bowels

The Convenient
Kind of Coffee

of Doroteo

MONTOIA Miss Proeopla Mon-toi18 years old, died yesterday
afternoon at a local hospital after
a short illness. The body was taken
to Garcia and Sons' funeral parlors
pending funeral arrangements.

fr

'

For

WITH JAZZ OUTFIT
FOR APOLLO FEED

Jose Pacheco, 58
PACHECO
years old. died yesterday morning
at his home in Alameda. Ho is
survived by his wife and five children. The body was taken to Garcia and Sons' funeral parlors, pending funeral arrangements.

j

Texas Lady Suffered From
Womanly Weakness, Pains
and Aches; Says She
Took Cardui and

$000,681.50

local hospital last Saturday, will
be held this morning at his home
In Sabinal, N. M. Garcia and Sons
will have charge.

0--

TO A FRAZZLEi

The funeral

VljU, 20 years old, who died in

REPORTED

HEALTH

SeOO.BBI

FOR

"Landy" Landolfl, treasurer of
the Apollo club, is in receipt of a
telegram from his home town, New
York city, from a personal menu
of his, Alphonse Arrighetti, stating
that he is traveling from New York
to California with his own Jizz orchestra, the "Apollonarls Jazz Orchestra." Landy wired his friend
to stop over and play for the ban
quet which the Apollo club is giving
hall tor
Wednesday evening in.Tatt
the guarantors of the Schumann-Heln- k
concert and tho club mem
he is
GRIEGO MrsT Erlnea Cj Grlo-g- o bers. . Landolfl states that
acquainted with most
died at a local hospital yester- personally
of
the
members
one
the
of
day afternoon at the age of E3 every
orchestra, having known them in
years. Her homo was at 728 West. his
boyhood da"ys.
Marquette avenue. She leaves two
daughters, Rita and Adela, and
SHOE SHOP
CITY Kl.KCTRIO
two sons, Juan Jose and Miguel,
219 Soiilh Second.
Phone SS7-all of whom were with her here.
Free Call and Delivery.
The body will lie in state at the
family residence Tuesday afternoon. The funeral will be held
from tho Sacred Heart church
Wednesday morning at 9 o'clock,
Father J. N. Cordova officiating.
Interment will be in Santa Barbara
cemetery.
Strong Brothers are Jn
charge.

ii K.v.

co-st-

cough.

chronic catarrh, head- cbe. sore note, etc
..I

J it?

7

Calomel Is mercury; quicksilver.
It crashes Into sour bile like dynamite, cramping nnd sickening you.
Calomel attacks tho bones and
should never be put Into your tys-- .
tern.
If you feel bilious, headachy,
constipated and all knocked out,
Just go to your druggist and get a
bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone for
a few cents which is a harmless
vegetable substitute for dangerous
calomel. Take a epoonful and If it
doesn't
start your liver and
straighten you up better and quicker than nasty calomel and without
making you sick, yriu Just go back
and get your" money.
Don't take calumel! It makes you
ick the nexfduy; It loses you a
day's work. Dodson's Liver Tone
straightens you right up and you
foel great. No salts necessary. Give
it to the children because it Is perfectly harmless and can not

H

At

IS DRUG

Next Dose may Salivate You
Loosen Teeth or Start
Rheumatism

tut

t

UIjILAKL 9

APPLICATIONS

ANATA Jose Anaya, 58 years
old, died last night at his residence
on North Fourth street, after a
short illness. He is survived by
two sons, Ambrosio Chaves of tlris
city, and Alfredo Chaves of Los
The body was taken
Candelarlas.
to Crollott's funeral parlors pendarrangements.
funeral
ing
KENNEDY The body of Robert D. Kennedy was shipped' last
night to his former home in
Mrs. Kennedy
Stambford, Tex.
the
and a brother accompanied
body home. Strong Brothers wero
in charge.

,

travel faster in summer than in
winter, and in warm than In cold

1

,$

P1
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Adv.

OAXS STOPS ROGERS.
3.
Panama Joe
Detroit, Feb.
Gans stopped
Rogers,
Charley
claimant of the state middleweight
championship in eight rounds here
tonight. Rogers failed to respond
to the bell in the ninth after suf- ferlng a severe beating in the
seventh and eighth rounds.

sneezing,

-

never-endin-

The general committee of the
New Mexico Bantist convention
monthlv
will hold its regular
meeting on Thursday of this weelc
at the convention's headquarters
In the Barnett building.
Onlv matters of routine business will be. brought before the
committee at this meeting, it was
stated yesterday by the Rev. S.
R. Bussell, acting secretary. Plans
for the furtherance of the Bapand
tist New Mexican campaign proh-ablv
the tithing campaign will
be dlsct.ssed at the meeting.
The Rev. .1. W. Bruner. secretary of the convention, who has
Just returned from Pallas, Texas,
after a long illness, will probably
ie sufficiently recovered to take
part in the meeting.

cold,

fen

on.

BAPTIST nOWITTFE
WILL MEET THURSDAY

DIM

lh

five-piec-

The weekly meeting o the Business and Professional woman's club
was held last night with a large atof
tendance. An attendance prize
a fountain pen, given by Miss MarMiss
garet Chadwick. was won by
Mvrtle Greenfield.
The club was addressed by Dr.
Margaret crtwright, who described
and Mrs
her recent trip to Mexico, discussed
Byrne, cf Chicago, who
the "Morals Court" ot that city,
giving interesting Information Jn
the treatment of cases. M
violin quartet
M. Valek's
pluverl Severn numbers.
The ctu.. decided to
with the Woman's club and other
organizations in giving a charity
hall the proceeds of which will go
toward lifting the mortgage from
the day nursery.
Nnriiine M. Kwitzcr. secrrtary of
comthe New Mex!r? Construction
mempany, was voted in as a new
ber.

IS

A'!

'

LI

APPROVE

Applications for loans totaling
were approved by the
executive committee of tho Agricultural Loan agency when it
held, its regular monthly meeting
yesterday. In addition renewals
were approved bringing the total
amount well abovo the million
dollar mark.
Applications for loans are coming in to the agency In such numbers that it will be necessary to
hold another meeting of the comCHACON'
Tho funeral of MIrs mittee naxt week, probably on
Flora Chacon, who died at her res- Monday.
The applications approved will
idence in Old Albuquerque Sunday
night, will be held this aternoon be forwarded at once to Washat 3 o'clock from Crollott's funeral ington for final action.
chapel. Burial will bo in Santa
Barbara cemetery.
"LANDY" HOOKS UP

err

TWO SPEAKERS TALK TO
BUSINESS WOMEN LAST
NIGHT DURING MEETING

CALOMEL

KM 4

que.
The ticket sale at the present
time has gone to the four hundred mark and indications point
to ono of the largest attendances
having been seen in the nrm-orThe continuous music feature
will ho "something new in Albuquerque ami everyone will be infilled a full evening of dancing.
ore
There will bo two
chestras, one at each end of the
a dance
frmory and tho moment one,
the
and encore are played by
will
orchestra, at the other end next
immediately commenco tho
number.
There will be a supply of confetti and streamers given to each
one nnd the evening will be one
round of pleasure from 9 o'clock

New
In
Railroads
operating
Mexico have granted a passenger
rate reduction for all delegates
to the New Mexico Cattle and
Horse Growers' association convention at Las Vegas on March 20 and
rate will he
21. The round-tri- p
fare and a half and will he operated under the certificate plan. In
order to get the reduction there
must be at least 100 certificates issued.
Reservations at hotels can he
made by all cattlemen by addressof
ing the Las Vegas chamber the
The program for
commerce.
comalmost
conference has been
secpleted by Miss Bertha Benson,
A large
retary of the association. cattlemen
number of prominent
will attend from all parts of the
west.

FUTviERALS

CHAVES The funeral of Miguel Chaves, who died last Sunday
Los
morning at his residence atmornI'adillas, will be held this
family
ing at 9 o'clock from the
Burial will be at Los
residence.
will
Crollott
be
Padillas cemetery.
In charge.
DURAN The funeral of Francisco Duran, who died Sunday afternoon at his residence in Old Albuquerque, will be held this morning at 9 o'clock from the family
do
residence to the San Felipe
Neri church, where Father Weeks
will say high requiem mass. The
Mutual Protection Society No. 1,
of Old Albuquerque, of which Mr.
Duran was a member for thirty
years, will have charge of the services at tho grave. Burial will be
at Santa Barbara cemetery. Crollott has charge-oarrangements.

to

Is

Delegates to Annual Con- ho held tomorrow night at the
of the
vention of Cattle Growers armory, under
band of this city, promises
Association at Las Vegas Shrine
to be one of t lie most unhiue atShould Get Reservations. tractions ever staged in Albuquer-

AND

DEATHS

GRANTED TDTHE !TD !QMII)W NIGHT

'
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A NEW CAR becomes a USED CAR the moment it hits the street.
The fact that a car has been used, frequently means that it has just
been properly broken in.
All the experimenting with that particular car has been done by the
man who bought it. He has either turned it in on a new car of a
different type that better suited his needs, or circumstances forced
him to sell.
You can get a good used car from any of the reputable dealers in
the Journal Want Ads and be sure of a square deal.

'..'
v

'"

There Are

JUDGE HANNA SPEAKS
ON LIFE OF LINCOLN
An address on Lincoln was delivered yesterday forenoon nt 10:30
o'clock by Judge Itichard II. Hanna
before the high school in assembly.
Judge Hanna gave some unusual
incidents of the eminent American's
life, presenting his speec h to an audience of, about 800 students and
visitors.
,
Various exercises appropriate to
the day were conducted in all of
the other rchools in the city.
In New York city there are more
.Tews than them are In Asia. Africa,
South
and
Australia
America,
Great Kritaln combined.

,

MILES OF SMILES

Cuticura Complexions

Arc Usually

Healthy-

-

The daily uie of the Soap prevents
clogging and Irritation of the pores,
the uiual cause, of pimp lee and
blackheads, while the Ointment
soothes and heals. Cuticura Talcum
ie delicate, delightful, distingue'.
AMrai"0MMta-"irl,TDVp.-

IUln 4I.MM." 8.U
hxra. 8o2fe. Oliitiwutaiuiii Me
Caooura Bosa uistm witMut

l.

rr,- -

Tlm.
aw.

In Every Used Car Advertised in the

'

JOURNAL WANT ADS
'

'

x
-

-

ii

.,;

Week In nnd week ont the
iloiirnM carries more. Automobile
Olnmlflefl AdverlfHlnp than any T
other newspaper In New Mexico. ''

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
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Chamber
irectors Want Lower City
Concrete Freight Rate;
To Select Manager.
of Commerce

Urging that a special appropriation be made by congress to
replace the Indian school audiwhich
torium and gymnasium
were destroyed by fire early Sunday morning, the directors of the
chamber of commerce passed the
following resolution at their special meeting last night:
"Resolved, that an emergency
exists on .account of the destruction by fire o the auditorium
and gymnasium building at the
local Indian school which greatly handicaps the work of tljat institution.
the Albuquerque
"Therefore,
chamber of commerce requests
and urges that congress make A
special
appropriation of forty-liv- e
thousand dollars to replace
and equip said building, said
mm to be Immediately available.
The chamber of commerce of Albuquerque also urges that you do
your utmost to secure the appro-

priation."
Copies of the resolution were
sent last night to Senator H. O.
Bursum, Secretary of Interior Albert Fall, Commissioner of Indian Affairs Charles H. Burka
a,nd Congressmen
A. A., Jones
and Nestor Montoya.
An effort will also be made by

the chamber to get the old reduced freight rate from El Paso
on such materials as asphalt and
concrete for city use, which existed before the war. The cut
rate was withdrawn on account
of war conditions and has never
been

It

replaced.

would

repre-

sent a substantial reduction in
he gross cost of getting such ma-- ;
iIs In Albuquerque.
Members of the chamber directorate will meet Wednesday
afternoon at 4:30 o'clock for the
purpo'se of selecting a manager
for the chamber.
t

THREE STILLS

ME

TROUBLE

TO BELEN

Distribution
v

ELECTRICAL MEN

of Income

By GEORGE E. ROBERTS

to be maintained
for the best interests of
questions
Th following tablt shorn the
pproximate afgrctrate income
which statistiel til lie scopl s tbis country by yer from 1910 to 1919
all; if the equilibrium ex-is
Indus!?, a a actuillr received end alto as adjusted to the level
cians have devoted study
disturbed, the normal
of prices of 1913. The latter indicate! that the sain in actual
is that as to the total ecochange of goods and serproduction is these nine years was comparatively small:
nomic production and its
vices is interrupted, and
Turchasirin
Weighted
Index
Power at Price
distribution. What bealthough wages may be
National Income
Number
Level of 191 J
comes of the industrial
nominally high they are
Year
i Prirea
(Billion dollars)
(Billion dollars)
1918
31.8
31.1
W.t
output of the country?
actually low when unem1911
31.7
31.2
For whose benefit docs
95
ployment and the cost of
99
J?.
336
1912....,
this great industrial
living are taken into acJilO.O
33.1
33.3
1913
The latter is the
function? In
count.
lOi.S
35.9
1913
35.0
32.S
32.3
lull.6
1914
whose service are the
state of things existing
1I3.
40.1
45 S
1916
thousands
of factories
today.
3V.
53.9
1917
13.l
,
The situation tends unOJ.7
140.S
running and the railroads
3J.4
1918
37.3
Co. I
1919
der the free play of
6,0
kept in operation? For
whose ultimate benefit are
natural forces to make
the necessary adiustmcnts
the great sums of capital
the
the
as
and
points
as
out,
The product;
daily
report properly
raised,
eome.into balance.
represented by
or the going indus- and services which all classes have for
bond and stock flotations, and the is the showing
include
not
Do
tries:
industries
does
it
to each
valued
must
works
industrial
be
so
exchange
projected?
great
a few owners reap the benefits or are which have failed, shut down and other that the exchanges can be mail?
made no reports of operations.
A Wages must be high enough to enalk
they widely diffused?
g
class to buy am!
Studies of this subject have been complete showing of tlje net return the
made from time to time by individual for capital in all industries would consume their normal share of the
require that these losses be included.
investigators, but the amount of avail
product; otherwise product!
Of course the share of capital as will accumulate and business will fc.
able data has been very much in22.7
in
this country by the enlarge shown, ranging from
to 33.3 and bad. Likewise, farm products niii;t
creased
ment of the work of the census and averaging for the ten years 28.8, did have a purchasing power compar!
all
income
rich
not
to
returns requited by the
go
people. The stocks with other things that will allow I hi
by
and bonds of corporations are a com- - great body of people' who live'on tin
government as the basis of taxation.
'
,
i
.i.
Of course it is very
tai ilia iu iiiKC
lucir nun
that all such
sliare of goods, or unemlaconic per capita, and purchasini
The final estimate of
studies shall be conducted
ployment in the other inpower st price level of IV J, lor the rears 1909 to 1913, is as
dustries will result. Thus,
by parties whose findings
confidence
will
follow:
inspire
every class, instead of .beand be generally accepted.
Purchasing Power at
ing interested in fixing it?
National
1913
Level
Prff
of
National Bureau of
withown compensation
laconic
JncMnt
Per
ReEconomic
out regard to the effect
in
PopulaCapifc
Ca'pita
Billion
iri
tion
Hijliri
in
InuiMc
Inc.
Income
id
search,
upon others, is interested
Year
IdiMirmi
Wllara
Pollers
iPollsri
Dollars
For the purpose of crein that right adjustment
$'319
90.37
S.133
M130.1
1909.,
of values which enables
ating an organization for
31.4
992.23
341
33.2
1910..
349
economic
93.81
31.2
31.7
1911..
338
the exchanges to be cominvestigation
3j3
33.0
95.34
34s
33.2
1912..
Mt
whose findings would be
pletely made, and in that
97.28
34.4
34.4
3S4
1913..
34
as
manner serves the comgenerally accepted
335
99.19
33.3
3J.0
333
1914..
"Na100.4 J
36.0
191S..
35.3
350
mon interest.
trustworthy the
101.73
43.4
40.7
400
1916..
Ecotional Bureau of
When this idea of
103.06
533
51.9
40 8
396
1917,.
nomic Research,
Inc.,"
the necessary
586
balance
61.0
104.18
372
36.8
1918..
in New
was organized
throughout industry is
The per capita Incomes shows what would come to each person
The
York in 1920.
the
understood,
fully
If all incomes wtri lumped together and the aunt divided equally
Board of Directors made
costly controversies an
to the population, et the country.
conup of economists
trials of strength, tiv
nected with Yale. Har
"blocs" and various d?
vard, Columbia, Wisconsin, California mon form of investment for people of vices for imposing the will of
and Michigan universities,
together all classes, and the bonds are very groups upon the community, will It
with persons representing certain well largely held by savings banks and life seen to have been wholly misconceived
American
known organizations, as the
Moreover, an and ineffective.
jnsurance companies.
Economic Association, American Fed- important sliare of the net earnings of
The. Way of Real progress
American
the
industries
is
Farm
devoted
eration of
Bureaus,
by th owners
The way of real progress is not In
Federation of Labor, the Engineering
to enlarging the industries and im- petty efforts
to "make work" or adCouncil, American Bankers Associaproving the equipment, which redounds vance the interests of each
group at
Soto the benefit of the public.
tion, Intercollegiate Socialistic
the expense of the others, for these
Statistical Associaciety, American
Distribution Governed by
have the net result of nullifying each
tion, etc.
Economic Law
other and obstructing all
The lesson to be found in this study but by the improvement of progress,
It was determined that the first
methods,
should
be
the
into
incomes
distribution
of
is
that
are
study
they
governed making labor more effective every
ot current income, ana
where, thus bringing more
the results are now pubof the comforts of life
lished in two volumes. It
The following table shows the "division ot combined net value
within the reach of
is possible to give only a
product of mines, factories and land transportation,
between
Kvery individual,
earnings of employes and returns for management and the use
brief statement of the rewhether he be employer
of property.1
The results are given in millions of dollars and
sults here, but every one
also in percentages of the net value of the product, as follows:
or employe, who does not
interested should at least
lend his efforts in good
Millions of Dollars
Per Cent
make an examination of
faith to accomplish this
Management
Management
Volume I.
and
Wages and
and
Wages
and
end is unfaithful to his
Year
balance
Salaries
Property
A Conclusive Showing
Property
social obligations.
16.481
1909..,.
169.7
31.3
In the table showing
When it is realized that
1910.... 7,156
3,250
68.8
31.2
the "division of combined
s
1911....
7.27
72.i
2,791
27.7
to
net value
?,993
1912.,..
3,169
product of
28.4
;i.6
of the industrial
8,651
1913....
72.0
3,359
2S.0
mines, factories and land
7,947
1914....
product goes direct for
2,816
73.8
26.2
between
transportation
1915....
8,723
3,470
71.5
28.5
personal service, it will be
1916.... 11,630
66.7
5,810
earnings of employes and
3J.3
appreciated how great are
1917.... 14.175
6,503
68.9
the returns for manage31.1
the gains to labor from
77.31918.... 17,472
5,124
22.7
ment and the use of prop,
industrial progress. Every
Note!
iahle "oraeea aniY ulnri.'
in
this
,,:...!..
find
definite
we
erty"
pensions,
invention,
compensation for accident,
installa-

ONE

bound

wage-earnin-

every-bod-

Too many stills In his posesslon

was the cause of difficulties between the law and Celestine Sirate,
of Belen, according to prohibition
agents, who claim to have found
three
stills in his
when they raided his place
yesterday morning.
In addition to the three stills,
Sirate Is said to have had a large
quantity of mash and corn whisky
when arrested.
Ha will receive a
preliminary hearing at Belen today.
Prohibition agents who returned
well authentiyesterday from the southern part
of the stuto found two stills, and arcated, as to the division
rested five men, who are now awaitof the industrial product.
ing the grand Jury under bonds of at least so far as the highly or$1,000 each.
Joe M. Sarablan, Victor Rarablan ganized industries in which large
and John Woods were arrested fit capital and great numbers of
are employed. It shows that
Las Cruces, and charged with sellten years under examination
ing whisky to the students at the in the and
salaries absorbed from
state agricultural college. The two wages
first named are said to have had a 65.7 to 77.3 per cent of the total
quantity of alcohol and forty values produced in these industries,
quarts of tequila in their possession, the' remainder going to the owners
Felix Provincia and Primatlvo and others
supplying capital.
This,
donga lea were arrested at Mesilla
Park. The former is said to have
owned a twenty-gallo- n
still and the MANY
PROVISIONS OF
still.
latter a fifteen-gallo- n
ten-gall-

wage-earne- rs

MANAGER REVIER OF
GOLDEN RULE STORE
BACK FROM EAST
A. G. Revler, manager and one
of the members of the Golden Rule
Dry Goods store, who waa absent
from the city for over a month, has
returned to Albuquerque. He was
east purchasing the spring and
summer stock of goods for the
Oolden Rule, and visited the markets of New York, Chicago, St.
Louis and other cities. Mr. Revler

states that the markets are showing beautiful lines of spring merchandise, and a big "sport cloth"
After making
season is predicted.
his purchases, Mr. Revler visited
old
home
at
his
Minneapolis, Minn.
theaters in
In all motion-pictur- e
Japan there la always a speaker
who dramatically explains each
picture, because the English words
shown on the films are unintelligible to the audience.

QUEER FEELINGS

seven-tenth-

every
tion, every investment of
capital that increases tli
industrial
.
by economic law. and not, as com- me income of labor output increases
by approximately
monly assumed, by arbitrary power. three-quarteof the amount.
They are not, in any general sense,
Conversely, every scheme for reducwithin
the control
of employtrs, ing the efficiency
of labor or com-pellieither singly or as a body, to fix as
the unnecessary
employment of
they please; nor can the general wage-lev- labor, thereby
increasing industrial
be materially changed by or- costs, offsets
and
nullifies
the achieveganization among wage-earner- s.
There ments of inventors and industrial
are certain relationships throughout leaders, and slows
down the rate of
industry, which in the long run are social progress.
etc.;

"management

wording

Ig

often ambiguous."

and

property1

said

Cushman after attorneys
ENFORCEMENT ACT ARE Judge
had argued the case. "Two
reasonable persons could reach totally
INCONSISTENT. SAYS different
conclusions from
its
'

(By The

wording."

Assoclated-Ffiis.-

The
Tacoma, Wash., Feb.
Volstead act is inconsistent in its
provisions and ambiguous in its
wording, according to Judge Edward E. Cushman in a decision
rendered in the United States district court hers today.
Judge
Cushman's criticism ot the prohibition law was made following the
argument on a motion to suppress
evidence brought by O. B. King,
who asked the government be for
bidden to une as evidence against
him. sixty quarts of whisky seized
in his home by federal prohibition
olficers.
Judge Cushman incidentally held
the Volstead law clearly provides
that the possession of liquor in a
private dwelling is not a crime
when said liquor is not sold or
given away illogally.
"The Volstead act is inconsistent
in many of its provisions and Us
1J.

three-fourt-

1

' votMM, iiiicici aim uiviucnus,

NAMES READ RECEIVER
OF LAS CRUCES BANK
(Special Correspondence to ine Journal.)
Santa Te, Feb. 13! Judge Edwin
Mechem of Alamogordo

presiding

SPECIFY

OPEN THEIR 8TH

(From the Monthly Bulletin Issued by The National City Bank of NewYork for February)
of the most

Page Nine.

WESTING HOUSE

ANNUAL MEETING

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS
Banquet Held at Taft Hall;
Smoker at Country Club
Following Boxing Show
Will

Close

Circuit Breakers
Controllers
Control Systems
Electric Fans
Fuses and Fuse Blocks

Program.

Member-

of the New Mexico
Electrical association enjoyed their
annual banquet at Taft hall at the
Alvarado hotel lust night. The
entertainment wag under the management of Maurice Klein and included soveral unique features as
well as radio music. A number of
toasts were also given during the
evening.
iho annual conference started at
tho chamber of commerce vester- day morning, nearly fifty members
being In attendance at the opening
sewiion. City Manager James Glad
ding in a short address welcomed
the electrical men to the city. The
welcome was answered by D. E.
Bent, of Tucumcarl, who brought
out the need of close
between the public and the electri- cal companies in order to secure
the best service for all concerned.
Arthur Prager. president ot the
association, in his annual address,
urged pence and harmony within
the industry ns the keynote of success us individuals, companies and
public utilities in general. A paper
on budgeting was read at the session yesterday by J. E. Davidson,
one of the vice presidents ot the
National Electric Light association.
A movie
this morning et 11
o'clock at the "B"' theater will be
the feature of ths morning conference. "Back of the Button" is
one of the films to be shown. It
Is rather technical film issued by
the National Electric Light association and while It is technical it
has proved of great general interest
in several other cities where it has
been shown. The public is Invited
to attend the film this morning.
Following the afternoon session
today, the delegates will attend the
k
Kid
'jlerrera bout at
the armory and will then enjoy a
smoker at the Country club.

ludge of the Third judicial district,
has appointed James B. Read, state
bank examiner, receiver of the suspended Bowman Bank and Trust
company of Las Cruces. Read is
leaving today for Las Cruces to
take charge of the institution,
which la now in charge of Frank
W. Campbell, former cashier, as
a deputy state bank examiner.
Read sold he is not yet ready to
name his appointee as assistant
Nisw Orleans,
Bob
Feb. 13.
state bank examiner and
Fltzsimmons of New York lost the
referee's decision to Martin Burke
of New Orleans in a
bout
Ijot's have a "Dip" Thomas' here tonight.
They are.
Creme Dips, 10c. rrug stores.

MOUNTAIN IS PUMPED INTO BA V TO EXTEND CITY LIMITS

Women Should Know now LydU
E.Pinkham'iVegetable Compound
Helps at This Trying Period

"I

was

till

liiilii
IllllM

When Buying

'

first bottle Hould

MM
'

Tigers trimmed the Bears two
out of three games at the "Y" allies
lust night in tlie y. M. C. A. bowl-- !
ins tournament.
Flint, of the Tigers, rolled the two high scores of
the evening, 230 and 205, The
score follows:
Tigers.
173 14S 158
Meyers
Sli
Wind
169 190
Rollman
170 169 UiO
172
147 148
Strange
1

238

205

181

Sjl

833

827

173
151
182
20. .1
189

140
154
160
136
180

134
167
185
181
179

S87

796

846

.

Hours.
Wagner
Lovitt .

Franklin
Deadlier
Dllnd

.

.
,
.

. . .

Totals

...

.

Moving Picture Funnies

S

(l)

trial!

SECMS TO Bt PRETTV
WELL. FILED UP!

Cut out the piituri; mi all four
Then carefully inld dotted
1 its entile length. Then dotted
2, and so on. Fold each section
underneath accurately. When completed turn over and you'll find tt
surprising result. Have the pictures.

line
line

BELIEVE ZEY PREV0ST
IS IN NW ORLEANS
New Orleans, Feb. 13. New Orleans detectives and police were
continuing their search tonight for
a young woman believed bv them
to bo Miss Zey I'revost, the missing
witness in tho Arbuckle case who
was reported to have arrived in
New Orleans from San Francisco
several days hko.

NOTICE TO HOLDERS
AUTO STAGE IS TO
OF VICTORY NOTES
DELIVER JOURNALS
TO NORTH CITIES
"To Holders of Victory notes and
Starting tomorrow morning the ethers concerned:
"Notice Is hereby given as
Morning Journal will be delivered
to Santa Fe. Taos and intermediate
towns by the Star daily stage,
I'irst. Call for redemption of

which is driven

Moore. Scottl !3?i per cent

uoteH.

All ot

1922-192-

ii

1

"Third.

Detailed Information as
and surrend-oper cent Victory notes fir
redemption is given In treasurv department circular No, 277. dated
of which
February 9. 1922.
are available at the copies
treasury and the
Either way, you make a full pint-m- ore federal reservu banks.
"A. W. MELLON.
thaa you can buy
for three times tho money. It is
"Secretary of the Treasury.
pure, Rood and tastes very pleaaant.
"February 9, 1922."
You caa feel this take hold of a
1M have a
cough or cold in a wiy that ma ins
Thomas'
business. The cough niav be dry, Cronio Dips, 10c. "Dip"
Dm stores.
hoarse and tight, or may be persistently looee from the formation of
phlegm. The cause is the same inLEGAL NOTICC
flamed membranes and this Pinex
and Syrup tombination will stop it State of New Mexico, State Corporation Commission of New Mexusually in 24 hours or less. Splendid, too, for bronchial asthma, hoarseico, Certificate of Comparison.
or
ness,
any ordinary throat ailment. United States of.
Pinex is a highly concentrated com- - ,New Mexico ss.America, state of
of jrenuine Norway pine
It is Hereby Certified, that the
found and
is famous the world over annexed is a full,
true and comfor its prompt effect upon coughs.
transcript of the Certificate
Beware of substitutes. Ask your plete
of Incorporation of WOOD MOTOR
ounces of Pinex" COMPANY
druggist for
(No. 11 278). with the
with directions, and don't accept anyendorsements thereon ns same apthing else. Guaranteed to give absopears 011 file and of record In the
lute satisfaction or money refunded. office
of the State Corporation
The Pinex Cs Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the State
Commission of the
Corporation
State of New Mexico has caused
this
certificate
to be signed bv its
At the first sign of raw; son
throat rub on a littlo Musterole with Chairman andto the seal of said
be affixed at. the
Commission,
your fingers.
of Santa Fe on tills 31st day
It goes right to the spot with a gentle City
of January, A. P. 1922.
tingle; loosens congestion, draws out
R. MONTOYA,
(Seal)
soreness and pain.
Attest:
Chairman.
A.
ti.
Musterole is clean, white ointment
MORRISON, Clerk.
made with oil of mustard. It has all
ARTICLE OF INCORPORATION
the strength of the
musOP WOOD MOTOR COMPANY.
tard plaster without the blister.
This is to certify that tho underNothing like Musterole for croupy signed hereby associate themselves
children. Keep it handy for instant together for the purpose of formuse. 35 and 65 cents in jars and tubes; ing a corporation pursuant to the
laws of the State of New Mexico
hospital size, $3.
BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER regulating tho formation and government of corporations with all
powers, rights and privileges not
expressly forbidden by law; it is
further certified:
1.
The name i f said corporation shall bo Wood Motor Company
and the duration, thereof shall be
fifty years.
2. Tho location of Its principal
office shall he nt Cromwell Building, Albuquerque, Bernalillo Coun- is usually plain sugar syrup.
To make the beat pine rough remedy
that money can buy, put si'j ounces
of l'inex in a pint bottle, and fill up
with home-mad- e
sugar syrup. Or
you can use clarified molaaaea, honey,
or corn syrup, instead of sugar syrup.
ready-mad-

Army of t'.cn and teams eating into aids of mountain at Rio de Janiero.
Tho colossal feat of moving a
locaiea m tne neart 01 ua city,
thul dumped into the bay will exMountain u Deing accomplished
is being carted by mule '.earn ana
tend the city limits three miles.
T?in da .Tanipm
rirn7.il.
Thn
washed by hydraulic dredges into
The soot levelled will add about
I Rio de
The
earth
sixty-si- x
blocks to thevcity.
janiero bay.

Turbo-Generato-

rs

e

SUPPLY COMPANY

Official WESTING HOUSE Distributors
EL PASO, TEXAS
PHONE MAIN 5720
Mining Machinery, Mill, Electrical, Assay and Chemical Supplies
Our Engineers Are at Your Service. Wire, Write or Phone.

TIGERS TRIM BEARS
TWO OUT OF THREE
GAMES AT "Y" ALLIES

Totals

Switches
Switchboards

Apparatus Insist Upon Westing-hous-

d

& SMELTER

Lee-Fran-

Flint

Porcelain Insulators
Substations, Portable
Transformers

rs

Rectifiers

Motor-Operate-

Rotary Converters
Radio Apparatus

JAY HARM AN, Mgr.

to

thi presentation
8

e

-

f

vegetable umpouna is a natural
restorative, especially adapted to as
sist nature in carrying you safely
past this time. Why not give it a fair

Motor-Generato-

Regulators

Motors

For Raw Sore ThroaJ

Vegetable Compound. After the

sleep better and I have kept on improving ever since. I have taken
seven bottles now and am so happy
that I am all over these bad feelings. "
-- Mrs. B. Lanser, 1689 N. 3rd St,
Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
For the woman entering mlddle age
I.vriiaE. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
pound can be of much benefit. During this time of life certain changes
take place which sometimes develop
into serious trouble.
Melancholia, nervousness, irritaml
ity, headache and dizziness are some
or the symptoms. Lydia E. Pinkham's

Locomotives
Meters, Relays
Motors

Generators
Heating Appliances
Insulating Material

11

Sheboygan, Wisconsin.

Incandescent
Lightning Arrestors
Line Material

Victory
by
and McCrea. This will bring the mese j i per cent series of the
Journal to these points tho same United States ot America convertiotherday it is published instead ot the ble gold notes of
per cent Victory
day after as has been the case when wise known ns 3
tho papers were delivered by mall-trai- n notes, are hereby called for redemption on June 15, 1922, pursuservice.
The stage leaves Albuquerque ant to the provisions for redempeach morning at 7:30 o'clock; ar- tion contained in the notes and in
ELECTRICAL EXPERT
rives at Santa Fe st 10:30; Espa-nol- a treasury department circular No.
at 2 o'clock and at Taos at 6 138, dated April 21, 1919, under
TO DELIVER LECTURE
o'clock in the evening. The return which the notes were originally ison all Victory notes
Interest
AT UNIVERSITY TODAY trip is made in the eamo length sued. on
.
...
of time.
jinr ceiu series win cease
'011 said redemption
date, Juno 15,
E. H. Waddingtou, manager of
the Western Electric company, St.
"Second. Suspension and termination of Victory notes conversion
Louis, Mo., will deli ver n lf'Pturrt in
privilege. In view of tho call for
How to Make Pin
Hadloy hall, at the University of
the redemption of all 3
per cent
iew Mexico, at 1 o'clock this afterHome
Cough Syrup at
Victory notes on June 15. 1922. and
noon. Ho will take as his subject
to
the provisions of the
pursuant
"Sales Engineering." Mr. Wadiltng-to- n
saiu treasury department circular
Hat no equal for prompt rmnlttw
is one of the leading electrical
No. 138, tho privilege ot conversion
Xakra liut s momant tn prrnara.
and uvea you about
nifn in thn nntmtvir
ot Victory notes of either series in.in...
to attend the annual convention of
to Victory notes of the other series
the New Mexico Electrical associa
is hereby suspended from February
nil prescripis
in
used
Pine
nearly
9, 1922, to June 13, 1922, both Intion, ana rms Kinaiy consented to
remedies for coughs. The clusive,"
deliver this lecture. While the lec- tions and
and on June 15, 1922, will
rouson is that pine contains several
ture primarily is for the benefit of elements
terminate.
Victory notes accordremarkable
a
have
that
enffineerinir student ihn nnhi
cease to be Interconvertible
effect in aoothinjr and healing the ingly
invited to attend.
membranes of the throat and chest. effective February 9, 922, and on
Pine cough syrups are combinations and after that data no conversion
BTJRKE AVIXS DECISION'.
of pine and syrup. The "syrup" part of the notes mav bo made.

AT MIDDLE AGE

run down, tired and nervous. I could
even do my
iiiiiimiiuimiiiiiii inot
own Housework,
could not sleep at
night and all kinds
Bl of queer thoughts
&
IT would come to me.
Finally I gave up
going to the doctor and a friend
told me of Lydis
E. Pinkham's

Lamps, Arc and

f

ty, New Mexico, and George C.
Taylor is designated as the statutory agent therein, in charge thereof, and upon whom process against
the corporation may be served.
3.
The objects and purposes for
which this corporation is organized
are to Duy and sell, wholesale and
retail, own, rent, exchange, mort-- !
gage, lease and repair now and
used automobiles; automobile sup-- I
plies and accessories, to buy, sell,
Iniild, rent and lease one or more
buildings appropriate to and in
furtherance of said objects and
purposes. To buy, sell, own, and
hypothecate shares of stock in
other corporations, to issue and secure evidences of indebtedness and
to execute and enter into all kinds
and every character of contracts
and cany 611 all kinds of business
which may develop out of, and be
curried on in connection with
aforesaid objects.
4.
Tho total authorized capital
stock of this corporation shall be
$23,000, divided into one hundred
shares ot common stock of the par
valuo of one hundred dollars a
share; one hundred and fifty
shares of eight per cent cunimula-tiv- e
preferred stock, par value of
one hundred dollars per share,
which may be issued in whole or
in part at the discretion of the di
rectors,
subject to retirement
within three years from date of issuance by majority vote of directors. The amount with which Bald
corporation shall commence busi
ness shall be two thousand dollars
subscribed by the incorporators
nereoi as iotiows:
Kenneth Baldridge. Albuquerque,
New Jlexico. 5 shares.
.V. II. Wood,
Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 5 shares.
H. M. Bowers, Albuquerque. New
Mexico, 5 shares.
K. M. Lyon, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 5 shares.
5.
In Witness Hereof, we have
hereunto set our hands and seala
this 27th day of January. 1922.
K. J. BALDHIDGE (Seal)
M. H. WOOD
(Seal)
It. M. HOWERS
(Seal)
F. M. LYON
(Seal)
State of New Mexico, County of
Bernalillo ss.
On this 27th day of January,
1922, before mn personally appeared Kenneth Baldridge, M. H. Wood
H. M. Bowers, and P. M. Lyon, to
me known to be the persons described in and who executed the
foregoing instrument and acknowledged that they executed the same
as their free act and deed for the
uses and purposes
therein set

record In the office of the State
Corporation Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the State
Corporation
Commission of the
State of New Mexico has caused
this certificate to he signed by Its
Chairlnaii anil the seal of said
Commission, to be affixed at the
City of Santa Fe on this 1st day of
February, A. D. 1 922.
Seal

B. MONTOYA,

Attest:
Chairman.
A. U MORRISON,
Clerk.

State of New Mexico County of
Hernalillo, ss.
AMENDMENT OF ARTICLE 0
INCORPORATION
OF LOUS
1LFELD CO.
Louis Hfeld and Louis A. McRae
each hein? duly swoi.i, each upoii
bis oath deposes and says, said
Louis Hfeld. that he is the President of Louis Hfeld Co., said Louis
A. MeRue that ho Is the
Secretary
ot Louis Hfeld Co.
Affianta further 6av that at
meeting of the directors of the
Louis Ilfdd Co., held on the 18th
day ot January, 1922, there was
mily passed at said meeting the
following resolution:
Be It Resolved that a
change and
alteration of the Articles of Incorporation of Louis Hfeld Co. is advisable ns follows:
Amend Article 3 of the Articles
of Incorporation so that Article 3
shall read as follows:
ARTICLE III.
To carry on. manage,
and generally operate the conduct,
business
of buying, selling and generally
in
dealing
wool, hides, pelts and ail
omer Kinils ot merchandise
and
conduct a general merchandise
to hold, purchase or
business;
otherwise acquire, or be interested
In, and to sell, assign,
or
otherwise dispose ot the pledge
shares of
the capital stock, bonds or other
evidences of debt. Issued or created
by any other corporation, whether
foreign or domestic, and whether
now or hereafter organized, and
while the holder of any such shares
of stock, to exercise all tho rights
and privileges of ownership, including the right to vote thereon
to the same extent as a natural
person might or could do, and in
general, to have and exercise all
powers pertaining to, and by statute conferred upon or not prohibited to, general business corporations.
Change Article 4 of said Articles
of Incorporation so that Article 4
shall read as follows:
ARTICLE IV.
The capital stock of said corpois
ration
divided into
50,000.00
forth.
In witness hereof I have here- five hundred Rhares of the par
unto set my hand and affixed my value of $100.00.
And that at said meeting, by
official seal, on the date and year
resolution, a meeting of the
first abovei written.
was called for the purpose
GEORGE C. TAYLOR,
or taxing action upon said resolu(Seal)
Notary Public.
and that at a mooting of the
My commission
expires March tion,
stockholders held on tho 19th day
22, 1922.
of Januury, 1922. at which meeting all of tho stockholders were
ENDORSED.
present, the stockholders, by unanNo. 11278,
imous vote, voting on said resoluCor. Rec'd. Vol. 7 Page 124.
tion of tho directors passed and
Certificate of Incorporation ot
adopted suid resolution
WOOD MOTOR, COMPANY.
changing
the Articles of Incorporation a
Filed in Office of
above
indicated.
State Corporation Commission
Said Louis Hfeld and said Louis
of New Mexico,
A. McRae do hereby
Jan. 31, 1922. 9:30 A. M.
certify that
the principal office of the co'mpanv
A. L. MORRISON.
i at 113 John street iu
tho city of
Clerk.
Albuquerque, New Mexico, and that
Compared; ICK to JJO.
the person in charge of said office
and upon whom process may be
INDEXED.
Slate of New Mexico, County of served is Louis Hfeld.
LOTUS ILFELD.
Hernalillo ss.
LOUIS A. McRAE.
This instrument was filed on the (Seal)
Subscribed and sworn to before
3rd day of February, 1922, at 11:30
me
this
20th
o'clock A. M. Recorded in Vol.
day of January, A. D.
D. J. FAR R ELL.
"K" Misc. Records of suid County. 922.
(Seal)
Folio 1S6.
Notary Public.
My commission expires April 12,
FRED CROLLOTT.
1925.
Clerk and Recorder.
By S. CROULiOT, Deputy Clerk. Siate of New Mexico. County ot
Bernalillo, ss.
Compared S. G. to L. E.
On this 20th day of January.
before rue appeared
1922,
Louis
State of New Mexico, State Corpo
ration Commission of New Mex Hfeld and Louiu A. McRae, to me
personally known, who, being by
ico. Certificate of Filing.
United Statos of America, State of me duly sworn, did say; Louis
that ho is the President ot
New Mexico Ss.
It Is Hereby Certified, that there Louis Hfeld Co.; and Louis A. Mcwas filed for record in the office Rae, that he is the Secretary of
of the Slato Corporation Commis- Louis Hfeld Co. That the seal afsion of tho State of New Mexico, fixed to said instrument is the coron the 31st day of January. A. D. porate seal of said corporation, and
1 922,
at 9:30 o'clock A. M., Cer- that said Instrument was signed
tificate of Incorporation of WOOD and sealed in behalf of said corporation by authority of Its board of
MOTOR COMPANY.
WHEREFORE: The Incorpora- directors, and said Louis Hfeld and
tors named in said Certificate of Louis A. McRae acknowledged said
and who have instrument to be the free act and
Incorporation,
sisrned the f.ame, and their succes- deed of said corporation.
In Witness Whereof I have here-untsors and assigns, are hereby deset my hand and affixed my
clared to be from this date until
the thirty-firs- t
day of January, notarial seal this 20th dav of JanuD. J. FARRELL,
Nineteen Hundred and Seventy-Tw- ary. 1922.
a Corporation by the name tSeal)
Notary Public.
and for the purposes set forth In
My commission expires April 12,
1925.
said Certificate.
(No. 1127S.)
In Testimony Whereof, the State
ENDORSED.
Commission of the
No. 1 1279. Cor. Rec'd. Col. 7,
Corporation
Stato of New Jlexico has caused Page 134. Amendment to Certifithis certificate to be signed by its cate of Incorporation of Louis
Chairman and the neal of said
Co., changing Article Three
Commission, to be affixed at the and increasing capital stock from
on
this 31st day $25,000.00 to $50,000.00. Filed in
City of Santa Fe
of January, A. V. 1922.
office of State Corporation ComE. MONTOYA,
mission of New Mexico February 1
(Seal)
Attest:
Chairman.
1922, 11:43 a. m.
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
Stato of New Mexico, State Corpo
Compared: ICK to JJO.
ration Commission of New Mexico. Certificate of Comparison.
INDEXED.
United States of America, State of State of New Mexico, County of
New Mexico, ss.
Bernalillo, ss.
It Is Hereby Certified, that the
This instrument was filed for
annexed is a full, true and com- record on the 6th day of February,
plete transcript of the Amendment 1922, at 2:40 o'clock p. m. Reto Certificate of Incorporation of corded In Vol. "E" Misc. of RecLouis Hfeld Co., changing Article ords of said county. Folio 188.
Three nnd increasing; capital stock (Seal)
FRED CROLI,OTT.
from $25,000.00
to $50,000 (No.
Clerk and Recorder. '
1279) with tho nndorsmenta there By S. CROLLOTT. Deputy Clerk.
on, as same appears on file and of I Compared: BO to LE.
sstoek-holde-

rs

1

o

o,
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
the Vatican to the famine plagued,
tov.ns and countrysides of Poland was a long step,
indeed, and one which few men could have made
NEWSPAPER
AN INDEPENDENT
But the priest
and maintained their equilibrium.
Published Tiy
who is now Pope made It and from the ruins of
.lOlUN.M, PUBLISH I XU COM PA XV
U. A. MACPHERSON.
CARL C. MAG EE,
the church organization he not only brought order
President.
Secretary. out of chaos, but he reconciled the warring ele. . . . Business Manager
I'. A. MACPHEKSON....
ments Polish, German, Russian and French and
CART--. C. MAUER
them together in a solid phalanx that stood
brought
JJEPRESKNTATIVES
continues to stand as an unbreakable wall
and
111
C. J. ANDERSON
Marquelta Bide., Chicago,
8K ,42 d St.. New York against which the tides of Bolshevism beat and
RALPH )t. MUL LI A
mntter at the postofflce break Into harmless spray.
Entered as second-clas- s
world at
If he is as successful in the war-tor- n
of Albuquerque, N. M., under act of Congress of
March 17. J 870.
large as he was in Poland, a vast field of useful
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
endeavor lies before him.
month, 85c;
Daily, by carrier or by mail, 1one
9 00.
in
advn
ncc,
y,
year!
The suffragette who recently married, but re"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
is
accorded to any other paper In New tained her own name, was born in New Jersey and
than
rating
Mexico." The American
Directory.
Newspaper
,
to manhood there.
The only paper in New Mexico issued every day grew
in the year
MKUHF.H OF THK ASSOCl ATED PRESS
FOR SWIFTER JUSTICE.
The Associated Press in exclusively entitled to
to
,
credited
news
use-of
all
for
the
It is a matter of frequent comment among the
it or not otherwise credited in this paper and also
publio that there should be such extraordinary
the local news published herein.
delay between the arrest of those charged with
TUESDAY
February 14, 1922 crime and their trial and conviction.
ofThe effect of prolonged delay in bringing
of exemInfluence
weaken
to
the
is
to
trial
fenders
".moral" srrroKT.
The crime is remembered but
plary punishment.
The gang in New Mexico, with its morale shat- the vindication of the law Is eclipsed by the interval
to deter
tered and its teeth chattering, is an outstanding before conviction. Nothing is so calculated
the criminally inclined or to Protect a community
example of impotency and Inefficiency.
from a reign of terror by thugs and bandits as the
Up at Santa Fe its members stand around in groups
and officers
to lend each other 'moral" support. They assure demonstrated certainty that the police
is followed inevitaarrest
the
and
are
that
vigilant
what
that
at
an
with
bravado,
each other,
attempt
swift and certain trial and the rigors of tho
they see in the political graveyard which they are bly by
law.
shiveringly attempting to pass, is a stump instead
New Jersey Justice has become famous throughof a man. At a sound they jump and then hasten
out
the nation for the celerity of Its disposition of
owl.
was
an
it
They
assure
that
each
other
to
only
cases. If this standard were prevalent
criminal
exis
about
man"
tell each other that the "bogey
we should hear less of
hausted and cannot pursue them much farther. All throughout the country
for the law".
insist that they do not believe in ghosts meanwhile crime waves and more of respect
shoulders.
over
their
casting apprehensive glances
The onlooker hardly knows whether to call the
With the possible exception
Now, on to Genoa!
situation unfortunate, pathetic or humorous.
of Uncle Sam, whom many construe as intimating
Meanwhile, the public mind is made up. The that ho is on to Genoa.
graves are already dug in the political graveyard.
What they see is not a stump; it is the
The sound which startled them Is not the cry
of an owl. It is the enraged cry of the voters. The
A MATHEMATICAL VALENTINE.
lie Is very militant.
"bogey man" is not exhausted.
And they do believe in ghosts every mother's son of
8 years have sped
them.
Since we were wed
The ghosts they see are the shadows of their
My dearest Columbine
And I may say
better selves the phantoms of a murdered conThat on that day
science.
2 did in 1 combine
Why attempt "moral" support where there are
And I'm 2day
no morals? "It can't be did."
Glad if I may
Still be thy Valentine.
OUt VIEWPOINT.
2)8 years
As sure appears
4 I will prove the same.
We Published on this page a few days ago, a
We now are 4
communication which we construe to be a dissent
as I score
And
from our policy of attacking public evils. The
4, two'n eight years became!
writer would have us be silent, on the theory that
we increase the evil when we stimulate wrongdoers
So, years, go by
Ye multiply
to strike bacl at us. The communication is from a
Our love by memories of Joys
Christian philosopher who would "overcome evil
And Future add
with good."
Days gay or sad
But O, subtract o y boys.
We find ourselves quite in agreement with our
A. Ruello de l'Eglise.
correspondent as to the end to be sought. We are
compelled to disagree as to the mode of attaining
that end. We are prepared to accept the teachings
and actions of tho Master as the criterion by which
Were we forced tJ
conduct should bo measured.
TIIE LIMIT OF VIRTUE.
the conclusions at which our friend has arrived
Jud Tunkins says the point at which patience
our decisions would be different than they have
ceases to be a virtue is that at which it threatens
been.
to turn into sheer laziness. Washington Star.
Like begets like. Evil breeds evil and good,
LETS MAKE 'EM DO IT.
course
our
the
Were
prompted by malice,
good.
If the spring poets had to be strictly accurate
conclusion of our correspondent would be correct.
and write about chlorophyl and chloroplasts thero
Showing hatred, we should expect to arouse hatred. would be precious little spring peotry. Chicago
Our course is prompted by but one thought: to News.
4
create a. militant and righteous public sentiment.
WHERE IK) VOU GET IT. GEORGE?
To do this we are forced to point out the evils which
Christ!
reports that fishing Is bad. Wn
a quiescent public opinion has permitted to grow haveCorpus
always made it a rule never to complain of
the fishing if the bait supply was right. Houston
up. We are forced also to point out the
on occasion. This is necessary only in those cases Post.
intends to continue
where he is still an
THEY TALK LIKE COl SINS.
to be a designing
and will not stop his evil
We can't escape the conclusion that back some
doings until the finger of public accusation in where in the dim morning of history tho first an
was a. Borah. Baltimore Sun.
pointed toward him with such vigor that he will cestor of De Valera
cease
his
conduct.'
There
is
bluslilngly
nothing personal in our course.
Christ said with bitter scorn. "Ye scribes and
Pharisees," and then belabored them for their attitude, lie aroused the evil in them, too, as is proven
WHERE THE LEAGUE IS LEFT.
by the fact that they crucified Him for his course.
(From the New York Times.)
But he gave the world a new viewpoint as to what
It is no secret that the members of the League
our relations should be.
of Nations looked forward with a certain apprehenWould it help
sion to the Washington conference.
He took a whip and scourged the
Some who were
from the temple. He had no personal animos- or hinder their own organization?
of
the
last
league in Geneva
present at the
meeting
s.
Yet He aroused have
ity toward the
that the shadow of coming event) in
reported
their animosity toward Him, because he was de- Washington lay upon it somewhat disturbingly. And
of the league
stroying their special privilege of growing fat off while several officials and champions came
to Wash
Vivlani,
from those who came devoutly to make sacrifices. such as asMr. Balfour and M. was
on their
a
there
delegates,
feeling
ington
course
His
He
men
new
a
vision
of
By
gave
relig- part that the situation was one of obvious delicacy.
ious conduct.
Would the conference called by the president or tho
Tho man who takes isolated utterances of the United States openly and formally cut loose from
the league, officially renouncing it and all its wsrks?
Master in order to prove that He was
On the other hand, would the effort be made to detoward evil, fails to understand His character. He velop at Washington a new association of nation
was acquiescent in the face of personal evil done avowedly to rival and 'perhaps to undermine the
Him and He doubtless advocated such a course. league?
To all these questions the proceedings of the
But His primary purpose in life was to attack and conference
have given a plain answer. If the league
defied righteousness, is affected in any way by what was done at Wash
destroy evil. If the
He criticized him.
has
been strengthened. Not the slightest
it
ington,
If
The Journal has no enemies to punish. Our appearance of antagonism to it wasa manifested.
had scheme to dis
conduct is not based upon the will to retaliate. We any oforthe Americanthedelegates
a
interleague by
competing
supplant
have defended ourselves In tho face of assault upon place
national body, it was carefully suppressed. And the
U8 and will again.
We must survive in order to moral effect of the agreements and treaties arrived
serve the People. To allow our usefulness to be at by the Washington conference Is so undeniably
in line with the
aims or tne league mat the
would general impressiongreat
destroyed through a policy of
of the world cannot fail to bo
be weakness contemptible.
that they are brought nearer attainment, ffurther
Had crucifixion and death defeated the unselfish more, some of the arguments used, and to be used,
the administration In support of the treaty for
purposes of Christ, He would have resisted. He by
limitation of naval forces, and for what is a virtual
acquiesced because through this supreme sacrifice alliance with England, France and Japan In regard
He believed He was leading the world back to His to Pacific questions, are arguments doubly valid for
the Covenant of the League or Nations. The chler
Father.
of 1920 have thus become the leading
In the teachings of Christ we find encourage-men- t objections
recommendations of 1922. And the fear that the
to service to humanity and to fidelity to the Washington conference might be so shaped as to
end of the struggle.
destroy the League of Nations may now be disThe philosophy of our friend is a sublime missed, along with the absurd report that Mr. Lloyd
has set out to "kill" it by calling a confertheory and a satisfactory rule of conduct for a her- George
ence at Genoa.
mit. It can be followed by those who regard themselves as having no duty as evangelists of a better
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
day. It will defeat any man who fails in his duty
to contest with entrenched evil and to put it to rout
in the Interest of the common good and common
decency.
The Journal feels that its course is as highly
ethical as that of the hermit monk who lives far
from the haunts of men and basks in the
tent of a
philosophy.
OUiHTTS 5PCNt
Besides, we feel we can accomplish more foe
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Butter
Chicago, Feb. 13.
Creamery extras, 36 fu)
36
e; firsts. 31 35c; seconds,
28f330; standards. 3334c.
Eggs
Unchanged; 6.9C1 cases.
Firsts, 36364c; ordinary firsts,
31
32c; miscellaneous. 34 35c.
Poultry Alive, higher. Fowls,
25c; springs, 25c; roosters, 18c.
Potatoes
Firm; receipts 76
cars; total United States ship697.
Wisconsin sacked
ments,
round white, $1.802.00 cwt.; ditto
bulk, $2.05 2.15 cwt.; Michigan
sacked round white, $1.85 2.00
cwt.; Minnesota ditto, $1.70 1.90
cwt.; Colorado sacked brown beauties, $2.10 2.20 cwt.; Idaho sacked
russets, $2,35 cwt.
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PEOPLE WHO INSIST ON PRIVACY

NOT

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
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THE NEW POPE.
Pope Pius Xl.'who until his elevation was Cardinal Ratti, is both scholar and diplomat, both recluse
and man of affairs. As a teacher, as librarian of
the great library of Milan, with its nearly a quarter
million volumes, and as head of the library of the
Vatican, he attained a high place in the world of letters and In tho literature of his church. "But it required the war, and especially the encroachment of
the doctrines of Bolshevism in Poland and Upper
Silesia, to bring out the statesmanship that the lat
Pope, who assigned to him the difficult task of
church reorganization in those
dis
trii'ls, felt he possessed .
From the sheltered recesses of the library In
war-strick-

III III
111
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Creamery,

,

MARKETS.
"Dapper Doa" Collins.
search
A
for "Dapper Don" Collins, notorious character in the
east, is now on in the iiope that
through his capture important
facts regarding the slayitifr of William Desmond Taylor, movie director, may be cleared up. Collins ij
said to have been in Los Angeles
about the time of the murder. He
is now under indictment in New
York on a charge of felonious assault The charge is the result of
the shooting of John H. Reid in the
home of Mrs. Hazel Warner in
JONES BUYS RICSIDEXCI3.
Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 13. K. D.
Jones, of Albuquerque, a certified
public accountant, lias bought the
new residence of John Wootten on
North Seventh street. Mr. Jones
has decided to locate here permanently.

Beef steers steady
Americans use an average of
Early top, $7.55; others eight matches each person a day.
Flowers are found growing up to
bid, $7.55)7.75; she stock steady
to 15c higher; best cows, $3.00
the line of perpetual snow in all
to
kind,
common
mountainous countries .
5.50;
fairly good
$4.00
4.75; most heifers, $5.00
Let's have a "Dip" Thomas'
6.00; calves steady to 25o higher;
best vealera, $9.0009.50; stockers Crcmo Dips, 10c. Drug stores.
M'lt

to strong.

VttUl. HAVE TO UEAfcN TO

HAND-J--

TH

ffc.

Ow ii GfcNiEWHEN

one paw rained. He could see no
one who might help him Uncle
Wiggily was going to do his best to
hop cn one hind paw back to his
bungalow, when, all at once, he saw
wine one coming over the top of the
hill.
"I hope it isn't the Woozie Wo!f
now," thought the bunny. "I can't
run away from him at all!"
And how glad ho was when he

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones
By Howard B. Uetrlt

Copyright, 1921, by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
IXCLE W1GGILY AND BCNTY'S
SLED.
"There eIio goes!" exclaimed
Nurse Jane Fuzzy Wuzzy one day,
looking from the window of the
hollow stump bungalow, where the
muskrat lady housekeeper and the
bunny gentleman were just finishing breakfast.
"Who goes'.'", asked Mr. Long-earanswered the
Bunty,"
"flaby
muskrat lady. "There
she goes
with her cute little Christmas sled."
"She s going over to the coasting
hill to ride down with the other
animal children, I suppose," spoke
L'nclo Wiggily, as he drank the laet
of hi carrot coffee and looked for
bis tall silk hat. "I hopo they have
fun."
"Are you going to the coasting
hill to rido down, also?" asked
Nurse Jane, as the bunny started
It
from his stump bungalow.
would be just like you to do It!"
she
and
laughed.
"Well, I might stop around there
In the course of the morning," Uncle Wlgglly said, slowly like. "But
first l am going to look lor an ad
venture."
Down off the steps ho hopped,
not taking his red, white and blue
rheumatism crutch this
striped
time, as he didn't need It.
Are you coming coasting with
ine, Uncle Wiggily .' called Baby
Bunty, tho cute little rabbit girl, as
sho sat clown on her tiny sled and
looked at Mr. Longears. "i ll watt
for you if you are," she added, "and
you can pull me over to the hill!"
1 m not
going that way now,
Uncle Wiggily answered. "But per
11 come
1
over later. Baby
haps
Bunty, Don't coast too much!"
"No, I'll be very careful," promised the little rabbit girl. On she
went with her tiny sled, and away
hopped Uncle Wiggily. Ho looked
here, there and everywhere for adventures, but ho couldn't seem to
find any, and he was just wishing
he might even have a chance to run
away from the Woozle Wolf when,
all of a sudden, the bunny gentleman felt a sharp pain in his left
hind paw.
"Oh, my goodness!" cried Uncle
Wlgglly, lifting the paw up out of
the snow. "Oh, have I stepped in a
trap?" But there was no trap
in sight, though
every time he
moved his paw the least bit it hurt
him very much.
"I know what it is?" exclaimed
the bunny at last. "It's my rheumatism it has come on me suddenly and I can't walk! Oh, dear!
And I left my red, white and blue
barber pole crutch home! What
shall I do?"
He stood there in the snow, with

7HEV

Mt

saw Baby Bunty with her tiny sled.
The little rabbit girl came coasting
down tho hill on hor way home,
"Oh, Uncle Wiggily! Whatever is
the matter?" asked Baby Bunty,
"Are you trying to bo a stork
standing on one leg?"
"No, Baby Bunty," answered the
rabbit gentleman. "I am not trying to be a stork. But I have the
rheumatism very painfully in one
paw, and I don't know how to hop
home."
"Oh, this Is where I can help
you!" laughed Baby Bunty In her
most Jolly voncc. "Sit on my sled
and I'll pull you home. It's down
hill all the way."
"You are yery kind, Baby Bunty," said Uncle Wiggily. "But I am
rather large and your sled is quito
"
small
"Oh, I guess you can sit on!" interrupted Baby Bunty. "Try it!" to
Well, Uncle Wiggily managed
get ono edge of himself on the little sled, and holding his rheumatism paw out in front of him he
called to Baby Bunty to begin to
pull.
"Here we go!" she cried, and sho
began to hop fast, and she had gone
quite a distance before she heard
Uncle Wiggily's voice behind her
crying:
"Oh, Baby Bunty! Walt! I slipyour sled Is so
ped off because
tiny!"
"Well, get on again, and I'll start
slower," said the rabbit girl as she
came back to where the rabbit had
fallen oft in a snow drift. Once
more Uncle Wiggily got on her sled.
This time everything seemed to be
all right, but as Baby Bunty was
turning around a corner on the hill,
once more the bunny gentleman
fell off.
"Oh, Baby Bunty!" he cried, for
hurt him very
his rheumatism

(Copyright 1921 by George Mttthew Adams

16,000.

in,1 tanAara etaariv in
higher:
choice medium heavyweight feed
ers, ff.uorgff.su;
gooti biuckcio,
good canners around $2.75; most
cutters, z. ouTO3.it; ouns iseiivr-all$3.75(94.23.
Hogs Receipts 15,000. Market
mostfairly active, 10 to 15c lower;
ly 10c lower. Biilk best 150 to 190
pounders, $9.609.60; top, $9.65;
200 to 210 pounders, $9.45 9.50;
225 to 275 pounders. $9.259.86;
bulk, $8.7o9.65; packer top, 9.55;
packer sows and piga mostly
steady; best stock pigs up to $9.25.
Sheep
Receipts 7,000.
Sheep
and feeding lambs steady; most
Iambs
fat
ewes.
light
$7.007.25;
steady to strong; best Colorados,
i4.u; odd lots iccaing tamos,

iTJ

much, "I don't believe, my dear, I
can ride on your sled. You hud
better skip along and get some of
the animal boys to come with their
big ones. I can ride on a large sled,
but. not on yours, my dear!"
"Mine is quite small," said Baby
Bunty. "But wait a minute here
comes Squcakie Squealer, the little
pig boy, with his sled. His is about
the size of mine, but you can ride
half cn mine and half on his, and
we'll take you home that way."
And surely enough, by sitting on
tho two sleds half of himself on
each Uncle Wigg;;y was pulled
home, for he couldn't hop. And the
only thing that happened was, right
in front of his bungalow. Baby
Bunty pulled her sled one way, and
Squeakie Squealer pulled his the
opposite way, and Uncle Wiggily
fell off between
them into the
snow. Nurse Jane hurried out,
picked him up and took him In
where ho was warm, so his rheumatism was soon better.
But Baby Bunty and Squeakie
Squealer were great helps, Just-thsame. And if the rice pudding
doesn't go off skating with the
chocolate cake when it ought to be
dusting the piano I'll tell you next
about Uncle Wiggily and the bl,j
snowballs.

$11.5012.00.

Denver Livestock.
Cattle ReDenver, Feb. 13.
Market 15 to 25c
ceipts 3,100.
Beef uteers. $6.50(3)7.25;
higher.
cows and heifers,
$5.00(9 6.90;
$3.50 8.75;
and
calves
bulls,
and
stockers
feeders, $6.00 ra 7.00.
Market
Receipts 2.200.
Hogs
15 to 25c lower.
Top, $9.45; bulk,

.

s.
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humanity.

f

1

Hens, 21c;

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Feb. 1 3. Cattle Receipts 20,000.
Early sales mostly
steady on all killing classes; under
on
beef steers. Good
weak
tone
heavy steers, $8.60; bulk beef steers
1.85:
butcners' cows anu
$6.85
heifers mostly $4.356.75; canners
and cutters, $3.10(0)3.75; bulk bologna bulls, $3.753)4.00; stockers
and feeders active, firm.
Market
Hogs Receipts 69,000.
active, mostly 10 to 15c lower than
off
average:
lights
Saturday's
most; big packers holding back.
Top, $10.10 on 150 to 170 pound
averages; bulk, $9.5010.00; pigs
steady to 25c higher.
Sheep Receipts 19.000. Market
Best grade fat
generally steady.
lambs early, $H.601.75; mediums, $13.5014.00; fat ewes in
small lots early, f 5.75 7.75, according to weight; choice
feeders, $13.75.

,

.

9.30.

$8.90

Market
Sheep Receipts 3,600.
$13.25
13.50;
Lambs,
steady.
ewes $6.75 7.00; feeder lambs,

$12.0012.60.

SOLDIER'S STRUGGLE
WITH

EAGLE IS FATAL

(By The AMOcIated

t

mJL

1

s4

llote
Book)

This aftlrnoon ma was out and I
was down in the ha'.l seeing how
meny steps I could Jump down and
still land graceful, and the frunt
bell rang and openei the door and
it was Mrs. HInkle, saying, How do
you do, Benny, I was ptuMing by
and I thawt Id jest stop in for Jest
a mlnnit and see your, mother, 1
reely have very little time but I
reely wunt to see Iur about something speshil. And she wawked rite
In and went in the parlor, me thinking, o, she dont even know ma alnt
in.
And I took 2 more Jumps and
then I went In the parlir on account of it wouldent be polite to
leeve her in there all alone, and
she was setting on the sofer hitting
her foot on the carpit like
In a hurry. Being a long lady
with a short nose, and 1 sat down
next to the wlndo and sho sed, How
old are you, Benny?
9, I sed.
Thats nice, wen will you be 10?
sed Miss HInkle.
The 8th of AwguBt, I sed, and she
sed, The 8th of Awgust, thats nice.
And sft kepp on hitting her foot
agenst the carpit and hoiking at the
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FOR RENT Furnished apartment, three
rooms, glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, heat
and water furnished, 1606 East Central,
phone 1922-FOR RENT Two-roofurnished apartment, hot and cold water and steam
heat: light and telephone paid, iZl'A
South Broadway.
FOR RENT Unfurnished apartment, two
rooms, sleeping porch, bath, steam heat
and kitchen range, large screened porch.
IU23 NorihJFlfth.
FORRENT Furnished apartments, convenient to sanatorlums;
four rooms,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
Central car line. Call J321 F.ast Central,
or see McMllHon St Wood, phone 84S. .

Santiago, Chile, Feb. 13 (by the
Associated, Press.) A story of a
soldier's fatal struggle with a huge
eagle in a mountain pass near Los
Andes last Saturday Js told by the
newspapers hefe. The soldier shot
the eagle and, thinking he had
killed it, approached, but the bird
had only suffered a broken wing
and furiously attacked him.
In the struggle whtcn roiiowea
the eagle's claws clutched the trigger of the soldier's gun, which was FOR RENT
Office Rooms
discharged, the bullet entering the FOR RENT Offli-looms, 5lH West
man's body. He died in the arms
Central, over Woolworth's.
of his companions, who took his
body and also the wounded eagle to MATTKESS RENOVATING
Los Andes.
ULtb KU.UVA i l.U. ti.'oO atld Up.
Itug cleaning, furnlturtt repairing, furLong ears are deemed a striking niture
pack Inc. Pbou 471. Ervto
beauty in Peru, and Indispensable
Pom Dan .
to recognized loveliness in the gentler sex.
WANTED
WANTED ltmmis a iidTiard" fYwoTl n
private family; not sick: near garage.
door as If she ixpected somebody to
wawk in, me thinking, G, wouldent Address K. B.. care Journal.
she be serprlzed if she knew ma
LEGAL NOTICE
wasent even in, And she sed, Do
JKXKCUTOR'S NOTIC1C.
you go to skool? and I sed, Yes
mam, and she sod, Thats nice, how In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County. New Mexico.
do you get along in skool?
tho Matter i the Estate of
Pritty good, I sed, and she sed, In Sarah
Belle Burton, Deceased.
Thats nice. Proving she proberly
I
Notice
is hereby given that the
would of sed it no matter what
sed on account of it .being a habit undersigned was, on the 12th day
more than a anser, and all of a of January, 1922, duly appointed
suddin she sed, Wat in the werld is executor of the estate of Sarah
keeping your mother, did you tell Belle Burton, deceased, by the
Probate Court of Bcnallllo Coun
her I was In a hurry
No mam, I sed, and she sed, Wy ty, and having qualified as such
all
dldent you? and I sed, Sho nlnt Kxecutor,
having
persons
In! and she sed. Well for land of claims against the estate of said
mersey sake, and me in such a decedent are hei by notified and
hurry, wy dldent you say so before. required to present the same to the
Y'ou dldent ask me, I sed.
undersigned in the manner and
Wlch she dident, ony that dldent within tho time prescribed bv law.
JOHN D. BURTON,
prevent her from Jumping up and
wawking out jest as mad as if she
Executor,
did.
Dated January 13th. 1922.
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FOH KENT I'urnlhea apartment; a'io
garage. Phone 159U-I- I.
FOR KENT Two-roo- m
apartment. 16'i
South Seconil, phone
Three-rooFOR RENT
apartment.
partly lurntunen. 631 south Broadway.
FOR RENT Kurnl.iheu apartment, four
minus, muaern. i im jNortJT Beconu.
RENT Three-rooFOR
apartment,
modern, private bath. 901 Forrester.
FOR RENT Two furnished ' light home-keepirovma.
Inquire 224 South
Edith .
Three-rooFOR RENT
turnllhed
apartment; no lick, no children. eU
South Broadway.
FOR RENT Two furniiftea room, fof
light houeekeeping; tdulli; no nick.
78
South Second.
FOR RENT Apartment, completely furnished; two roomi and ileeplng porch.
1H01 East Central.
FOR KENT Three or four-roofurnished apartments,
200 block
modern,
South Sixth. Inquire Savoy Hotel office.
FOR RENT Apartments, one three-roofurnished, one two-roounfurnished;
both modern, sleeping porches. Apply 410
North Plxth.
FOR KENT Three-rooapartment, private entrance, partly furnished; can be
seen by appointment. Cail 1988-after

J

pup

nt

13.
32c.

Kansas City Livestock,
Kansas City. Feb. 13. Cattle-Rec- eipts

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

anti-publ-

IV

Eggs-Uncha- nged.

'

o--

evil-doe- r;

Firsts.

Unchanged.
39c; packing, 15c.
Poultry Unchanged.
springs, 25c.

VERSE OF TODAY

er

City, Feb.

Butter

A

evil-do-

1

KAXTSAS CITY PRODUCE.

r.

evil-doe- r,

KEY TO MYSTERIOUS
D3ATII OF TAYLOR?

THE MARKETS

Edi'or-ln-Chi-

grave-digge-

HAS "DAPPER DON"

IT'S HIS BEAR.

Albuquerque Fornkng Journal

,n

'i ') 'i

-

;.

XvZf.. ''

Byrnei

February 14, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

KINGSBURY'S KOLUMN

BRINGING UP FATHER.

Copyright,
,

BKAT TI1K LANDLORD WITH

1321 by the International News Service.
KCBisterea u. o.
office.

CHAS.

ONE OF TIIKSK SMALL
HOMES.
Two rooms, three porches,
bath," completely furnished, located in fins part of Fourth
ward. Price only $2,100. Terras
if desired.

iBSr,rE'N1rHE'lHra'

TTEr

PrV

here)

ilk

Two rooms, large glassed-l- n
sleeping porch, adobe, located
on one of the best lots In
University Heights. A real bargain for $1,200 cash.

in all

parts of

(ONLY

X

II

$2,750,00, TERMS

OUR

NEW

BI DDEN BHKVICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the Win) render sudden
er,vlc on Kudak finishing
to people who demand quality.
Work
In before 11 a. m. mailed
same day.
Work in befor 1p.m. mailed aeon next
Address work to
day,
THB KED ARnOW,

t

n. Las Vegat
repreentatlv la XO'JH

OFFICE
are
st.
lot.

St.

INVESTMENT
furnished
y
brick, close to Central avenue.
Is leased for one year at $100
per month. See us for particulars.
Ten-roo-

GOOD HOMES
the right price, on Luna

two-Btor-

boulevard, five rooms, brick
and sleeping porch, hardwood
floors, built-ifeatures, furnace, fireplace, garage, lawn,
trees, all for $fi,300.
On North Thirteenth street,
nice new white cement finish
house, five rooms, for only
3,700. Can grve Rood terms.
R. McCXI GHAX,
Uealtor.
204 W. Gold.
Thotm 4
Heal Estate, Insurance, Loans,
Public.
Notary
n

REALTOR
Loans nml Insurance.
210 W. Gold Ave. Phone 907--

Unfurnished, eight room,
brick, suitable for boarding house, best location near
shops, and six blocks from
Central Avenue.
two-Bto-

DIECKMAN.V REALTY CO.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans
309 W, Gold.
Phone 670.

12-.-

FOK SALE

A. FLEECEEE, KcaJtor
Insurance

Ill

In

nil

Us brnncb.ee,
Surely Dunda.

Savlh Fourlh Street,
llione Si,

2Ut

r

. MY HOME FOR SALE
V

two-roo-

Loans,
to P. O,

n

ALFALFA PATCH
Six acres in alfalfa,
adobe house, 00 fruit trees,
Just off North Fourth street.
School building only a block
away. For salo very cheap, on
reasonable
207

-- A

BARGAIN

rooms, pressed brick with
bath rooms, hot watt
heat, also fireplace. Extra large
corner lot, walks,
basement,
lawn, trees, large garage, splendid location, 301 South Walter
8

097.

Service,, Inc.

Realtors.
Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold
Phone 156.

GEO, D, STATES0N,
Or Any Real Estate Agent.

CJ"-

Q.Jlf
t

SMALL

Real

Three

RANCHES

e
tracts, alfalfa,
fruit trees, ditch water. Just
the place for your garden,
one-acr-

chickens and cow.
Will sell
Old
separately or all together.
Town boulevard,
mile from
court house.
4

FRANKLIN

GRAPE LAND
Is scarce and hard to get. We
have six acres of fine snndy
loam, ideal for grapes. All high
land and on paved road
$1,-00- 0.

Easy terms.

J, D. Keleher,-Realtor21
Phono 410.

rOINT

We loan money on
security. Have you anytoloan?

FIVE ROOM

BUNGALOW

With two glassed porches and
large front porch, well located
in Fourth ward. Must be sold.
This place is modern except
heat. See it today. The price to
sell at once la only 13,500.
ROIXIX E. GCTnRIDGK.
Phono 1023.
S14 W. Gold.

FRUIT

Two modern houses on adjoinmodern and
ing lots. One
sleeping porch. Other, two

apartments,

separate

baths and sleeping porches, close
In, in Highlands, with fine shade
trees. Iive in one and let rent
for others pay for all.

C.

310 W. Gold.

STARES
Phono

1C8.

HELP WANTED
Male.
WANTED
jo,-smust be 17 years r
over, with bicycle.
Western Union.
WANTED
.Man with car to travel.
Call
at 703 South Third, after p. m., rear

FOR RENT

1

W. Gold.

TREES

TREES AND ORNAMENTALS FROM
ALBUQUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNO & CO.
Albuquerqu'!, N. M.

i

FOR SALE
Furniture, dining room table,
chairs, buffet, heating stove,

range, white Iron bed, mattress and springs. Ice box, chiffonier, buffet, all in A- condition. Also 100 apple boxes.
C. G. ZAPF,
1021 W. Slute. rhone 1444--l

Houses Furnished,

CHEAP

OPPORTUNITIES
A

Vou know
how easy those
Tens slip away. When you have
no definite place to put them.
Decide now for that home.
First you must have tho lot.
Buy It with those Tens. A lot
In UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS Is
a SPLENDID INVESTMENT.
Ten Dollars a' month will secure one for you.
We Are tho General Agents.

,

pressed brick
with
house,
two
bath
rooms and larse sleeping
All
modern and in
porch.
good condition.

of four rooms, $4,250. Terms.
SECOND WARD
$3,600; six rooms, modern, $1500
down and $45 per month will take!
it.
D.
$1,700; home of four rooms, lot
70S West Copper,
100x150, chicken house and pens,!
City
barn and feed house. $400 down.! Or any real estate agent.
$25 per month.
I'OtRTII WARD
Stucco adobe, 6 rooms, sleeping!
porch, furnace, fireplace, harcl-- f
wood floors throughout. Oarnprs;
NATIONAL INVESTMENT
close in. $750 will handle, balanco
like rent.
COMPANY
WEST CENTRAL
Now 8 rooms, strictly modern,
r.KALTOKS
206
steam heat, fireplace, hardwood
West (iol.l Avenue
floors, built-i- n features, best locuSALE
2
tion In city; priced rltrht, tonrm.
roomlni? houses, 1
Would also sell fine new furri
store, 1 four room frame.grocery
hire at 30 per cent discount.
KOR RENT
MeMlT.MOX & WOOD
nm? ?"d, 1 S'X ronm noiIse-J8- .
loan on West CenRealtors
tral avenue property.
208 West Gold.
Phone 3 IS
Every kind of insurance.
List your
with us.
Insure your property
FOR SALE Miscellaneous
with us.
We Get andproperty
Give Results.
FOlt KALE Ea d "sorKum."
Phone
I'hono 6.15.
'

Let's

Show

Tou the Addition
Today!

Phone 640.

Second and Gold.

WEINMAN,

j

ton

EXCEPTIONAL

(

Phone

A1--

houae,

115

S. Second.

$2,000

House
brlclc

744.

WANTED ON FIRST
MORTGAGE REAL
ESTATE.
M. T., Care Journal.

IIOIlDY's MILK, UUST IN TOWN,
Phone 2413-11-

Ft"f
ZJ."

JOSEPH COLLIER,
Barber Built Houses.

TRY"

FOR SALE

OPPORTUNITY.

Bungalow, five rooms and bath,
garago,
large lot, pleasinsr
on North
neighborhood,
Eighth street. Price only
Terms, f 350 down, bal- ance monthly.
Three rooms on nice corner lot,
young trees, equipped
for
chickens, $350. Terms, $350
down, balance like rent.

2400-11-

FOR SALE
Two show-canand oil tank.
road.
Apply 1203 Han-leFOR SALE Oliver tyi'Wrlier with case,
$40.
box ill, city.
DENVEU POST o'clivTrea . your door!

Unfurnished

ATTENTION'! YOt- - WTIO ARE
KM PLOYED!

FOR SALE

.

RTIAPR

INVESTMENT

I

,

REALTORS.
Third and Gold.
Phone 857.

Iiowlnnd Home. Liberal Terms.
A six room brick, beautiful living room with fireplace, bookcases, dining room, built-i- n
features; large kitchen; three sleeprooms;
fine
ing
large porches;
splendid
shade
and
location,
shrubbery. Lenient terms.
J. P. GIIX, Rcnl Fstate.
115 South Second.
Phono 723-- J

--

,

CO.

&

-

-

EIGHT ROOM.
Modern house for sals near University. Furnace, garage, cement
drive and walks, lawn and shades.
Nearly new, and only $0,000.
,
I'art terms.
t
T. A. nAMMOND.
821 13. Silver.
Phono 1522--

FIRST WARD
Well up on the hill, splendid home

A,

two

terms.

CITY REALTY CO.
V. Gold,
Phone

REAL HOME,

Why pay rent when you can
modern bunbuy this
galow, nicely furnished, garage,
full rize lot on paved street.
Owner Is leaving town and
must sell within a few days.
Terms,

modern

5,000

-

Int'l'Veatube

231

A GOOD

At

A

A. L. MARTIN CO.,

Contractor And Builder.
First class work Guaranteed.
809 South Walter Street

ay

Yf

f
Is

J. H. F00TE,

Phono

1922

1

m

KINGSBURY

brick,
Practically new four-roomodern, cum plot ely furnished, includelectric
washer; sleeping' porch,
ing
double garage; highlands.
$2,10ii Tlirt'e-mnframe, glassed porch,
furnished, corner lot.
10.00 oB-roowhite stucco bungalow.
floors, fireplace,
modern, hnrdwooc!
furnace, Karate, fine location on
paved street; Fourth ward.

Gives you immediate possession
of this
new
bungalow one
lanr livlner and dining room
with fireplar.fl, ehlrm closet,
kltehen,
bath, bedroom and
Biassed
sleeping porch, front
and back porches, hardwood
floors, nice lot, sidewalk, shade
trees. Fine neighborhood, block
off car line; Fourth ward.
IVSPIKATIOV

For thla modern four-roohouse At 216 West Gold avenue
Meantime we
crose in. Fourth ward. Splendid under way.
located at 115 South Second
location, and a good. buy.
Now is the time to buy that
We've grot Borne .good onea.
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
SnELLKV REALTY CO.,
120 So. Fourth.
Phono 414. Phono
727-115 So. Second

MONEY TO LOAN.
$8,000 to loan on good first
mortgage. Must be high class
properly in Fourth ward or
Business Property.

T,

AND EAST TERMS

cllt-edg- o

Don't delay that fire insurance,
tomorrow may be too late. We
have one of the best and oldest companlos in the business.

D,

.0n0

(

& CO.

two families. Who
will be the lucky ones? We offer four lntn 60x142 feet, for
cash only. They are just snutli
of Coal avenue, facing; east.
The moRt wonderful view in
the Heights.

Albiiquerqua
(We want
errltory.)

INSURANCE.

2APF
Realtors,

G,

Welcomes

FOR RUNT.

other houses
the city.

JO OPEN H

MAT- -

l

'

A DANDY NEW

A completely furnished home,
five rooms, two sleeping porches, hot water heat, and modern In every respect.
We also have a number of

M

"

ARRANGED FOR TWO
FAMILIES.
Good
adobo house, modern,
fiva rooms and sleeping porch,
furnished. This property Is located close In, in the Highlands and la a real bargain at
$4, GOO. Can be bought with
cash payment and balnnc on
extra good contract at only
$35.00 per month.
Don't hesitate, call ua at, once
and be convinced.
HOME IN
FOURTH WARD.
This house Is built of adobe
and has 6 rooms very conveniently arranged, with plenty of
features.
closets and built-i- n
BeauOak floors throughout.
and
furnace
tiful
fireplace
A
Also adobe garage.
heat.
very good value. Owner might
take a good corner lot as part
payment. Let's show it to you.

By George McManut

on

Z401-R-

0Vner' on "TTteTrhaTS
81,6 B,'uth Eiuh-

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS
(15c per month.
Phone 134r)-M- .
'
AHOKMHS.
FOR SALE Roller canaries, males and Call today
HALE Three-room- "
females,cheap. 3 Hi North Fifteenth. FOP.
house,
three JOHN W. WILSUN,
FOR RENT Rooms
For Rent-Room- s
FOR RENT Dwellings
First-clas- s
with Board
poreh.'B. several
WAN'TKI)
trees and ehliken
WOMAN'S Exchange?' Y.Vr'.r. A fThome
Attorney,
barker;
steady
1
Rooma It, 17 and 11), crumwell Bulldlm.
yard
location.
21SS-Phone
J25
Job,
Elks
cooked
Pl'HNlBHKP HOOMS SOU South Wecond.
jA
guarantee.
liarber Shop, FOR RENT Five-roofancy work. Saturdays.
furnished house.
1153-Phone
bALE-- On
Oollup, N. jr.
toil.
.
,
easy
way,
,1L'3
South Arno, phono 1340-roll SALE Set of work harness, iou-eg- g
Inquire
uixm nou3cKeepliu rooil'S,
.wj..
modem bungalov ; willterms,
llMI'LOVAIBNT
11 West Rama Fe.
OFFICE wants pantry I' OR
take (rood Una
l'Hi,it(IAN8 A.M Hl'MUaUtAsj.
V,'A NTJ'jD .Young lady to shure room ani
Three-rooPin nc-- or leal estate
RENT
Cycle.
MnYUi"8 inculJa'"r'
furnished
two
Phone
pnper.
room
girl,
L20V).V
me
dining
glrla. Ph
till. 8. - IILKION,
board. 310 South Walter.
run . jiii.M Room, aouth and east ex- - FOR SALE Two thoroughbTd'lr'T,'"iw 35-house, sleeping porches; keys at 704
110 South Third.
owner, new modern
DUeaera of toe Stomach.
730 East Sanla Fe.
FOlt SALE Child's bed, white enamel.
Fapt Santa Fe.
roo8ier8,chenp.
FOR
hip vyer copper.
room"Ai.i;by
porch and board
near Hoblnson park, 1500
houe,
l'emule.
Suite, l), Uart.ett Iluildlng.
new.
Call
r..r two. 114 North Maple.
619
Five-roonearly
West
FOK
RENT
FURNISHED rooms, bath and telephone F9,,?u.BALEnen,,
n
Kent,
glassed-icash, Hi t,e,- month. Phone 1825-tlloroughhFed
brick,
WANTED
White
DU. ). J.
imj mi-nChambermaid,
LARKE)
Wyandotta
liOO.M AND BOAKD, all conveniences
1421
oockerels.
porch, garage. Apply 621
oom
ii( west hiiver.
Apjr. 'o Enst Bleeping
South Edith.
.Nose and Throat.
turphey's Salietorlum.
fra:ne, mocle'ion
Central.
Kye,
toR SALE Carpenter tools and kllehcn toit
no alck.
511 South Uroadway.
run ni'.N
to w.,men only. 322
convenient for two families; large lot
Barnett
WANTED
two
range;
also
Bomoone to do light house-wurFOR KALE Forlv-tw- o
Phone I3t.
rolls
'
Uullding.
South Seventh. Phone 72t-stock
fence.
FOlt RENT Three-rooi -- h..r.
whli
KOOM AND BOARD with sleeping porch
house
with Phone 2131-.16S3-Phone
Office
Hours
and cooking. 318 Bouth Arno.
mornings.
Clarke it ilurdock, bo
Bleeping
amo garaire.
furnished.
16:19 Eaat Central.
p.irch,
FOR HUNT
Room,
Inquire
NEW email homo, on
In modern home; 565,laying pullets.
to 12 a. m and t to t p. m.
2401-31114
SALE
Bouth
FOIl
Used
phono
Edith.
WANTED
tractors,
board If desired. 923 South Elm.
Girl for general housewoik
and
KOOM AND BOAnD All
new
well built and you can have It UK. hAIIUAHLT CAltrHKKiHT.
beda
wllh gang plows. 68
bAI.K
or. cooking. Apply mornings, 616 West ion RENT Two-rooSix Uronr.e turkey bene and
Hardware forusually
loll
10U down
513 South Broadway,
FOR KENT Reasonable
Phone 13,1-W- .
house with sleepand :s a month. Phone Residence 112 East Central. Phon (71.
bed
one torn.
Gilpin Ranch, across ihe Coal.
ing porch. Ill a month. J. II, peak-- Deriiriment. J, Korber to Co.
room, furnace heat. 333 North Plfih.
Oli.M IIOTrJL For desirable rooma. tabl
Phone 671.
river. W. A.
714 West Central,
WANTED Good girl for general house-worTYPEWRITERS, all makes, fir, and up; sun PALt.-'- By
boird,lfdeBlred. Mills West Ccnral FOR RENT Double furnished alee; Ing FOK BALE R.Oruhbs.
owner, three-roo$.i
per month. Albtujuerqua Typewriter
C. R. liels and Ulack
Mrs. J. E. Johnson, 421 Luna Foil RENT Furnished
1 UHout h
cottage
house;
W.
EXCELLENT board for two or three
? d board.
would
terms;
Harvard.
1:'3
JlcJ.
consider
M. D.
nl.
South
Fourth
SHERIDAN,
boulevard.
.Wlmirons;
ro. d nni!
with sleeping porch. Phone StSj-R- ,
hatching eggs, II per
or
eoivj as part payment.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished Toomfr
Ad- gentlemen; rooma near. Phone 1986-709 North Heoond, phone 181B.R.
Foil KAI.K Two complete s;ore limits.
WA.N'UiD
Practlco Limited to
Cui t., Uoep house for fam- eill IL'0,1 H'let Copper,
c
t.
gentleman, bath adioininir
Prt
with
NICnLY;furnlslieC,roomwithborird.
ail rittlngs. Apply American Furt' OK SALk;
ait
M.
C. White I.eahorn hith
ily of two. Cuii mornings. 3ii Sou i I'O'. RLNi'
GKNITt) . riUMAKY DiSEASKq
liivee-ro'jtour-n,,,huun, convennew
vats family; no alck. 1027 Korrester. Third.
will
lng eegs. from Fmnp, rni,,-n.- in
Walter, up stairs.
ient to chops, in the highlands, only niture company, !?3 Sauth Htcond.
sell for cost of material andhouse;
Of TilK ISKIN
FOR RENT Furnished Bleeping
construc- - A.D DlSF.AMCf,
of
SALE
VOn RENT Nicely furnished room w
115 a month.
FOlt
"and
Fresh
cot7o each-- . Geo WANTED--.Ma- id
buttermilk
hens,
410.
Phone
Hsseriiiun
rim
for general housework
s,iiborutory In Connection.
with bath, on car line .HI West New grcsham. Cox 293,
ltoom 1
first ciasa table board. 110 Eouth Arno.
toge cheere; also fresh milk in gallon First v,',!"',",mo'K'"1"'
no cooking; no washing;
city,
Citizens
Bnnk
I'liotiu H8.
Hide.
furnished cottane lots.
go home FOR RENT Five-rooSwnyne'a Dairy, phono 11M&-bALE Huff
at lull South Edittr. Inquire at 116
Orpington eggs for niKors. jo.i Nouth Cedar,
ana r--0 a month are the
F0" RENT Two furnished rooms for tun
1J E
CA 1
K UNL1TE,
ROOM AND BOAKD for healthaeeker.
also Buff cockerels, winner wan
U "nloll, $ sTt57
West
hatching;
078.
Sliver,
CHIROPRACTORS
phone
new
nl
it', l two girl
cot
'""i1" bunga
of first and special prizes In Alhnnner.
light nousekeeninir: nn ifi
wallressea; good
I2 to SIB' per week.
u. t'. our otiice. llio South Brnnd-wa- low, two larKe rooms
tray airvice,
" J
"U"
wages, board and room; write at once FOR RENT We have several very deand sleeping porch,
fourth.
CAUM EN?''
N. M. Steel Co., Inc.. phone
rnone zui j.
que poultry show. Phone 1710-lirlco
f'hone 410
sirable unfurnished houses In Fourth
to trie Koyai care, Santa Fe, N. M.
FC:t
Chiropractor
KENT
Furnished
FOlt SALE PL'UE"wTTor.E MILK
lOIl KENT Airy front room with
rooms; also can- LEADING strains
ward. McMllllon & Wood.
White Orpingtons,
19 and SO Armljo Ititlldlng.
kL,
I'racticai.y new four-rooMult' and hemnli'.
ary birds for baIm sis b
k ur.i.
board, gentleman preferred; alao table
-- rite
with all the cream, delivered to you aa
Single Comb Jthode Island
'
FOR RENT New four-roon.onern except nuat. rln. m
house, 826 It cornea from the
phone 1667-for prices, effge and cockerelsReds,'ximmf
Boora
South High.
cows. HICK'S DAIRY, nicely furnished. Icoo
lOU.NCt men, women, over 17, desiring
month.
See
per
II.
F.
C.
or
L.
AUTOMOBILES
down, balance like
Strong
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms and Ranch Co., San Acncla, New Mexico
phone 260.
v.
OK KliNT Heated elasaed-l- n
government positions, 1130 monthly. Bennett, phones 76 or 145.
j none j :i.';,-aleeping
ot
for
HAY FOR HALE Fifteen tons A- -l green FOlt SALE
LXl'KHT Radiator Repairing, O. K. Sheet
porcn. rensonable; board for two.
open. FOR KENT
118 110sleeping porch for two; no children. FOK BALE-- S.
crWhitTlJe'ghorn'hatcTr.
Two-'ooHy owner, five-roomod
South Walnut.
house,
2409-J2sleeping
exa
,
civil
meadow
r.orth Maple, phone H63-W- .
service
Metal
I"rm'r
mg egns and baby chicks. 120 ner
Works. 217 North Third.
... name,
miner)
Phone
or adporch and acreened porch: furnished. dress J. P. hny.
nigniands, five mlnutea FOK SALE
100; also few cocks and cockerels. Gen- - 26 Continental Rldg., Washington, U. C. water
Jacobson, box 114, Old Albul'OJt KEN T Nice front room, adjoining" FOR HENT Desirable sleeping porch,
walk from depot;
Ford touring, etarter and
1519 South Elm.
11,000
balance
paid.
cash,
for
n
two
querque.
K,,..,h
gentlemen.
itancn, postofflce box 812. WOULD YOU PROGRESS? Enroll In FOK
nam, wun Doaru; gentlemen preferred. board
extras; make offer.715 South Walter.
l ooiie tzL'i-- j.
' phone 1709-RENT New chttuge. two rooms, FOR SALEd'eoegi
acrosa- the street.
our school and receive training by exIncubTtorT
ou&Bouin itlgn, pnone 1579-with i.vu injv.--, ami 2U a
FOR SALE
5
liulck touring car;
18U0
No.
I13.su.
month
water,
porch,
South
will
buy
moisture pan, especially marie for this
first-clas- s
years on the same old perts In Secretarial, Stenographic and Edith; key at 1709 Kouth Edith.
GOOD HOMil COOlCINa, aerved family FOR RENT Two rooms, with sleeping TWENTY-NIN- E
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Co.,
o.iooe, piasterea white,
sC. White Leghorn
1,1 .
for light
porch,
923 shingle roof,
climate; also amall cook stove,
You will
Business courses.
. ranch
Complete
chicks,
city
etyle. lire. Knight, corner Urnadway South
floors
and
brand
new.
Two-roogod
- per nunnrea.
house and oath, ."outh Edith.
then be placed In a responsible position. FOlt KENT
Twebty-flv- e
Third, phone 982-- J.
ana uoia.
Price !.,,0. Phone 410
years'
SALIC
FOR
Some extta goud used cars;
furnished,
and
penence
large
CU
wittr
even
individual
porch
Instruction.
yard.
incubators.
Tott Poultry
FOK BALE Three milk gnats, cheap; FOK HALE
Day and
JAMESON'S RANCH Iilenl location for FOK RENT Nice clean rooms for house- - ......
easy term. McIntoti Auto Co., Ill
Uy owner, J1S West Coil,
oox lo. pnone 1789-Weslern School for Pri- between 2 and 5. 702 North Third.
ing sessions.
ki,
bicycle, graphaphone, set of books, boy
keeping and sleeping; under new man- now
neairnseekera; few reaervatlona
i.a.oe
iucco, t rooma and bath. 1 West Copper.
FOR SALE BUFF ORPINGTON eggs for vate Secretaries, Eighth and Tijeras, FOK KENT Three-roohouse, water and girl book ahelf, tent, 16x10.
....
1910
Kcmentiai Worth Third.
avalinole.
Phone 2231-J- .
FOK
901-jiorcnes. newly decorated, vacant
Ch:v-rolSALE
Good f
furnlahed, tie a month. Inquire 13U0 South Edith.
imicuing; Diue nobon winners, first, phone
ii i.wir-- u.
rnone isos-w- .
FOIl RENT Room and board In fur "or kent One or two rooma for second
car, five casings, good as lew:
North Second or phone 92G-first cock and
PINON NUTS In their natural state, pernousckeeping r. a so aleenlnr ,.nm pn. secona and third .pullet, on
must sell In next few days. $07 South.
home, one block from car
VV ANTED
y
owner,
modern
Miscellaneous
FOlt
best
RENT
cockerel,
female
special
Small, modern furnished
fectly roasted, make desirable valenhouse, 60x142 foot lot; fine shade; ex- Walter.
line, M6. 819 North Eleventh. Phone 1099. sonable rent. 623 West Copper.
in the Mediterranean
class,
15o a pound. Robert Macpheison, cellent
cockerels VvANTElJ A.' few
glassed-l- n
bungalow, with
r loe, clean rooms; ana
location, near McMillan
FOR SALE
letting hens, k'li mi porch. Inquire 629 Hojiii Walter.sleepng tines; west central.
Late model Ford roadster
GOOD board and room, 110 per week. laimunL rooms
1472-puiiets for sale. Phon
2404-Jrates
or
by
nv..
week.
reasonable. Apply 411 West park,
Paattn.
day
Mar- with truck body and starter: aood a
two In room. 19; one block from Santa
" ' " r iuii h rpnuo,
FOR RENT Three, four and
FOR SALE Cheap, paying dividends, price
Theater, 211 Vj West Central.
YOU
IF
or
WANT
If
term
one
some
new;
to
dirt
haul
desired. $02 South
Fe hops820 South Third, phone 2374-FOR SALE Hatching eggs; four popular
109 shares Owenwood Oil Stock, valued
houaea and apartments, some furnished.
OR RENT Living room, bed room and
SALE OR RENT Six hrana new
gavel. Phone 1058-J- .
.
McMllllon ft Wood, 2I)
BPCbtAr, delightful roo7rrandporchln
p. v..
1. Reds, Mayhood
at one dollar per share. Address J. J. FOlt
West Gold.
four-roofurnisheflcomnletelv
bath,
hour
.iMm
houses,
corner
A
Ninth
WANTED
will trade for well
and
Or
F:irALE
good portable oven,
furnace heater! home, for lady conva- Mrs,
nam, iv. si. no; famous silver Cam
LIST your vacant houses with the City Elliott, 1407 South Third.
SOI South Fourth.
Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable
dress I. L, D., care Journal.
vacant Iota, Cole-S- , In excellent
SS
lescent. Price
pinea, 15, fi.oo; s. C. Light lirown LegPhone ELGINMetealf,
per month.
Double brass bed, perfoctly tonus. See F. H. Strong, or U C liea-net- t. condition.
llealty Co., for prompt and efflcisnt FOK SALE
a-iBox
HOTEL Sleeping rooma and horns, 15. ,1.60; 8. C Dark Brown Lcg- - WANTED Small safe; state
Address
ear
Phones 75 or 14,r,
price and service. i07 West Hold, phone 867.
new; three-quartwhite Iron bed;
Journal.
housekeeping apai truem. bv ir
nv i'jio. is, ..ee. itoDinaon, Old Town,
Addrei-- s postofflce box 192, clw
else.
J1KS, REED baa moved to 309 Uoulh week
In
both
Five-rooexcellent
Phone
FOR
condition.
y
RENT
NEW
CLEAN
or
camplite-l1888.
house,
m..mh.
HOME, University Heights. FOK SALE
phone
S02(4 West Central.
1402-TFord
1921:
03
wire
Sedan,
WANTED Baby sulky, must be reasonBroadway and baa lovely rooina ai.d
West
ehLolt-lerc-furnished: olnno.
Marquette.
verd.
Just
four rooms, screened
wheels, extra tire, perfect mechanical
able and in good condition. Phone Phone 1340-J- , or call at 801 Eouth Edith. SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions porches completed,
aieeping porcuee with board for oonvt FOR RENT Two nice furnished rooms COLUMBIA HATCHERY i. O. Box
front and rear; built-i- n features-ver2400-Jfor light housekeeping; also two gar
lescenta. Phone 82B.
condition.
Phone
for
demon
uenver, colo. we cn supply you 1D24-moderate in price; small payment stration.
prevent fallen Insteps; curea all foot
FOlt KENT Five-loo149:-W- ,
brick house.
with any quantity of baby chicks. Capao-It- y
619 North Sixth.
WANTED To room and board one or ages. Phone
kalsomlne and paper, waxCLEANING,
bath, slceplnr do.cu. uartire. um'ur- - troubles, si. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos ami easy terms. Inquire Gilbert, phone WANTED
To buy automobile, 1920 or
two buslnese achoot glrla or work FOR. RENT Nicely furnished room. In Live10.000 weekly. Seventeen varieties.
and oiling floors; work guarinteed. nlshed. 45, water free. 220 North High. F. Keleher Leather Co., 40S West Central.
ing
delivery
guaranteed; parcel post John Gouilson, phone 6,14-1941 models
private family, to lady or gentlemen
considered: ntla
ing gins, in furnace heated home. No
FOlt RENT Furnished
prepaid. Write for prices and full
brick . house; price and make only
pet coyote, about FOK SALE Five-roouse, FOIl SALE Young
ot car to Mr. Jay. care
alck. 401) South Seventh.
employed; no si ck. 710 West Rom a.
fifteen months old; have raised this is
SCAVENGER
AND OENEItAL HAUL405 South Bavrinth street, orlce 137.00.
modern; well situated on car line In Journal.
KuuM and Bleeping porch, with good FOR RENT Large, well furnlBhedbed-room- ,
a
ING.
two
since
week old, and Is very hlKlilands; house
Reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith, Inquire 220 North Ninth, phone 1274-pet
has hot air heat,
23ARRED
ROCKS
WHITE
''OR SALE
steam heated, hot water In room,
tame. Apply at 142S Bouth lecond, or glassed-l- n
Just out of the paint shop,
board, in modern private home, fur723East Iron, phone 23D9-sleeping porch, and I comNEW five-rooWTANDOTTES.
modern furnished bun- pnone isco-" '
Oakland Six. excellent runnlns1 condi
nace heat, best location In hlghlanae; garage If desired. 611 West Coal, phone
pletely furnished. Price I very reasonCOOO
ladies'
WANTED
At
or
show
the
1102-In
gentleno
held
e
no
suits,
Just
Albuqner-qugarage;
galow,
children;
sick;
Is right , Hoover Motor
tha
tion;
rates 150 to I Hi a month. Apply 123
.
terms.
price
able;
152J-Jgood
Phone
AKilESTOS
we entered 19 birds. 1 of them
BOOF
PAINT
men's, to clean and press, $1 each. oheap. Room 7. First National Bank
WOOUWORTH
jsortn Maple.
GOOD for all kinds of roof, $1 per gal
FOlt SALE ROSLINGTON' STAN IDA UD- - Co., 418 West Conner.
Newly
furnished, nice, were under the ribbons; of these 3 were Duke City Cleaners, phone 448.
ouiKiina;.
vo
MIHAMONT15S-ON-TMM-ME9RENT
Ion.
ciean rooma and housekeeping apart
FOIl
Kates: 15c per mile,
KED
Mauzano
The
110
HOUSE
South
Co.,
seconds, all others were FIRSTS and WANTED A car of old furniture, nus. FOlt KENT Cosy little furnished cot
(copyright applied for).
A BANATOK1UM-HOTEper nour minimum. Special rates
1834 J. Try a built up four rooms, Bleeping porch, city water,
Walnut,
for tubercular ments, by day, week or month. 311 SPECIALS;
a
limited
amount of
stoves, clothing: any and everything:
tage, four rooms and Bleeping porch; roor. winphone
week
Ask
for
them. Iirlverles
as
aa
convaiescentai graduate nurse In at Bouth Third.
days.
bul
idl
last
eieetrio
the
ng.
lights, sanitary, large lot. close
long
breeding stock for sale at reasonable pay cash. Address Box 4o0. care Journal. will lease for six month or year. 1115
in
to car line, price $2,760; easy terms. See Ford Co., 151 North Third, phone f.so.
tendance; rutea by the week or month, FOR RENT To one or two employed prloee. J. D. Notgrass, 604 North Second. WANTED
MUST sacrifice an Indian-twmotor""furniture and worth Fifth.
Secondhand
W.
Call 240O-.l- l.
O,
FOK
Western
BALK
Ilorff,
Co.
Ford light truckTiiTiiO; ,Tne
gentlemen, Urge, furnace heated front RED POULTRY YARDS 8. C.
Mortgage
cycles power plus 17 model. Just rebuilt,
trunks. Wa buy everything in house' FOTTtENT Modern five-roohouse and
ton Ford truek, $300. worm drive; E-may now be had at Hi, room, reasonable: no alck. .00 Booth
delivery van; a quick and economic FOK SALE One of the nlceat home in
Reda, Barred Plymouth Hocka, pena hold goods.
816
Max's
Store.
with
Bargain
furnished,
glassed
sleeping
porch;
Mevenitt.
John'a Sanatorium (EDlacoDaUt ratea.
for someone In messenger or de
and cockerels for breeding; hatching eggs noutn First.
University Heights; five-rooSpanish light Eulek, $590; Ford touring, $125;
Phone 8C8
lawn, shade;. will lease for year. Apply mode
17.50 to 12 per week; Includea private
$260.
cash or type adobe, now and modern throughout; Studebaker,
livery business;
Ill
Investigate;
RENT Well furnished front bed- from sixteen grand pens. Our winnings at MAX BARGAIN STOKE, at 915 South 1 North Thirteenth.
room with Bleeping porch, connected to FOR
terms. 4ir North Sixth.
large porches, hot water heat, basement, West Gold
room, private entrance, modern: with tha Albuquerque ;
are
show,
II
Itry
tor
win
the
FOR
RENT
pay
oatn ana toilet; medical care, medicines, or without kitchen
Three
rooma
rirsi,
nigncat
prices
hardwood
bath,
SALE
glassed
FOR
In
garnito,
floors:
well
la
house
Ford
1919
Barred
prises,
Touring car,
Rocks; first old pen;
ecunu-nan- a
privllegea. 728 South second
furnished. See owner, 117 Bouth Glrard.
sleeping porch. Areola heat, East Cenciotning, anoes auu
general nursing; excellent meala, tray
model, by lady leaving city; car almost
and third young pen; first and jour
Phone 858.
tral, oposlte Methodist Sanatorium, 155. FOR IALE Five hundred shsrss of
ns new; new top. newly painted. Sea
service; no extraa. All rooma have ateam uroaaway.
third pullet; second and third cockerel furniture.
FOR SALE Two housea of four rooms good
city
heat, hot and eold running water. Rev. FOR RENT Room with bath and toilet in 8. C. R. I. Reds, first young pen; sec- WANTED Team, wogon and harnesa; Apply 410 Tale avenue, or phone 333.
this car for bargain. Apply Fourth?
E.eelrlc Railway, below par. Dr. R.
each, one new modern, located on corW. H. Zlegler, Superintendent.
Phone
1911-team to welsh 900 to 1.100 eaoh: want FOK RENT
aojolnlng; Beparnte entrance: can be ond old pen; second and third pullet; first
L. llust, N. T. Armljo building.
Unfurnished, aeven-rooner, close In, on car line; one furnished; Street Garage, or phone
usca lor housekeeping, 11. and up. HI ou iiura
on eggs.
wm. Blets, gooa younr stock; must be cheap. Ad
1(10;
150;
modern,
modern,
WHEN IN NEED otr
prizes
can
live
In
ona
you
and
rent
let
for
pay
five-rooor after 6.
North Arno; call before
iao-i.- o
three-roodress J. c, care Journal.
vvesi Atlantic, pnone J4HS-two
and
150;
modern,
balance; the price for these two houses is TIRES, rims, carburetors,
prin(rs, magCARPENTERING
MOUNTAIN
netos, generators, wheels, gears, axiea,
VIEW 8. C. R. I.nEDg7' BKTTKK KODAK FIN'IKHI.NO
It Is
apartment; close In. Metcalt USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and aetit 54,230, part cash. Hurry on this bargain
FOK SALfc Livetock
better. Return postage paid on mall Agency.
PETTI FORD THE ODD JOB MAN,
make big winning at National Western
horns, aecessuri-- s.
dressing, Effecto Auto Enamel, Vale-pa- r. lor l am leaving town. 101 South Edith. bearinKs,
COMlil TO PARTS HEAUQDARTKRS.
All kinds of work. Phone 1B73-HtocK unow at Denver, January, j 823. oroera. Tne tarnum studio, Z19H west FOR
FOR MBALK Two
two - room
Valspar Enamela on automobiles.
RENT
1, young milk This
Furnished,
We have sa Honed to date the followshow was one of the largest held In central, Albuquerque, N. M.
oows. Phone 107.
Homestead
Plymouth Cottage Paint,
WANTED Odd Jobs carpentering, house
PERSONAL
apartapartment, $11,50; three-roocare: Hulck, Maxwell,
United
States
ing
woo
this
We
f
Floor
Paint.
Paint
and
second
Ite
sat
year.
Cement,
four-rooChandler,
and
at reasonable FOR SALE Bucks end does; alao fry cockerel class of 68; sixth
ROO CI.EANEI1S
painting
ment, $30;
$45;
repairing,
apartment,
Mitchell,
I.NVifiSTiUATOR.S.
Chevrolet 4I0 and F. B. ; Over266.
JMiono
aiiaured. Tho. F. Keleher Leath
five-roopullet class of
prices. Phnne 1456-house, isfaction
houae, $50; four-roo710 wost Lean.
ltugs Cleaned. 12.00.
ing reunite.
ill
land, every model. 5, 6, 79, 80, II sa.
401 West Central, shone :0S7-- J.
er
nintn
of 20; fourth MATTRESSES
class
young
Co.,
pen,
l,
reKUItN
three-rooITUHE
uphulstr-(rrpalred,
Metealf
BUILDING, alterationa. repairing, arge FOR SALE- - -- Toung rabblta for eating. display, claas 600 Reda,
renovated. 13 60 and op. $00;
house, $25,
8.1B, 15-- ,,
76, 75B and 90; Crow ElkOur aecond
fill. hed; plamm and vlctroUs our
furniture repaired end packed. Ervln Agency.
no North Fourth,
jobs or small; work by contract or by
Denver eockerel was valued by experts
Reo, Dort, Saxon. Studebaker. both
WANTED Position
phone 1606-all work guarantee!.
Phone hart,
4 and
'the day; reasonable prlcea; work
guar471.
.
Co.,
Viaduct
jseaaing
phone
at
also
1350;
Awinners
2177-at
FOR SALE Or trade
champion
Oarage, 600 South Secfor hoga, good
r
anteed; eatlmetea free. Call 1765-WANTED
ond.
Housework by the day. Phon
DRESSMAKING
lbuquerque,
home In the state.
Largest
1921, winning first, second WANTF.D
work
about 1100: ran be ana
Careful Kodak finishing.
CHILDREN'S
CUT at their hornet. Our price the parte
HAIR
1645.
lowest.
second
I WANT you to Investtttate my low prices seen nc horse,w. weight
inira
and
cock,
third
nrst,
Twice dally service. Remember, satisHunter
north end hen,
Stic; ladles ihamunu, mem hair cut
on any kind of a building propoaition lilo Grande blvd. Phone ranch,
first, aecond and third cockerels. faction guaranteed.
8409-R-WANTED
Work
til
Phone
hour.
by
Bend
finishing WANTED
and ehnvei at their home, by Perkins
first pullet, second young pea, first old to a reliable, established your
1343-you havo In view. A. K. Palmer, BungaPhone
Bewlng by tha day.
after 6 p. m.
FOR SALE I have twenty-fiv- e
firm. Hanna
H94-head of
Hrotners, phone isgt.r
low Builder, ho 41, cltv, phone 1788-specials for best mala American A Hanna, Master
WANTED
gooa young work horses, and one span pen;
Washing and Ironing by the NOTICK Want to notify my old custom
Photographer.
TIME CARDS
class
eock
and
show.
of
ohamplon
WANTED
a
children
clothe
Sewing;
year-ol- d
Call
170S-6:30
m
soma
have
unbroke
after
mules;
day,
p.
BUSINESS CHANCES
birds for sale: hatching eggs TEACHING Baxabhone. clarinet, xyke
ers that I am now ready to no to their
peclalty, 401 South Walter.
norsea; thla la good young, gentle, sound Breeding
WA NTED
and
Wash
chicks
from
all
flfteea
of
or
the
want
a
Ing
homes
time
baby
andr7fnTngT!ake
trombone;
cornet,
phone,
drama,
any
WANTED Sewing.
shampoo
thry
bALalt one fat the weal Itualueuv stock; prlcea very reasonable: also have finest
Mra.
Foster; Sol
1H01 West Mountain road.
home.
HOW to read music
pens mated In the west. ORDER brass Instruments.
I specialize on treatscalp treatment.
North Fourth. Phone 12S9-harnesa 110 Nnrtb CHICKS
propertlea In Albuquerque. 115 Biuib some second-han- d
G. P. Hay, lit North and play In bands and orchestras.
EARLY.
Prof. FIRST-CLASWANTED
and
to lake ments under the Harper method. Special
Washing
First street. Inuulra at Bavoy Hotel of uroaaway, phone 1668-Soott Rldeaour, High, phone 22IO-ironing
S
is
302-and
all '(In
Bills, 102S Forrester, phone
dressmaking
105 Eaat Coal, phone Ufls-W- .
homc.
rates. Olsa Martin, phone 2203-.
.flee
of sewing. 1220 South Edith.
AI rtUQUERQUB WINDOW
WANTED
CLEANING
woman
white
Competent
YOU T
MONEY TO LOAN
FOlt BALK First-clas- s
WHAT WOKIUKii
shoe shoo,
full
DRESSMAKING
or at home.
RENT
FOR
Ranches
tha
By
-CO.
day
floora
want
as
Windows
and
cleaned
cook.
or
chambermaid
line of machinery; price very easonposition
WHETHER your troubles ttrfj tuva,
- nia
iesir,-- s
To LOAN on watches, dia FOK HENT Ranch. Apply M. Mundell. Bcrubbsd; stona,
mi west Iron, phnna 1 905-- - - best references'.
and houses
J. K. IS., care Journal
offlcei
or marriage, write fully;
hle; owner leaving. Addreaa 8. B Jart UuNuy
money
health,
WEfa'i iluL'.Vl
Dally.
monds, guns and evervthlng valuaola
cleaned; reasonable
rales and honest HEMSTITCHING, plcotlng. Williams- Mll- wis AuCrfTT'iTET-K- ,
110 West Central.
Journal.
Ui.osEf
utriet
confidence;
prompt,
oven,
personal
reply.
and
Train.
Mr. B. Marcus,
213 South First.
Arrive,
Depart.
A Oranone;
leave your call
iinery, goo south. Uroadway, ph. 777-Prof. Coffman, No. J Th Boout.... 7:30
FOR RENT Itancri, 160 acres, eoven work.
keep book. WILLIAMS A ZANU. We help thousands.
Jj'OH KALE Nice home, furnished, room MONElf
pm 1 .30 pm
252.
American
TO
Grocery, pbnne
LOAN $1,600, 12.000, (2,600
Dlv.
l:?4 Nnrtb Second AlbuquerDKEHtSMAKlNO,
on lo(s for three more houses and a
mites east of town; good nlaee for
designing and ladles room $. Mollnl building, phone 701-No. I Calif. LiniUed.li:3u am 11:00 am
N. AI.
que.
and M.000 on first class real estate. chlckena. Phone 768-tailoring a aoeclaltv: bast of references WANTED
food business goes with the bargain. AdNo. t Faigo
Woman cook, nov employed,
fast. ,lii:60 am I lsiio am
Phone 180-J- .
McMllllon ft Wood, 206 West Gold.
FOR
dress llungnlow, care Journal.
nnilllnn March 1
No.
Th
FOR RENT Fltteen-acr- e
am 1:00 dm
miles
Navajo.
ranch,
'
FOR SALE
Ranches
MONEY TO LOAN m diamonds, waicooi
north of town; alx acrea In alfalfa, bal FURNITURE KKPA1KINO and upholster- - F1KST-CLAS- B
SOUTHBOUND.
dressmaking done; quick hnumt. hotL rartL'h rlvt fui) nnrtifni-irtWAN 1ED Houaet
Mra Randy. firn letter. Mrs. 3. Pike, cara U. S.
No. it
and gold lewelryi liberal reliable, con
ance ready for crop; good three-rooEl
Phone 471. Ervln Bedding Co. $01service; own dealener.
ng.
10:U vn
Eip
Foil SAl.li 3 6o acre and up; farm and No. 17 Kl Pao
North Eighth.
fidential. Outtlleb Jewelry Co., 106 N. tat adnba house, garage and out buildings. FOR SALE
Ranch, Cimarron. N. M.
Peso Kxp
WAN TTDFirslicdlloWeB'
ll:Slan
Dressers, (11.60 up; cook
stock lands; (ood grass; water;
P' one 2191-PLEATING, accordion, aid
mornings.
EA8IUOUND
and box; WANTED-MAliK- IED
all psrta of town. McMllllon A Wood. CUN F1DENTI A L loana on
stove and large stock of hlgh-oiasMAN, 20. having IrrUated lands. K. Herron. Chama. cheap
M.
N.
mall
No.
eelry,
N.
Th
Crane.
order.
North
ofNavuio..
i:10
140 pm
and
pm
Ill
mine
bookkeeping,
(2d.
furniture.
used
accounting
household
allghtly
n
VantED To Euy four or
watchea, Liberty bonds, plan is,
Seventh. Crana Apartment, aibone 114. fice experience, desires position, as as- FOH SAI.K lianch. oldTown" boulevard I No. 4 Calif. Limited. 6.(10 pm 6:40 pm
FOR SALE Real
south First,
house with one or mora lota, or woutd automobiles. Lowest rates. Kotbman'a
owner leavlns on account of health, No. 1 g. K. Blsht.. 7:25 pm 1:10 pm
r;
office
or
sistant
clerk
FASH
ION
bookkeeper,
ABLE
DRESSMAKING
be Interested in one or more vacant tola; 117 loutn First.
Never
Bunded h the state. Foil HALE Fin corner
FOR SALE Several used Morris chairs,
irood houaea, garaue, fruit, alfalfa, horses, No. 10 Tha Seoul..,, 7:20 am 7:60
lot, reasonable.
Phone 104-speak Spanish,
before baa a dreaamakar been able-- to
lis
cash; prefer to deal with owners, Ad- Kitchen oablneta. dressers and chiffon
rnone isnz-j- .
cows, chickens and farming Implement.
FROM SOUTH.
show her artlstio ability as oow, with mk for Mr. Floyd.
ewre Jnorral.
dreaa U
com
ier!. Phone 409-Furniture
star
FOR SALE OR TRADE
rhone sis, or owner. 2417-R- I.
No. 28 From Kl Paso :J5 pm
GO
FOK SALE Fine
foot lot on East pany, IIS Weat Oold.
the new weave and
orettv youthful
FOIl SALE lianch, two mile from pot-offic- No. I From El
Mrs. Iienhl, room H. Grant Bldg.
OR SALO .OR TRADE Eighty ac.-e- s
7:00 am
Silver at reduced price. J. A. Ham.
TYPEWRITERS
FOR BALE Furniture at factory prices styles.
No. 10 connect at relen with No. ti '
four
on main ditch, double
Improved, In Osarka.
n.ir willow mond. a.24 East Silver.
which make It oust lea than second
TVl'KWKI'l E11S All makes overhauled houte, Baruae,aores,
IST KmallYeliowkUtinV'b
for CI. .vis. Pecos Valie- - KanFOR
Springs, Missouri, for suburban, near
milk
RENT
chicken
SALH Few lota, south highlands, hand
house,
Storeroom
FOR
good
city and
and repaired, Klhbona for every ma.' houses; blooded chlckena and turkevs; G
Vale avenue and 803 East Silver: regood. Com and see for yourself.
Coast.
Write Leon Sperling, Dodson,
tl7n each: terms If desired. 110S Koulh American
Furniture Co.. 121 South Sec Kill llli.Nl Feoru. ry 10, slore-ruuiExchine.
at
also
ward; notify 410 lata, ., .
Albuiiuergn
Typewriter
50
furniture
Missouri,
No.
N.v II
and
ine
et
connect,
with
i'a
tools;
term,
rieljn
Sroadway, after t p. ou
.
ond.
Xit itvuilt Fount
i.s Buuia cecooo. M, f, Stauuu,
change, phon yvl-J- .
froni Clorl and point aastt and oiit
Vl
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RIGHT NOW, TODAY
Is Your Opportunity to Buy

ftJ!
K:l

BONELESS CHICKEN

IHA1I
:

Three Days Starting Today
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY

oz. not weight, for only B2c per can,
size, 6
it
as low as most dealers have to pay. Put it fn the 'pantry,
will come very handy some day, when you want to serve a
nice quick lunch. This price today only.
Frpsh Potato Chips in classes bags, 10c
onions come in from the south yesterday, lb.
Great for slicing1.
Pluto concentrated spring water from the French Lick Springs
ot Indiana. Largo bottle 40c.

ti

No.

jjjjby's

YTh

each.-Whit-

17c

A Burton Holmes Travel Picture of Albuquerque and
Vicinity. See Your Own Home Town in the Movies.
ALSO

HOMER H. WARD
rhoncs

STORE,

WARD'S

"ULeriG THE ItlO GSfflliE"

4.

315 Marble Avenue.

ps-

LET'S

I

GO

last
TIME

?

75M V'i k1
hT"w

mfflo

C;A

WALLACE

-

'm

William Fox Presents

William Russell in "HOOF TREE"

A

.

nnd Tradition.
A Story of Love. Hate, Jealousy, Feuds
tlio
of
Day.
NEWS"
Topics
Also "FOX
COMEDY
HUtOLD LLOD in a TUP ROARING
ADMISSION PRICES.

REGULAR

TOMORROW,

COMING

FEBRUARY

Another flitting with
Jaunty Wally into the
place where the laughs
live!
A story of homeless
lovers who camped on
the roofs of New York. S"?
Full enough of fun
aim
CAUUeniPni
lo
make
landlord for- get the first of the
month!

15.

"QUEER OF SHEBA"
by Special Orchestra

Accompanied

t

We deliver any stze any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.
BITTNER

Blue

1

r

I

'1

pi

frswri

Label

Columbia Records

ROOMS

HOUSE

Phone

S10U South First.

Double

7

a

8SI--

IE Cleaners
DYERS AND HATTERS
ltlG CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. Bill nnd Gold

On Sale

at

ROTH MAN'S
Music

Well Country Camp
Tulierenlnrs

ill

For Convalescent
in the mounlnliis. Rates $12.50
pet week. lor Reservations.
49Q-- J

h.

'kM'm

ill!

Latest Hits

Cast Includes Lila Lee, Clarence Geldart, Gertrude Short
AND

UR&EUT EVENT!
REGULAR PRICES.

and Jewelry Store
First

St.

Phone

917-.-

I

Phone

w

Apply
House Maid.
.iiiatarlinn.
Murphcy

Coal
Gallup Lump
TON

5'Cy

$11.00 A
WHY?

Johnson Coal Co.
lino X.

C330CM

Sygarite Fancy Chestnut
In Furnace. Heater, Range, Areola

I9.S0 per Tea

DON'T FORGET

Phone 388--

First

CJ

Car on Track Today

Wednesday Night, February 15

Dance at Old Town
Society Hall

Benefit Dance
ST. MARY'S HALT;,
Thursday, February 10. Given

Music By
WHITE LIGHTXING
II A 11 M O X I Z E I! S

by the Freshman Class.
Admission $1.00. Ladies' Free.

G, The Jeweler

FOG

1VPEUT WATCH MAKING,
Repairing.
i:ngravine. Jewelry
j.

Opposite

Phone

903--

I

S.

122

It

"Learn

Fourth.

Right"

SCHOOL OF DANCING
West Central Ave.

Class

8

Admission Free.

Hermann. Instructor

O'clock Thursday nights

J

STAGE
Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

nnd Gentlemen.
and cleanest white
The
barber shop in the city ot Albuquerque is now reducing theg
high cost of shaving and
and nil work that includes barber work.
3,"c
Hair Cut
35c
Hair Singe
35c
Hair .Bobbed
Plain Shampoo ......35c
35c
Hand Massage
35c
Peroxide Steam
20o
Shave
All Tonics
...150
All Work Guaranteed.
TnE WHITE BARKER SHOP,
203 Enst Central. Albuquerque.
F. Ti. MARTINEZ, Proprietor.
litHo

On February 15th a daily
stage service will run to
TAOS.

Phone 600

Gallup Lump

S10.50
Per Ton
Guy's Transfer

324 S. Second.

Announcement

Wednesday, Feb. 15,

BABY CHICKS
1

will open a grocery store
at 822 S. Walter. I will
e
handle
goods
and the prices will be
right. Cash or credit. We
high-grad-

deliver.

ROBERT JONES
Phone G82

ness

Homeseekers
A

beautiful

seven-roo-

m

bun-

galow, Just completed. Interior
decorated and finished in colors to suit the most delicate
taste. This house open for in7
spection any tima. Half block
from Central on Maple street.

Jones & Turnbull.
General Contractors.
1216

East,

Gold.

are prepared to take orders for Baby Chicks In lots
to 1000. AH orders filled In
rotation as received. The pens
from which our eggs are selected are fancy pure-bre- d
stock,
graded as to egg laying strains,
at
of
breeds
the following
and
the prices quoted. Shipments
made from Kansas by one ot
the largest firms in this busiWe

:

SINGLE COMB WHITE
LEGHORNS
$20.00 per 100 $80.00 per 500
I5I1F ROCK. BARRED ROCK
OR RHODE ISLAND REDS
$21.00 per 100 $85.00 per 500
WHITE WYANDOTTE OR
TU FF ORPINGTONS
$22.00 per 100 $91.00 per 600
We ship all chicks by parcel
post or express prepaid and
guarantee live arrival. Drafts
or certified checks must accompany all orders.
Parties ordering will be notified a couple days before shipment.
V
IT. Li' BLAIR CO.
''
Albuquerque, N. M.

"SHIMMY SHIVERS" A
REGULAR PRICES.

Added Attraction!

NEVER AGAIN
With present developments on
East Silver, near Highland
lots there.
Park, can
be bought as cheap as now.
left
at
few
$500 to ?GG0
Just a
on easy terms.
82

FOR RE NT

I

Steam heated office space nt
207 West Gold Avenue. Apply
CITY REALTY CO.
.

-

J. A. HAMMOND,
Phono 1522-R- .
E. Silver.

Robert

Dr.

Central Ave.
TODAY

be served wafers, with
salad
and hot doughnuts. They will also be instructed by MRS. SWARTZ,
special home economics representative from Chicago of the
Corn Products Refining Company, how to make cake and
pie crust from MA ZOLA Corn
Shortening.

'

"Scrap Iron"

Buy Your4 Groceries
AT

RONEY'S
PHONE 563.
and Mountain

II

Road.
Eighth
We give S & h oreen Stamps.
Free Delivery to all Parts of
the City.

M U

LE

S K I C

509 East Central.
Phono

515-- J

WANTED

Highest
prices paid for all
kinds of FIRE ARMS! Must be
condition.
in, A213 S. First St.
Phono K64--l

Comic.

y

KlLeiHf

You won't, if we repair your
watch. Best workmanship in the
city, for less money.
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP,
215 South Second Street.
.

glass. Alhuquerque Lumber Co
Phono 421. 423 North First.

THE IMPERIAL
In the state
Finest . room
steam
heat, hot and cold
water all outside rooms.
'
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 toJIOweeK
'Transient rate $1.60 slqgle;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.50 single anu
double $3.00.

LAUNDRY CO.
'

OF QUALITY"
Dyeing, Hats
Dry Cleaning,
Cleaned and Blocked, Rugs
.
latest
cleaned
process.
by

Phones

148

FANNY S.SPITZ, Inventor and Proprietor of the
Machines.
323

GOAL

$10.51
Best for Stove and range. Nice, convenient size
coal. Costs less, burns longer. Makes more heat.
ORDER A TON TODAY

HAHN COAL COMPANY, PHONE

91.

and 449.

AUCTION SALE
TODAY, February 14, at 805 N. Fourth
Street. Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.
Five rooms of furniture to gro to the highest bidder fot cash.
Note the following articles to be sold. Dressers, rockers, com.
. modes, beds,
springs and mattresses, oil cook stove, hcntlns;
s,
stovo kitchen table, hand orean wUh twelve records,
small rugs, cooking utensils and many other articles not
mentioned. If it is house furnishings yon want, don't fall to
attend this sale. Everything mnst go," nothing to be reserved.
Bo on hand promptly and bring your friends. If any one has
a few odd pieces of furniture they want to sell In this sale
call Gobcr before 0 o'clock this morning, and he will arrange
to get In what yon wish to sell.
por-tlcre-

CLEAN-WHOLES-

and Separating
North Tenth Street. Telephone 802.

EOG

"THE LAUNDRY

That Any Party or Individual Operating Machinery
ING Pinon-Nut- s
and REFUSING TO PROVE to ne THEIR RIGHT to OPERATE
and MARKET SUCH MACHINERY OR THE PRODUCT Therefrom is LIABLE
TO PROSECUTION FOR INFRINGEMENT on my Patents.
MY NUTS ARE SOLD IN SANITARY PACKAGES ONLY
ONLY
SWEET-- IN
DAINTY CONTAINERS-RETA- IL
FROM AND AT MY FACTORY DIRECTLY TO THE CONSUMER.,
PROTECTED BY MY REGISTERED TRADE MARK "F. S. S. SUNSHINE PRODUCT," AND COPYRIGHTED LABEL.
ANY OTHER NUTS DISTRIBUTED ARE NOT THE PRODUCT OF MY
MACHINES.
ng

iorrisse

Building, Denver, Colo.

ERE11LL0S

aMan

Send

Warned
Dealers as well as the public Are
for SHELLING and SEPARAT-

F. S. S. Sunshine

at

,

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

Nut-Shelli-

SHARES

ass

ELMS HOTEL

Speolnllst.

Thomas F.
400 Commonwealth

Goldwyn-Bra-

THOUSAND

Sid

or any part of BAKER STEAMER stock
THREE CENTS. Wire amount you have.

.

Brewington

Lung and htomacn

Will

Only 40 Tons to Sell at
tills price.
Orders filled in the order they
are received while it lasts.

Opening

quick-movin-

LADIES'

516 W.

I will buy TWENTY

g
Real Ray Action, Real Ray Homor, Real Ra y Heartpunch in Richard Andre's
thrill! As big as
a
play cf fcctball, eolloso and castles in the air. Such

CONRO Y'S
GROCERY

SPECIALCoal

Directed By
Charles Ray

.

Who Drcp In At

Oiriee Singer Cigar Store.
210 West Central

Phone 371.

lasit Skker Steamer

Ladies

hair-cuttin-

DEN-ZE-RA- E

518', 4
VreA

1

Stop, Look, Listen!

Postofflce.

J.

PHONE 35

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

j

OME

We announce a reduction In .the price of Canon
City Coal. This Coal is the very best on the local
market. Can be used for any purpose. Full of
heat and vigor.- - Try it and you will be convinced.
Other Coal in proportion.

COAL SUPPLY and

LUKR

CO.

4 .Phones 5
:

Let Our

Trucks Bring Comfort to Yonr TTome

TELL IT THROUGH THE CLASSIFIED

